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DNA replication is an efficient and precise process which copies genetic information in order to be passed on to daughter cells. DNA polymerase catalyzes the DNA synthesis reaction, but cannot efficiently replicate an organism’s genome without the help of other DNA replication proteins. To prevent DNA polymerase from losing contact with DNA during replication, sliding clamps anchor DNA polymerases to the DNA template. Sliding clamps are ring-shaped proteins that are loaded onto the DNA by clamp loader complexes in an ATP dependent manner. Sliding clamps and clamp loaders are found throughout all domains of life and are required for cell viability. In *E. coli*, the clamp loader is the DnaX complex which is named after the gene products of *dnaX*, γ and τ. The DnaX subunits perform the ATP hydrolysis required for clamp loading. Sliding clamps are loaded onto each Okazaki fragment of the lagging strand, corresponding to a clamp being loaded every 2-3 s.

Various aspects of the *E. coli* clamp loading mechanism were studied using fluorescent-based assays and variants of the clamp loaders and clamps. Questions were asked about how the sliding clamp, clamp loaders, and clamp loader-protein interactions all contribute to the regulation of the clamp loading reaction. Chapter 3
examines the sliding clamp role in clamp opening and if the clamp loaders actively open
the clamps. Chapter 4 examines the differences of the two DnaX clamp loader subunits, γ and τ. Finally, chapter 5 presents data examining the mechanism of sliding clamp
loading regulation by the single-stranded DNA binding protein, SSB. Combined, these
studies provide detailed information on the mechanism of clamp loading, an essential
reaction for all life to copy their genomic information.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

DNA Replication in *Escherichia coli*

Before cells divide, their genetic information is copied in order to be passed down to the daughter cell. Bacteria, like *Escherichia coli*, reproduce through an asexual process called binary fission. In binary fission, the bacteria’s genome is duplicated then the cell divides into roughly equal halves with one genome in each cell. The process in which the genomes are replicated is a very precise and quick process. In *Escherichia coli*, DNA replication occurs at approximately 1000 base pairs (bp) per second (1) and makes a mutation approximately 1 in every $10^7$ to $10^8$ base pairs (2, 3). The speed and accuracy of DNA replication are achieved by the coordinated actions many DNA replication and repair proteins inside the cells.

In *Escherichia coli*, DNA replication begins at the origin of replication site, oriC. Once the origin of replication is opened by DnaA, the helicase, DnaB, is loaded onto each replication fork (Figure 1-1). DNA helicases are proteins that unwind the DNA at each replication fork making way for the DNA replication machinery. As the DNA is separated, single-stranded DNA is covered in single-stranded binding protein (SSB). The complex that coordinates the replication fork in *E. coli* is the clamp loader complex, τ-complex. The τ-complex binds to the helicase and to (at least) two DNA polymerases (4). DNA polymerase III (pol III) is the protein which performs the actual DNA synthesis in *E. coli*. DNA polymerase alone can only replicate a couple of nucleotides before losing contact with the DNA and falling off. The DNA polymerase binds a doughnut-shaped ring called the sliding clamp (β sliding clamp in *E. coli*) to make the DNA replication process more efficient by increasing the polymerase processivity (5). The
sliding clamp wraps around the DNA and can freely move along the DNA. A polymerase bound to a sliding clamp can replicate thousands of nucleotides in a single binding event, making DNA synthesis more efficient. The sliding clamps are loaded onto DNA by a mechanoenzyme called the clamp loader through an ATP-dependent process. The structure and function of sliding clamps and clamp loaders are highly conserved from prokaryotes to eukaryotes (6).

Once the DNA replication proteins are loaded onto each of the replication forks at the origin, the forks move bidirectionally away from each other in either a clockwise or counterclockwise direction (Figure 1-1). DNA synthesis begins with an RNA primer which is synthesized across from the parental strand by RNA primase. DNA polymerase can extend this RNA primer. The polymerase in *E. coli* is known as DNA polymerase III (pol III) and uses the 3’ hydroxyl group on the RNA primer to extend the growing DNA chain. DNA is naturally in an anti-parallel form meaning that one strand of the double-stranded DNA is in the 5’ phosphate to 3’ hydroxyl group direction, and the other strand is oriented the opposite way (3’ hydroxyl to 5’ phosphate group). When the replication fork moves, one side of the fork will be moving in the direction of DNA synthesis (5’ phosphate to 3’ hydroxyl group) and will be continuously synthesized. This strand is called the leading strand of DNA replication. The other side of the replication fork will be moving in the opposite direction of DNA replication (3’ hydroxyl to 5’ phosphate group) and has to be synthesized discontinuously in fragments called Okazaki fragments (7). In *Escherichia coli*, Okazaki fragments are around 1000 bp long, while only 100-200 base pairs long in eukaryotes. The RNA primase synthesizes a primer for the beginning of each Okazaki fragment. Pol III is ejected from the sliding clamp once it reaches the end.
of the previous Okazaki fragment. The τ-complex clamp loader moves the polymerase to the next sliding clamp, which has been loaded onto the new RNA primer by the clamp loader (8). Clamp loaders have to load a sliding clamp onto an Okazaki fragment about every 2 seconds to keep up with the replication fork. Finally, pol III then loads onto the sliding clamp and continues begins to synthesize another Okazaki fragment.

Proteins of the *Escherichia coli* Holoenzyme

At the heart of DNA replication in all domains of life is the cellular replicase which contains a DNA polymerase, a ring-shaped sliding clamp, and a clamp loader. In *E. coli*, this holoenzyme is composed of polymerase III, the β sliding clamp, and the DnaX complex clamp loader for a total of 10 subunits (9). The holoenzyme coordinates the movements of DNA replication as the replication fork moves at thousands of nucleotides per second (1). The sections below go into more detail about each of these proteins.

DNA Polymerase III

DNA polymerase is the enzyme that performs the actual DNA synthesis. Arthur Kornberg discovered the first DNA polymerase, DNA polymerase I, in 1956 through the *in vitro* synthesis of DNA using *E. coli* extracts (reviewed in (10)). While Kornberg believed this was the genomic polymerase, but the rate of DNA synthesis was too slow to be the replicative polymerase. In 1969, a viable strain of *E. coli* with a DNA synthesis defective form of pol I (*polA1*) which maintained the exonuclease activity was created. This meant that pol I could not have been the main DNA polymerase. DNA polymerase III was discovered by Kornberg’s son, Thomas Kornberg, in 1971 (11). Thomas Kornberg combined the *polA1* mutation with thermosensitive (ts) mutations and tested the enzymatic activity of pol II and pol III. While pol II ts strains were able to grow at the nonpermissive temperatures, the pol III ts strains could not (11). This confirmed that pol
II and pol III were two unique enzymes and that pol III, not pol I, was the genomic DNA polymerase.

DNA polymerase III is made up of 3 different subunits, α, ε and θ, in a 1:1:1 molar ratio. Binding of the subunits occurs in a linear order with α binding to ε and ε binds to θ (12). No interaction between θ and α has been found. The α subunit is encoded by the dnaE gene and is the catalytic subunit which adds nucleotides to the growing DNA strand (13). The ε subunit is encoded by the dnaQ gene and is the exonuclease subunit. To remove misincorporated nucleotides, ε can remove nucleotides in a 3’ to 5’ direction (14). Both the α and ε subunits are required for viability (11, 15). The θ subunit is encoded by the holE gene and has an unknown function. Strains of E. coli in which the θ subunit has been removed are viable and do not have any known obvious phenotypes or growth defects (16). The expression of ε is reduced in the holE strain suggesting θ may have a role in stabilizing ε (17). This stabilization role was also suggested by in vitro results using thermal inactivation assays (18) and in vivo experiments using dnaQ mutant strains in a yeast two-hybrid assay (19). In addition, biochemical assays have shown that θ promotes the exonuclease activity of ε (12).

Alone, DNA polymerase III can only add 10-20 nucleotides before losing contact with the DNA (20, 21). This level of processivity, or the number of nucleotides incorporated in a single binding event, is relative low especially considering how fast replication is in E. coli (about 1000 base pairs per second) (22). The pol III holoenzyme, however, is highly processive and can incorporate more than 80,000 nt per DNA binding event (22, 23). Recent single molecule studies have measured the holoenzyme
processivity around 80,000 nt (22). High processivity of the holoenzyme is a result of the interaction between the β sliding clamp and DNA polymerase III (5, 24). DNA polymerase III binds the hydrophobic cleft of the sliding clamp through the C-terminal residues of the α subunit (25-27).

**β Sliding Clamp**

*E. coli* contains one known sliding clamp, the β sliding clamp. The β sliding clamp is a doughnut shaped protein that wraps around DNA and tethers the polymerase to DNA so it does not lose contact during replication. The β sliding clamp is composed of two monomers that link to each other in a head-to-tail fashion forming a dimer (28) (Figure 1-2). Each monomer of β contains three domains of near identical structure, yet the primary amino acid sequence is not similar. The sliding clamp has two interfaces at which it can open. These interfaces appear to be very tightly closed and stable (29).

When the β sliding clamp is loaded onto circular DNA, the sliding clamp dissociation from the DNA has a half-life of 72 minutes at 37°C (30, 31). The ring in the center of the sliding clamp is 35Å, large enough to encircle duplex DNA (28, 32, 33). The sliding clamp can freely diffuse along the DNA without the need for ATP (5). Crystal structures of β on DNA reveal that the DNA is at a 22° angle as it passes through the sliding clamp, which is thought to be important in the regulation of proteins binding the sliding clamp (32). In addition, the core of the sliding clamp is lined with positively charged residues which have been shown to interact with the negatively charged backbone of DNA (34).

With the long half-life on DNA and being able to move freely along the DNA allows the sliding clamp to act as a platform for many different proteins that function on DNA, like DNA polymerase III. There are distinct faces of the sliding clamp, of which the
C-terminal side contains a hydrophobic pocket where other proteins interact with the sliding clamp (35, 36). The attachment of polymerase III to the sliding-clamp is what gives pol III such a high processivity and also increases the speed of the replication fork by 100-fold (5, 20, 24, 37-39). Seven C-terminal penultimate residues of DNA pol III α interacts with the sliding clamp at the same site that the clamp loader subunit, δ, binds (40). Additionally, β sliding clamp left behind on the lagging strand after replication of an Okazaki fragment interacts with polymerase I, critical in the removal and replacement of RNA primers with DNA, and DNA ligase, which seals the nicks after the replacement of RNA with DNA (41).

The β sliding clamp is also known to interact with proteins involved in DNA repair pathways, like the mismatch repair pathway (MMR) (41-43). Errors that were not corrected by pol III proofreading are targeted by MMR, contributing to the accuracy of DNA replication (44). MutS, a protein in MMR that locates the error, has also been shown to bind to the sliding clamp through a N-terminal domain (41, 42). A C-terminal motif of the MMR protein, MutL, has also been shown to interact with a conserved sequence within the β sliding clamp, which stimulates the endonuclease activity of MutL (45). In addition, a second site on a loop near the ATP-binding domain of MutL has been shown to interact with the hydrophobic pocket of the sliding clamp in the presence of single-stranded DNA (42). The sliding clamp also interacts with translesion DNA synthesis (TLS) polymerases which are activated by the SOS pathway (40, 46). Most proteins that interact with the sliding clamp do so through a conserved sequence (47). It is interesting to note that pol I, II, III, and V all belong to different classes of DNA polymerases, meaning they have divergent primary amino acid sequences, yet they all
interact with the sliding clamp. The diversity of proteins which interact with the sliding clamp demonstrates the importance of the β sliding clamp in many different DNA replication and repair reactions.

**DnaX Clamp Loaders**

Due to the extreme stability of the closed sliding clamp, clamp loaders are required to bind, open, and load the sliding clamp around DNA (48). Clamp loaders are specialized AAA+ (ATPases associated with diverse cellular activities) proteins, which use ATP to power reactions such as loading the sliding clamp onto DNA (Reviewed in (49)). The core of the *E. coli* clamp loader complex is composed of five subunits, δ, δ′, and a combination of three DnaX (γ or τ) subunits (Figure 1-3) (50-52). The clamp loader subunits have two domains that contain the conserved AAA+ residues, but the three DnaX subunits are the only ones that bind and hydrolyze ATP (53, 54). A third C-terminal domain is responsible for interlinking the clamp loader subunits, creating a conserved cap structure (52).

The gene *dnaX* encodes both the γ and τ subunits, which perform the ATP binding and hydrolysis during the clamp loading reaction. The τ subunit is the full *dnaX* gene product (71 kDa) while the γ subunit is a truncated form of the full gene product (47 kDa) (55). This shortened γ subunit is produced through a programmed ribosomal frameshift that occurs during translation and causes the ribosome to shift the reading frame by -1 which results in the ribosome reading a premature stop codon (55-57). There is still a debate as to the composition of the clamp loader. Some studies have suggested that the clamp loader contains either three γ or three τ subunits (22, 50, 58, 59). Other studies suggest that the clamp loader is a heterotrimerization of γ and τ, with
two τ and one γ subunit (60, 61). There is a consensus that the clamp loader at the replication fork has at least two τ subunits because two polymerases are required for efficient replication (62).

It was observed that τ, not γ, is required for cell viability (63). Domains I, II, and III of the DnaX subunits, which contain the ATP binding/hydrolysis motifs as well as the residues that interact with the other clamp loader subunits, are present in both τ and γ (64, 65). The C-terminal region of τ, that is not present in γ, has two addition domains, IV and V. Domain IV has been shown to interact with the DnaB helicase and increase the rate of helicase unwinding by more than 10-fold, matching rates of DNA replication in vivo (4, 65-67). Helicase binds to primase (DnaG) as well, creating a link between the clamp loader and primase (68-70). Primase synthesizes RNA primers (10-12nt) for pol III at the beginning of the leading strand and the Okazaki fragments of the lagging strand (37). Interestingly, it has been shown that even though τ does not bind primase directly, the presence of τ clamp loader allosterically regulates primer synthesis by DnaG (71). This interaction between τ and the helicase is also important for coupling the leading strand pol III with helicase (4, 66). The C-terminal domain V of τ (not found in γ) has been shown to directly interact with the α subunit (catalytic core) of DNA polymerase III in a 1:1 stoichiometry (66, 72-75). This τ-pol III interaction is important for linking the leading and lagging strand Pol III, coordinating actions at the replication fork (65). When pol III finishes synthesizing an Okazaki fragment on the lagging strand, pol III is moved to the sliding clamp on the following RNA primer by the connected τ subunit in order to begin synthesizing the next Okazaki fragment (76, 77). It has been proposed that the presence of τ at the replication fork also prevents γ from unloading sliding
clamps during DNA replication in vitro, providing another possible function for \( \tau \) in vivo (76). Combining all of these important functions of \( \tau \) can explain why cells without \( \tau \) are not viable (63). It is still unknown what the exact role of \( \gamma \) is, but has been proposed to be involved in clamp unloading and/or DNA repair (60, 76, 78).

**The clamp loading reaction**

The clamp loading reaction is very dynamic. Many conformational changes occur in the clamp loader and sliding clamp when ATP is bound and hydrolyzed. Each of the three DnaX subunits can bind and hydrolyze one molecule of ATP, driving the clamp loading reaction (79). Before the clamp loader binds ATP, it has a low affinity for DNA and the sliding clamp (35). The low clamp loader affinity for the sliding clamp with no ATP is thought to be the result of steric clashes between the sliding clamp and the clamp loader. Once the ATP is bound, the clamp loader has a high affinity for the sliding clamp (35, 79, 80). When the DnaX subunits bind ATP this causes a conformational change removing steric clashes and allowing the \( \delta \) subunit to bind one interface of the \( \beta \) sliding clamp (35, 80-83). The energy of the interaction between the \( \delta \) subunit and the \( \beta \) sliding clamp is what drives the binding reaction (82). The \( \delta \) subunit interacts with the sliding clamp through the Leu73 and Phe74 residues. (81, 82). ATP causes a conformational change which allows the clamp loader complex to make a more spiral conformation, alleviating the steric clash between the clamp loader and the sliding clamp, and allowing the other clamp loader subunits to bind the clamp loader (Figure 1-4) (35, 79, 83).

When the open clamp-clamp loader complex comes into contact with a primer-template junction (Figure 1-4), this promotes ATP hydrolysis by the DnaX subunits (84). DNA binding by the clamp loader-clamp complex is relatively rapid (85, 86). Without the
DNA-clamp loader interaction, the clamp loader has relatively weak ATP hydrolysis (87). When the clamp loader binds DNA, the interactions promote a symmetrical arrangement of the three ATP hydrolysis sites that promotes the reaction (88). In addition, the sliding clamp has also been shown to stimulate the ATP hydrolysis by the clamp loader when bound to DNA (84, 87, 89). ATP hydrolysis by the clamp loader results in a lowered affinity of the clamp loader for the sliding clamp (80, 90). It is hypothesized that the ATP hydrolysis conformational change involves pushing β off the δ subunit by moving the β binding residues back to the proximity of δ', inhibiting binding of another sliding clamp (82). These conformational changes in the clamp loader result in the closing of the sliding clamp around DNA and then the clamp loader releases the sliding clamp allowing other proteins, like DNA pol III, to bind (84, 85, 91). Clamp release has been shown to be relatively slow compared to the rest of the reaction and is thought to be the rate-limiting step (85, 92). The clamp loader will continue to have a low affinity for the sliding clamp until it releases the ADP molecules and replaces them with ATP.

**Clamp loader interactions with DNA and SSB**

Clamp loaders load sliding clamps onto the duplex region of a primer-template junction. When the clamp loader binds the DNA, the duplex region of DNA is flush against the cap of the clamp loader while the single-stranded overhang (SSO) exits out of a channel between the δ and δ' subunits (Figure 1-3) (88). The crystal structure also showed that the positively charged residues of the clamp loader cap interact with the negatively-charged backbone of the template strand of DNA, but not the primer explaining why the clamp loader can load on both DNA and RNA primers (88, 93).
Experiments looking at the effect of mutating different residues of the clamp loader cap have confirmed these interactions (94).

Clamp loaders have been shown to preferentially load clamps onto primer-template regions (86). Specifically, clamp loaders load onto a DNA substrate with a 3’ primer-template junction (Figure 1-4). The crystal structure does not give information on why the clamp loaders prefer the 3’ primer-template junction, but pol III does require a 3’ OH on the primer for DNA elongation reactions showing that the clamp loader prefers DNA substrates needed for DNA replication (95, 96). In addition, the polarity of the ssDNA exiting the clamp loader upon binding does not confer specificity of the clamp loader for 3’ primer-template junctions (96).

In addition to the five core subunits, there are two accessory proteins, φ and χ, which are not required for the clamp loading reaction. The φ is the gene product of holC which binds to one of the DnaX subunits to help stabilize ATP conformational changes (97). Additionally, the φ subunit is the link between the core clamp loader and the χ subunit (98, 99). The χ subunit is the gene product of the holD gene which binds to φ and assists in clamp loader interactions with single-stranded DNA binding protein (SSB) (99-102). Protein-protein interactions between χ and SSB have been shown to increase the replication activity of the pol III holoenzyme and to stimulate clamp loading (100, 101). SSB (single-stranded DNA binding protein) is a homotetramer that binds to single-stranded DNA to prevent secondary structures, nuclease attack, and to coordinate actions of proteins on DNA (Figure 1-1). SSB is very dynamic on DNA and can bind the DNA in various “modes” of different nucleotide lengths (103, 104). The interaction of SSB and the clamp loader has been shown to be critical for the specificity of the clamp
loading to 3’ primer-template junctions and to inhibition of clamp loading on 5’ primer-template junctions (105). The mechanism of clamp loading regulation by SSB is unknown.

**Eukaryotic Replicase**

Our lab uses *E. coli* as a model system to determine the steps in the clamp loading cycle and how these proteins contribute to the overall efficiency of the replication fork because of the simplicity of bacteria and the homology of these proteins throughout the domains of life. While the DNA sequences encoding sliding clamps and clamp loaders are quite different between organisms, the structure and function of these proteins are well conserved (Fig 1-2,3) (Reviewed in (93, 106)). In eukaryotes, the replication clamp loader is replication factor C (RFC) and the sliding clamp is proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA). RFC is composed of 5 different subunits (RFC1-5) which organize themselves to resemble a cap-like structure, similar to the core DnaX clamp loader complex (Figure 1-3) (107). PCNA is a homotrimer with each monomer arranged in a head-to-tail fashion (Figure 1-2) (108). Each monomer has two domains resulting in a very similar structure as the *E. coli* β sliding clamp. Like the *E. coli* sliding clamp, PCNA increases the processivity of the DNA polymerase and is required for cell viability (109).

RFC binds five ATP molecules at the RFC1-5 subunits and RFC1-4 are the active ATPase subunits which perform ATP hydrolysis (110). In a similar manner as the DnaX clamp loader, RFC binds and opens PCNA when ATP is bound. RFC shows more of a sequential binding of ATP (110, 111). Three ATP molecules bind to activate PCNA binding/opening, then another two ATP molecules binds to activate DNA binding. Finally, ATP hydrolysis occurs closing PCNA around the DNA and causing RFC to
release the clamp (110, 112). Like the DnaX clamp loader, RFC also loads clamps onto primer-template junctions and the single-stranded DNA binding protein, RPA, has been shown to regulate loading onto different DNA substrates in a similar manner as SSB in *E. coli* (105, 113).

While the RFC clamp loader is used in DNA replication, the RFC1 (A position) subunit can be exchanged for other proteins to produce alternative clamp loaders, which are required for viability under various conditions. These alternative clamps loaders are conserved throughout all eukaryotes. Elg1 subunit can be incorporated instead of RFC1, producing Elg1-RFC clamp loader which has been shown to unload PCNA from DNA after ligation of Okazaki fragments (114). Another alternative clamp loader is the Rad24-RFC clamp loader, which loads an alternative sliding clamp onto DNA at sites of DNA damage upon which the DNA damage checkpoint pathway is activated (115). A third alternative clamp loader is Ctf18-RFC that assists in the replication of DNA at sites of sister chromatid cohesion. Ctf18-RFC unloads PCNA from DNA at cohesion binding sites allowing the replication machinery to replicate through these regions (116).

**Statement of Problem and Research Design**

While the structure of DNA is relatively simple, the process in which it is replicated is complex and involves many different proteins to ensure efficiency and accuracy. DNA replication is a very quick and efficient process, performing synthesis at about 1000nt/s in *E. coli*. The leading strand of replication theoretically only requires the loading of one sliding clamp during the course of DNA synthesis, but the lagging strand requires the loading of a sliding clamp at the beginning of every Okazaki fragment. This requirement means that the clamp loaders need to load a clamp approximately every 2-
3s. To be efficient and precise, sliding clamps must be loaded onto the correct DNA substrate at the right time. In addition, the clamp must be loaded in the correct orientation, as the polymerase only interacts with one face of the clamp. While many studies have examined the different parts of the clamp loading reaction, there are still many questions on how the clamp loading reaction is regulated. Presented here are three studies that looked at the regulation of clamp loading by the sliding clamp, the clamp loaders, and through interactions with other proteins. Various fluorescence-based assays were implemented to study how the clamp loaders load the sliding clamps and how mutations effect this reaction.

In Chapter 3, the role of the sliding clamp in the clamp opening reaction was studied. While the clamp loading mechanism has been studied in detail, there is a still a debate in the field as to whether the clamp loaders actively open the clamp or if clamp loaders stabilize the clamp once the clamp transiently opens. Previous studies have shown that electrostatic interactions at the interface of where the clamp opens and closes are important for the stability of the clamp loader. Electrostatic mutations were introduced to the interface of the clamp and the effect of these mutations on the clamp loading reaction were determined. If the sliding clamp transiently opened and the clamp loader stabilized the open form, then it would be expected that destabilizing the clamps interface would increase the rate of clamp opening.

Experiments in Chapter 4 examined the biochemical difference between two forms of the DnaX E. coli clamp loader, γ- and τ-complex. There has been much debate as to the composition of the in vivo clamp loaders when it comes to the DnaX subunits. In addition, there has been conflicting views on the role of γ in vivo or if γ has any
significant role at all. The studies in this chapter look at the clamp loading reaction of the two different clamps loaders to determine if there are any mechanistic differences in their clamp loading reaction.

Finally, in Chapter 5, the regulation of clamp loading by single-stranded DNA binding protein (SSB) was studied. While the clamp loader has been shown to preferentially load onto DNA substrates that have a 3’ primer end at a primer/template junction, it is still unknown why there is this preference. Additionally, the preference is also seen with the eukaryotic clamp loading reaction. The preference for 3’ recessed DNA reflects the need of a free 3’ OH for the polymerase to bind and catalyze the DNA synthesis. Previous work from our laboratory showed that SSB was stimulating clamp loading on 3’ recessed primer/template junctions while inhibiting loading on the wrong polarity DNA, a 5’ primer end at a primer/template junction. The studies in this chapter expand on these findings to understand by what mechanism SSB is regulating the clamp loading reaction.

Medical Relevance

Proteins involved in DNA replication, like the sliding clamp and clamp loader, are highly conserved across all domains of life. While the amino acids sequence itself is not highly conserved, the structure and function of the clamp loader/sliding clamp proteins are very similar from bacteria to eukaryotes. These proteins are fundamental to survival. Cells are unable to survive without clamp loaders or sliding clamps. Mutations in the clamp loader or sliding clamp proteins can lead to abnormal phenotypes. Mutations of the human clamp loader, RFC, have been found in diseases like Hutchinson-Guilford Progeria Syndrome (HGPS). Patients with HGPS have an N-terminal truncation of the RFC1 subunit caused by cytoplasmic proteases gaining access to the nucleus (117).
The truncation of the RFC1 protein has detrimental effects on the clamp loading reaction. Another study examined the effects of microsatellite instability on RFC3 expression and found that in gastric and colorectal cancers, which have a high amount of microsatellite instability, RFC3 was mutated or truncated leading to a loss of expression(118).

In addition to mutations, abnormal expression levels of the clamp loader proteins have been observed in cancerous cells. The RFC4 subunit of the human clamp loader is known to be aberrantly regulated across different types of cancer. A study found that in colorectal cancer (CRC), the expression of RFC4 is unregulated and was associated with tumor progression and poor patient outcome (119). By using siRNA to knockdown the RFC4 levels, it was found that the abundance of RFC4 promotes cell cycle progression and DNA replication in the cancer cells. Colorectal cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer-related deaths. By studying the mechanism of clamp loading and the interactions of the clamp loader/sliding clamp with other proteins, more insight can be gained into why the cancer cells upregulate these proteins and possibly find a novel chemotherapeutic target. Interestingly, one study found that decreasing the level of RFC4 in the cancerous cells made them more susceptible to chemotherapies (120).

RFC4 is not the only clamp loader protein found to be unregulated in cancers. The RFC2 subunit has been found to be overexpressed in nasopharyngeal carcinoma (121). Also, RFC3 has been found to be upregulated in esophageal adenocarcinoma (122).

Studying the regulation and mechanisms of the clamp loaders and sliding clamps in E. coli can provide insight to the equivalent proteins in higher organisms. Possible antibiotic targets could be discovered, as well as antivirals and chemotherapeutics due
to the conservation of the clamp/clamp loader structures. Laboratories have begun designing small-molecule inhibitors of the sliding clamp for the intention of killing cancerous cells. Small-molecule inhibitors for the human sliding clamp, PCNA, have been discovered that bind to PCNA, reduces the chromatin-associated PCNA, reduces DNA replication and arrest cancer cells in the S and G2/M phases (117). Inhibitors of the sliding clamp are also being screened for antibiotic properties. Strains of antibiotic-resistant bacteria are on the rise, which means new antibiotics to combat these strains is urgently needed. One study designed small-molecule inhibitors that specifically bound to the bacterial sliding clamp at the consensus sequence where other proteins interact with the sliding clamp (123). Blocking the interaction of proteins, like DNA polymerase, with the sliding clamp causes DNA replication to halt and eventually death of the bacterial cells. It has yet to be determined if these inhibitors also interact with the eukaryotic clamp. To be an efficient and safe antibiotic, the inhibitor would have to bind the bacterial proteins without effecting the eukaryotic proteins. Interestingly, the clamp loader is an unexplored drug target even though the clamp loader is essential for DNA replication and cell viability. With multiple ligands and confirmation changes during the clamp loading reaction, there are various mechanisms that inhibition could work by on the clamp loader. By studying the mechanism and regulation of the clamp loaders functions, it will provide more insight into how to design small molecule inhibitor for different uses.
Figure 1-1. A cartoon representation of the *E. coli* replication fork. A shows the direction of replication fork (green circles) progression around the *E. coli* genome. B shows a zoomed in view of the replication fork depicted in A. Helicase is shown in blue spheres, primase in red, DNA polymerase III in orange, SSB in purple, sliding clamp in magenta and cyan, and the clamp loader is the multicolored enzyme in the middle. The blue on the DNA represents the RNA primer. Note that during DNA replication, there is an identical fork on the opposite side as shown in A.
Figure 1-2. Crystal structure of sliding clamps. A) Crystal structure of the *E. coli* β sliding clamp (PDB: 2POL). B) Crystal structure of the eukaryotic (yeast) PCNA sliding clamp (PDB: 1SXJ).
Figure 1-3. Crystal structure of clamp loader complexes. A) *E. coli* γ-complex core clamp loader on a primer-template junction (PDB: 3GLF). The γ subunits are in blue, δ is in yellow, and δ’ is in red. The DNA is black and the single-stranded overhang can be seen exiting the gap between the δ and δ’. B) Crystal structure of the yeast eukaryotic clamp loader, RFC (PDB:1SXJ). RFC1 is yellow, RFC2 in green, RFC3 in blue, RFC4 in orange, and RFC5 in red.
Figure 1-4. Steps of the clamp loading reaction. Based on many studies using mutational and biochemical analysis, the representative steps of the clamp loading reaction can be associated with ATP binding or ATP hydrolysis. A) The steps associated with ATP binding are clamp binding, opening, and binding to a primer/template junction. B) The steps associated with ATP hydrolysis are clamp closing and release of the clamp and DNA.
Reagents

Buffers

Clamp loader complexes were stored in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, and 30% glycerol. In addition, \( \gamma \)-complex and \( \chi \)-less \( \gamma \)-complex storage buffer contained 50 mM NaCl, \( \tau \)-complex contained 100 mM NaCl and holoenzyme contained 200 mM NaCl. DnaX2016 subunits and clamp loader complexes were stored 30 mM HEPES pH 7, 0.5 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT, 100 mM NaCl, and 10% glycerol.

SSB was stored in the same buffer as the WT clamp loader complexes but with 200 mM NaCl for wild-type SSB, 500 mM NaCl for SSBΔC8, and 200 mM NaCl for SSBΔC1. Unlabeled \( \beta \) sliding clamp was stored in 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, and 10% glycerol, whereas all labeled \( \beta \) was stored in the same buffer but without the addition of DTT. Steady state and pre-steady state assay buffer had a final concentration of 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, 50 mM NaCl (or 500 mM NaCl if noted), 0.5 mM ATP, 8 mM MgCl\(_2\) and 4% glycerol.

ATP

ATP (Amerisham Biosciences) was diluted in 20 mM Tris pH 7.5. The concentration of the ATP solution was measured by recording the absorbance at 259 nm. Using Beer’s law and an extinction coefficient of 15,400 M\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\), the concentration was determined.
Oligonucleotides

Oligonucleotides used for site-directed mutagenesis (SDM) are listed in Table 2-1. These oligonucleotides were purchased from IDT (Integrated DNA Technology) at 25 nmole scale and dehydrated. TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and 1 mM EDTA pH 8) was used to dissolve the pellets. The DNA was then diluted to 25 ng/μL with sterile water in preparation for the SDM reactions.

The oligonucleotides used in the assays were purchased from IDT (Integrated DNA Technology) at 1 μmole scale. These oligonucleotides are listed in Table 2-2. For the assays, the full-length oligonucleotides were purified from the incomplete, shorter oligonucleotides by using 10 (>50 nucleotides) -12% (<50 nucleotides) urea polyacrylamide gels. The oligonucleotides were dissolved in NTE (50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl and 0.5 mM EDTA) with 50% glycerol and were loaded onto the gels. The gels were run 18-20 hours overnight at 8 watts. UV shadowing was used to visualize the DNA bands, which involves placing the gel on a TLC plate and and then exposing it to UV light. Dark areas appear where the DNA absorbs the UV light. The full length oligonucleotides were excised from the denaturing gel and the gel pieces were placed into a tube of NTE. The tubes were placed on a shaker for 24 hours to extract the oligonucleotides from the gel pieces. After 24 hours, the NTE containing the DNA was removed and dialyzed against 2L of 20 mM Tris pH 7.5 and 50 mM NaCl for 12 hours using 3,500 Da molecular weight cut-off dialysis tubing. Then the tubing was moved into 4L of nanopure water for an additional 24 hours of dialysis. A centrifugal vacuum concentrator was used to concentrate the DNA to about 500 μL. The concentrations of the oligonucleotides were determined by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm and the extinction coefficients provided by IDT. DNA was stored at -20°C.
For the oligonucleotides longer than 100 nucleotides (LD5, Table 2-2), two oligonucleotides were ligated together because IDT could not guarantee the quantity of DNA needed for the assays when the oligonucleotides were longer than 100 nucleotides. To ligate the oligonucleotides, the individual oligonucleotides were purified as described above. After determining the DNA concentration (LD5.1 and LD5.2, Table 2-2), the oligonucleotides were ligated together by annealing a linker oligonucleotide that did not have a 5’ phosphate (LD1NoP, Table 2-2) to create a nicked substrate that could be ligated. The annealing reactions contained final concentrations of 13μM DNA (LD5.1, LD5.2, and LD1NoP), 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, and 50 mM NaCl. The solution was heated to 85°C for 5 minutes and then allowed to cool slowly back to room temperature over about 6 hours. Next, the DNA was dialyzed as above against 2 L of 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 to remove the NaCl. Ligation reactions were incubated overnight in a 14°C water bath with a final buffer concentration of 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl₂, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM ATP, 50 μg/mL BSA, 9.1 μM DNA, and 10 units of T4 ligase (New England Biolabs). The reactions were stopped by adding EDTA to a final concentration of 25 mM. The oligonucleotides were precipitated by adding 0.3 M sodium acetate and cold 70% ethanol, and was cooled at -80°C overnight. DNA pellets were dissolved in 10mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10mM NaCl, and 0.1mM EDTA and concentrated on a centrifugal vacuum concentrator. Next, formamide was added and the solution was heated for 5 minutes at 95°C to separate the ligated 110 nt oligonucleotide from the linker oligonucleotide. To separate the full length oligonucleotides from the unligated products and the linker, the DNA was run on a 10% urea acrylamide gel as above. DNA
concentration was determined by measuring absorbance at 260 nm and using the sum of the two oligonucleotides extinction coefficients for the unligated oligonucleotides.

In preparation for the assays, the desired oligonucleotides were annealed. The oligonucleotides were added to a solution of 50 mM NaCl and 20 mM Tris pH 7.5 to a final DNA concentration of 4 μM. Next, the mixture was heated in a water bath to 85°C for 5 minutes. The heat was turned off and the solution was allowed to cool room temperature overnight. Annealed DNA was prepared fresh the day before each experiment.

Expression Vectors

Site-directed Mutagenesis

Site-directed mutations were made using the Quikchange II Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (Agilent) as per the manufacturer's directions. All oligonucleotides used for SDM are listed in Table 2-1 along with the corresponding gene.

Cloning dnaX2016 into pET52b+

Mutations were introduced into the τ and γ forms of the DnaX clamp loader, DanX2016, by introducing 3 missense mutations into the dnaX gene which resulted in the amino acid substitutions of G118D, G212D, and A400T (Figure 4-1, Table 4-1). Once dnaX2016 was prepared by SDM, the genes were subcloned from a pET15b vector (γ) or pBluescript (τ) into a pET52b+ (Novagen) to attach C-terminal histidine-tags which aided in purification and to separate endogenous wild-type clamp loader from the DnaX2016 form. PCR was used to copy the genes from their respective vector and to add a 5' BspHI restriction site and a 3' SacI restriction site as well as 6 nonspecific base pairs to the ends of each to give the restriction enzyme room to bind DNA. The PCR products were then digested with BspHI and SacI while the pET52+
vector was digested with NcoI and SacI. Digestion with BspHI leaves an overhang that is compatible with NcoI. Next, the vector was dephosphorylated using alkaline phosphatase and ligated to the PCR products. For all vectors, a restriction digest was done to confirm insertion of the PCR product and Sanger sequencing performed by UF’s ICBR Core confirmed that the gene of interest had been interested without undesired mutations.

Creating *E. coli* Holoenzyme Duet Vector Expression System

In order to make our laboratory’s clamp loader purification more efficient and to aid in the purification of DnaX2016 clamp loaders, all of the clamp loader genes were subcloned into compatible expression vectors which allow the expression of all clamp loader proteins at the same time, in the same cells. In addition, a third vector was created to express the subunits of polymerase III in order to create holoenzyme. Figure 2-1 to 2-3 shows the final vector system.

The pCOLA Duet Vector (Novagen) contained the *dnaX* and *holA* genes. First, *holA* (δ subunit) was subcloned into the multiple cloning site (MCS) 2 site. PCR was used to copy *holA* from a pBluescript vector, and to add a 5’ NdeI restriction site and a 3’ AvrII restriction site, as well as 6 nonspecific base pairs to the ends of each. Primers used for cloning are listed in Table 2-1. After digestion of the PCR products and pCOLA vectors with NdeI and AvrII, the vector was dephosphorylated with alkaline phosphatase and the PCR products were ligated to the vectors. A restriction digest was done to confirm insertion of the PCR product and finally sequencing confirmed the gene of interest had been interested without undesired mutations. Secondly, the γ- or τ-only version of the *dnaX* or *dnaX2016* gene was subcloned into the MCS1 site of pCOLA
duet vector by PCR restriction digestion. PCR was used to copy the genes from their respective vector (wild-type from pET15b and dnaX2016 from pET52b+, see above) and to add a 5’ BspHI restriction site and a 3’ SacI restriction site as well as 6 nonspecific base pairs to the ends of each. The PCR products were digested with BspHI and SacI while the pCOLA vector was digested with NcoI and SacI. Digestion with BspHI leaves an overhang that is compatible with NcoI. Next, the vector was dephosphorylated using alkaline phosphatase and ligated to the PCR products. The final vector construct was verified as above.

The pET Duet vector (Novagen) contained either the holD (ψ) gene only or an operon of holC (χ) and holD, which was created by a former lab member, in MCS1 and holB (δ’ subunit) in MCS2. First, the empty pET Duet vector and the Litmus38i (New England Biolabs) vector containing holB were both digested with AvrII and NdeI. the vector was dephosphorylated using alkaline phosphatase and ligated to the holB digested product. Confirmation of the insert was performed as above. Secondly, holD or an operon of holC and holD was cloned into the MCS1 site. The holD only version was created by digesting the pET Duet vector containing holB and the pET15b vector containing holD. with XbaI and BamHI. Ligation and confirmation of insert were done as described above. The construct with an operon of holC and holD was created by first digesting the pET Duet vector containing holB and the pET15b vector containing holC with XbaI and BamHI. Ligation and confirmation of insert was done as described above. Finally, to create the holC/holD operon, the pET Duet vector with holB and holC and the pBluescript vector containing holD were digested with BamHI. Ligation and confirmation of insert was done as described above.
The pCDF Duet vector (Novagen) contained the polymerase III subunits, dnaE (α) in MCS1 and holE (θ) in MCS2. First, the empty pCDF Duet vector and the pBluescript (New England Biolabs) vector containing holE were both digested with NdeI and AvrII. The vector was dephosphorylated using alkaline phosphatase and ligated to the holE digested product. Confirmation of the insert was performed as above.

Secondly, dnaE was cloned into the MCS1 site by digesting the pCDF Duet vector containing holE with NcoI and BamHI and the pBluescript vector containing dnaE with BspHI and BamHI. Ligation and confirmation of insert were done as described above. Two mutations (D12A and E14A) were introduced into the exonuclease subunit, θ, through SDM to make the exonuclease nonfunctional, thus preventing degradation of DNA in future assays. The dnaQ (θ) still has to be subcloned into the pCDF Vector, but the subunit that interacts with the clamp loader (α) was the subunit required for the experiments in Chapter 4.

**Proteins**

**Purification of DnaX2016 Subunits**

For both DnaX2016 τ and γ subunit purification, the his-tagged version in pET52b+ (see above) were used. The vector was transformed into competent BL21(DE3) cells and plated on LB media with agar and ampicillin (100 ng/μl) (Amp) antibiotic. The plates were incubated at 37°C overnight. One colony was used to inoculate 10 mL of LB media with Amp (100ng/μl) which was incubated in a 37°C shaker for 4 hours. This starter culture was stored at 4°C overnight. The next day, the 8 mL of the starter culture was centrifuged at 7000 x g for 5 minutes using and the supernatant was decanted. Cell pellets were resuspended in fresh LB media with Amp
(100 ng/μl) and used to inoculate 2 L of LB media with Amp. These cultures were grown up until the OD$_{600}$ was 0.7-0.8. Once the OD was reached, the flasks were put on ice to cool them down to 20°C. Once at 20°C, the flasks were moved to a refrigerated tabletop shaker and expression of the clamp loader subunits was induced with the addition of IPTG to a final concentration of 1 mM. Protein expression continued for 4 hours at 20°C, after which the flasks were placed on ice until they cooled to 4°C. The bacterial cultures were pelleted by centrifugation at 5,200 rpm using a Beckman JA 20 rotor for 30 min at 4°C. Liquid media was removed and the pellets were stored at -80°C.

Purification of the His-tagged DnaX2016 proteins began with cellular lysis using a French Press. Lysis buffer was 30 mM HEPES pH 7, 30 mM imidazole, 2 mM DTT, 500 mM NaCl, and 10% glycerol. SigmaFast protease tablets (without EDTA) were also included in the purification to prevent proteolysis of the C-terminal. Lysis with the French Press was performed 3 times on each sample to ensure full lysis. The lysed cells were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 45 minutes at 4°C using a Beckman JLA 10.5 rotor. Supernatant was kept at 4°C and used for the following steps to further purify the clamp loader.

Next, the lysed supernatant was loaded onto two 5 mL HisTrap columns (GE Healthcare). The HisTrap column was prepped for the protein by washing it with 30 mM HEPES pH 7, 30 mM imidazole, 2 mM DTT, 500 mM NaCl, and 10% glycerol for 5 column volumes, then washing it with the same buffer plus 500 mM imidazole for 5 column volumes, then finally washing the column with the same buffer plus 30 mM imidazole. A peristaltic pump (Pharmacia P-1) was used to load the lysed supernatant at 2 mL/min. Once all of the supernatant was loaded, the column was washed with 5
column volumes of buffer matching the lysis buffer at 2 mL/min. The column was relocated to an ÄKTA purification system (GE Healthcare) where the column was washed with lysis buffer until the UV absorbance leveled out at the baseline. The AKTA was programmed to run a gradient from 30 to 500 mM imidazole in lysis buffer over 50 min at a flow rate of 2 mL/min collecting 1 mL fractions. Samples of fractions giving a UV peak were analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE to identify fractions containing proteins corresponding to the molecular weights of τ (73.6 kDa) or γ (47.5 kDa). The DnaX2016 γ eluted around 170 mM NaCl and DnaX2016 τ eluted around 350 mM NaCl. Fractions to be kept were pooled together and dialyzed twice against 2 L of 30 mM HEPES pH 7, 0.5 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT, 100 mM NaCl, and 10% glycerol using a 12-14,000 molecular weight cut-off dialysis tubing. Protein was dialyzed overnight for at least 12 hours then the buffer was switched for fresh buffer and dialyzed for another 5 hours.

Quantification of the DnaX2016 subunits was performed by Bio-Rad Bradford assay according to the manufacturer’s instructions (124). BSA standards were used to create a standard curve. Final gels of the DnaX2016 subunits are shown in Figure 2-4.

**Purification of DnaX Clamp Loaders and Holoenzyme**

All of the DnaX clamp loaders (γ-, τ-, χ-less γ-complex, and DNA polymerase III holoenzyme) were purified using the same method but with varying NaCl concentrations in the buffers used (see Buffers). In order to express the clamp loaders, the duet vectors for the clamp loaders (Figure 2-1 to 2-3) were transformed into BL21(DE3) cells (Novagen) and plated on LB media with agar and antibiotics. Antibiotics kanamycin (50 ng/μl) (Kan) and ampicillin (100 ng/μl) (Amp) were used to select for the cells that contained both pCOLA and pET Duet vectors (chloramphenicol was added in addition
to Kan and Amp for holoenzyme expression with pCOLA, pET Duet, and pCDF Duet vectors). The plates were incubated at 37°C overnight. One colony was used to inoculate 10 mL of LB media with Amp and Kan which was incubated in a 37°C shaker for 4 hours. This starter culture was stored in 4°C overnight. The next day, the 8 mL of the starter culture was centrifuged at 7000 x g for 5 minutes and the supernatant was decanted. Culture pellets were resuspended in fresh LB media with Amp and Kan and used to inoculate 2 L of LB media with Amp and Kan. These cultures were grown up until the OD\textsubscript{600} was 0.7-0.8. Expression of the clamp loader subunits was induced with the addition of IPTG to a final concentration of 1 mM. Protein expression continued for 3 hours and the flasks were placed on ice until they cooled to 4°C. The bacterial cultures were pelleted by centrifugation at 5200 rpm for 30 min at 4°C using a Beckman JA 20 rotor. Liquid media was removed and the pellets were stored at -80°C.

Isolation of the clamp loaders began with lysing the cells using a French Press. Lysis buffer for \(\gamma\)-complex was 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, 50 mM NaCl, and 10% glycerol. Lysis buffer for \(\tau\)-complex and pol III holoenzyme were the same but with 100 mM NaCl or 200 mM NaCl, respectively. SigmaFast protease tablets were also included in \(\tau\)-complex and pol III holoenzyme purifications to prevent proteolysis of the C-terminal end of \(\tau\). Cells were resuspended in 30 mL of lysis buffer and passed through the French press three times to ensure all cells were lysed. The lysed cells were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 45 minutes at 4°C using a Beckman JLA 10.5 rotor. Supernatant was kept at 4°C and used for the following steps to further purify the clamp loader.
The clarified lysate supernatant was loaded onto two 5 mL HiTrap Heparin columns (GE Healthcare) that were linked together. The HiTrap Heparin column was prepped for the protein by washing it with 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, and 10% glycerol for 5 column volumes, then washing it with the same buffer plus 1 M NaCl for 5 column volumes, then finally washing the column with the same buffer plus the NaCl concentration in the corresponding lysis buffer. A peristaltic pump (Pharmacia P-1) was used to load the lysed supernatant at 2 mL/min. Once all of the supernatant was loaded, the column was washed with lysis buffer for 5 column volumes. The heparin column was then moved to an ÄKTA purification system (GE Healthcare) where more lysis buffer was run through the column until the UV absorbance leveled out at the baseline. A protein purification method was created on the ÄKTA chromatography system that started out at the NaCl concentration in the corresponding lysis buffer and over 60 minutes would slowly rise to 500 mM NaCl at 2 mL/min collecting 1.3 mL fractions. Once the program was finished, a 12% SDS-PAGE gel was utilized to visualize the protein in each of the fractions to find the clamp loader complex. The γ-complex clamp loader elutes around 170 mM NaCl, τ-complex elutes around 350 mM NaCl, and holoenzyme elutes around 200 mM NaCl. Fractions to be kept were pooled together and dialyzed against 2 L of 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT, and 10% glycerol twice using a 12-14,000 molecular weight cut-off dialysis tubing. Protein was dialyzed overnight for at least 12 hours then the buffer was switched for fresh buffer and dialyzed for another 5 hours.

Second, an 8 mL MonoQ column (Pharmacia Biotech) was used to further purify the proteins and to remove any unincorporated subunits. The MonoQ column was
prepped for the protein in the same way the HiTrap Heparin was except that the final buffer on the column was 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, 10% glycerol, and 100 mM NaCl. Protein from dialysis was loaded onto the column by using the sample pump on the ÄKTA purification system at a rate of 0.5 mL/min. Once all of the protein was loaded onto the column, the column was washed with loading buffer until the UV absorbance returned to the baseline. A protein purification method was created on the ÄKTA machine that started out 100 mM NaCl and over 96 minutes would slowly rise to 500 mM NaCl at 1 mL/min collecting 1mL fractions. Once the program was finished, a 12% SDS-PAGE gel was utilized to visualize the protein in each of the fractions to find the clamp loader complex. The γ-complex clamp loader elutes around 250 mM NaCl, τ-complex elutes around 300 mM NaCl, and holoenzyme elutes around 200 mM NaCl. Fractions to be kept were pooled together and dialyzed against two 2L of the corresponding storage buffer using a 12-14,000 molecular weight cut-off dialysis bag. Protein was dialyzed overnight for at least 12 hours then the buffer was switched for fresh buffer and dialyzed for another 5 hours.

Quantification of the clamp loader complexes was performed by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm in denaturing conditions (6 M guanidine-HCl). Concentration was determined by using Beer’s law and the calculated extinction coefficients for the complexes. The extinction coefficient for the γ-complex clamp loader is 220,050 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹, for χ-less γ-complex is 191,330 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹, for τ-complex is 302,150 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹ based on the amino acid sequence (125). For holoenzyme, a Bio-Rad Bradford assay was performed to determine quantification based on the manufacturer’s instructions (124). A final gel of the clamp loader complexes is shown in Figure 2-5.
Size Exclusion Analysis of Clamp Loaders

To determine the approximate molecular weight of the DnaX2016 subunits, clamp loaders, and wild-type clamp loader complexes, the proteins were run on a 24 mL Superose 12 10/300 GL size exclusion column (GE Healthcare). The column was calibrated by measuring elution volumes for a mixture of protein standards ranging in size from 1.37 to 670 kDa. Standard curves were created by plotting the log of the protein’s molecular weights as a function of $K_{av}$, calculated by using Equation 2-1 where

$$K_{av} = \frac{V_e - V_o}{V_c - V_o}$$

The calculated standard curve is shown in Figure 2-6. Secondly, the clamp loader proteins were run on the column. Based on the volume it took the proteins to elute from the column and the calibration curve, the molecular weights of the proteins could be approximated. The elution profile for $\tau$-complex is shown in Figure 2-6 and the calculated molecular weights for all of the proteins are shown in Table 4-2.

Purification of SSB$\Delta$C8 and SSB$\Delta$C1

Purification of wild-type SSB was performed by a former laboratory member. Purification of SSB$\Delta$C8 and SSB$\Delta$C1 was performed as previously described with some modifications (126). The pEAW393 vector containing SSB$\Delta$C8 was a gift from the laboratory of Dr. Mike Cox and the pET21a vector containing SSB$\Delta$C1 was graciously provided by the laboratory of Dr. James Keck.

Expression vectors were transformed into BL21(DE3)pLysS cells (ThermoFisher) and grown overnight at 37°C on LB media plates with Amp to select for the expression
vectors and Cm for selection of the BL21(DE3)pLysS cells. The plates were incubated at 37°C overnight. One colony was used to inoculate 10 mL of LB media with Amp and Cm which was incubated in a 37°C shaker for 4 hours. This starter culture was stored in 4°C overnight. The next day, the 8 mL of the starter culture was centrifuged at 7000 x g for 5 minutes and the supernatant was decanted. Culture pellets were resuspended in fresh LB media with Amp and Cm and used to inoculate 2 L of LB media with Amp and Cm. These cultures were grown up until the OD$_{600}$ was 0.7-0.8. Expression of the SSB was induced with the addition of IPTG to a final concentration of 1 mM. Protein expression continued for 3 hours then the flasks were placed on ice until it cooled to 4°C. The bacterial cultures were pelleted by centrifugation at 5200 rpm for 30 min at 4°C using a Beckman JA 20 rotor. Liquid media was removed and the pellets were stored at -80°C.

Isolation of SSB began with lysing the cells using a French Press. Cells were resuspended in 30 mL lysis buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 200 mM NaCl, 15 mM spermidine, 10% sucrose, and 1 mM PMSF) and passed through the French press 3 times to ensure complete lysis. The lysed cells were centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 45 minutes at 4°C using a Beckman JLA 10.5 rotor. Supernatant was kept at 4°C and used for the following steps to further purify SSB.

The next step in the purification was ammonium sulfate precipitation. Precipitation of SSB was done by slowly adding 0.24g/mL ammonium sulfate to the cleared lysate over the course of 45 minutes. The ammonium sulfate solution was allowed to precipitate for an additional 90 minutes then was centrifuged at 16,000rpm at 4°C for 30 minutes using a Beckman JLA 10.5 rotor. Then the SSB-containing pellet
was washed by addition buffer with 0.15g/mL ammonium sulfate and mixing for 60 min to remove impurities. The mixture was then centrifuged again as before. Finally, the pellet was washed by adding buffer containing 0.13g/mL and mixed for 60 min to remove impurities. The mixture was then centrifuged as before. The final pellet was dissolved in 20mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5mM EDTA, 5mM DTT, 200mM NaCl, and 10% glycerol and dialyzed against two 2L of the same buffer using 3,500 MWCO dialysis tubing.

The final sample from the ammonium sulfate precipitation step was loaded onto two 5 mL HiTrap Heparin columns that were joined together. The HiTrap Heparin column was prepped for the protein by washing it with 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, and 10% glycerol for 5 column volumes, followed by 5 column volumes of the same buffer plus 1M NaCl, and finally washing the column with the same buffer plus 150 mM NaCl. The final sample from the ammonium sulfate step was diluted drop wise with buffer to 150 mM NaCl. A peristaltic pump (Pharmacia P-1) was used to load the lysed supernatant at 2mL/min. Once all of the supernatant was loaded, buffer with 150mM NaCl was run through the column at the same rate for 5 column volumes. The heparin column was then moved to an ÄKTA purification system (GE Healthcare) where more buffer was run through the column until the UV absorbance leveled out at the baseline. A protein purification method was created on the ÄKTA machine that started out at 150mM NaCl and over 60 minutes would rise to 500mM NaCl at 2mL/min collecting 1.3mL fractions. Once the program was finished, a 12% SDS-PAGE gel was utilized to visualize the proteins from fractions corresponding to UV peaks on the chromatogram to find the clamp loader complex. SSBΔC8 eluted around 380mM NaCl and SSBΔC1 eluted around 200 mM NaCl. Fractions to be kept were pooled together
and dialyzed against two 2L of 20mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5mM EDTA, 200mM NaCl, 5mM DTT, and 10% glycerol using a 3,500 MWCO dialysis bag. Protein was dialyzed overnight for at least 12 hours then the buffer was switched for fresh buffer and dialyzed for another 5 hours.

Lastly, pooled fractions containing SSB were purified by anion exchange chromatography using an 8-mL MonoQ column. The MonoQ column was prepped for the protein in the same way the HiTrap Heparin was. Protein from dialysis was loaded onto the column by using the sample pump on the ÄKTA purification system at a rate of 0.5mL/min. Once all of the protein was loaded onto the column, the column was washed with loading buffer until the UV absorbance returned to the baseline. A protein purification method was created on the ÄKTA machine that started out 150mM NaCl and over 96 minutes would rise to 500mM NaCl at 1mL/min collecting 1mL fractions. Once the program was finished, a 12% SDS-PAGE gel was utilized to visualize the protein corresponding to UV absorbance seen on the chromatogram to find the clamp loader complex. SSBΔC8 eluted around 380mM NaCl and SSBΔC1 eluted around 310 mM NaCl. Fractions to be kept were pooled together and dialyzed twice against 2 L of the corresponding storage buffer using a 12-14,000 MWCO dialysis bag. Protein was dialyzed overnight for at least 12 hours then the buffer was switched for fresh buffer and dialyzed for another 5 hours.

Quantification of all SSB variants was performed using the Bio-Rad Bradford assay according to the manufacturer’s instructions (124). BSA standards were used to create a standard curve. SSB was stores in -80°C. A final gel of the SSB mutants in shown in Figure 2-7.
Purification of β Sliding Clamps

Purification of the β sliding clamps was performed as previously described with some modifications. The wild-type β gene, dnaN, had previously been cloned into pET15b expression vector by a former lab member. SDM was used to create the different mutants (Table 2-1). Purification of all forms of β clamp was performed the same way, which follow a purification method previously described with a few modifications (85, 127).

For expression of β, the pET15b vector was transformed into BL21(DE3) cells and grown overnight at 37°C on LB media plates with Amp antibiotic for selection. One colony was used to inoculate 10mL of LB media with Amp which was incubated in a 37°C shaker for 4 hours. This starter culture was stored at 4°C overnight. The next day, the 4mL of the starter culture was centrifuged at 7000 x g for 5 minutes and the supernatant was decanted. Culture pellets were resuspended in fresh LB media with Amp and used to inoculate 1L of LB media with Amp. The culture was grown up until the OD₆₀₀ was 0.7-0.8. Expression of the sliding clamp was induced by the addition of IPTG to a final concentration of 1mM. Protein expression continued for 3 hours and expression/growth was stopped by cooling to 4°C. The bacterial culture was pelleted by centrifugation at 5,200rpm for 30 min at 4°C using a Beckman JA 20 rotor. Liquid media was removed and the pellets were stored at -80°C.

The first step of the β purification was lysis using a French press 3 times in 30 mL buffer containing 20mM Tris pH 7.5, 0.5mM EDTA, 50mM NaCl, 5mM DTT and 10% glycerol. Cell lysate was clarified by centrifugation at 10,000rpm for 45 minutes at 4°C.
using a Beckman JLA 10.5 rotor. Supernatant was kept at 4°C and used for the following steps to further purify the clamp loader.

The next step in the purification was ammonium sulfate precipitation. Precipitation of $\beta$ was done by slowly adding 0.19g/mL ammonium sulfate to the cleared lysate over the course of 45 minutes followed by mixing for additional 90 minutes and centrifugation at 16,000rpm at 4°C for 30 minutes using a JLA 10.5 rotor. The pellet was discarded and 0.218g/mL ammonium sulfate was added to the supernatant that contained $\beta$ over 45 minutes and protein was allowed to precipitate for 60 min. The mixture was then centrifuged again as before. The supernatant was discarded and the final pellet containing $\beta$ was dissolved in 20mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5mM EDTA, 5mM DTT, 50mM NaCl, and 10% glycerol and dialyzed twice against 2 L of the same buffer using 12,000-14,000 MWCO dialysis tubing.

Next, the sample from ammonium sulfate precipitation was loaded onto two 5mL HiTrap Q columns that were joined together. The HiTrap Q column was prepped for the protein by washing it with 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, and 10% glycerol for 5 column volumes, then washing it with the same buffer plus 1 M NaCl for 5 column volumes, then finally washing the column with the same buffer plus 50 mM NaCl. A peristaltic pump (Pharmacia P-1) was used to load the lysed supernatant at 2 mL/min. Once all of the sample from ammonium sulfate precipitation was loaded, buffer with 50 mM NaCl was run through the column at the same rate for 5 column volumes. The HiTrap Q column was then moved to an ÄKTA purification system (GE Healthcare) where the column was washed with the same buffer until the UV absorbance leveled out at the baseline. A protein purification method was created on the ÄKTA machine
that started out at 50mM NaCl and increased to 500 mM NaCl over 60 minutes at 2mL/min collecting 1.3mL fractions. Once the program was finished, a 12% SDS-PAGE gel was utilized to visualize the protein in fractions corresponding to UV absorbance on the chromatogram to find the clamp loader complex. Wild-type and β mutants eluted off the column around 225 mM NaCl. Fractions containing the purest β subunits were pooled together and dialyzed twice against 2 L of 10 mM sodium acetate pH 7.5, and 0.5mM EDTA using 12,000-14,000 MWCO dialysis tubing. Protein was dialyzed overnight for at least 12 hours then the buffer was switched for fresh buffer and dialyzed for another 5 hours.

The dialyzed β solution was loaded onto two 5 mL HiTrap Heparin columns that were linked together. These HiTrap Heparin columns were prepped for the protein by washing it with 10mM sodium acetate pH 7.5, and 0.5 mM EDTA for 5 column volumes, then washing it with the same buffer plus 1 M NaCl for 5 column volumes, then finally washing the column with the same buffer with no NaCl. Protein from dialysis was loaded onto the column by using the sample pump on the ÄKTA purification system at a rate of 0.5 mL/min. At pH 7.5, β does not bind to the column but contaminating proteins do, which are left behind. Once all of β eluted off of the column, the column was washed with buffer until all of the β came off the column, indicated by the UV absorbance returning to baseline. The HiTrap Heparin column was regenerated as before but with 10 mM sodium acetate pH 6, and 0.5 mM EDTA. While the column was regenerating, the β solution pH was changed to pH 6 using 20mM acetic acid at 4°C. A protein purification method was created on the ÄKTA machine that started out at 0mM NaCl and over 60 minutes would slowly rise to 500mM NaCl at 2mL/min collecting 1.3mL
fractions. Once the program was finished, a 12% SDS-PAGE gel was utilized to visualize the protein in each of the fractions to find the sliding clamp. All versions of β eluted off the column around 300mM NaCl. Fractions to be kept were pooled together and dialyzed against two 2L of β storage buffer using a 12,000-14,000 MWCO dialysis bag. Protein was dialyzed overnight for at least 12 hours then the buffer was switched for fresh buffer and dialyzed for another 5 hours.

Quantification of β sliding clamp was performed by measuring absorbance in denaturing conditions at 280nm. The extinction coefficient for the β clamp was calculated to be 14,700 M$^{-1}$cm$^{-1}$ in 6 M guanidine-HCl (127). A final gel of the β-S109C/Q299C/R103S sliding clamp is shown in Figure 2-8.

**Modified β Sliding Clamp Fluorescence Labeling**

Labeling of the β sliding clamps with fluorophores was performed as previously described with some modifications (128). The sliding clamps were either labeled with tetramethylrhodamine-5-maleimide (TMR) or Alexa Fluor 488 C5 maleimide (AF488) (ThermoFisher). Fluorophores were introduced in site specific manner by changing exposed cysteine residues (C260 and C333) to serine through SDM to prevent unwanted labeling. In addition, mutations were made to residues near each other at the interface (I305/R103 or S109/Q299) in order to change them to cysteines, allowing selective labeling of these sites with the fluorophores.

To begin labeling, 2 mg of β sliding clamp was thawed and dialyzed against 2 L of 50 mM potassium phosphate at pH 7.5 overnight. Dialyzed clamp was treated with fresh 50 mM TCEP and heated at 37°C for 5 minutes to reduce possible disulfide bonds between the interfaces of the clamp. The fluorophores were dissolved in 8% DMSO and
incubated at 37°C for 5 minutes. For the labeling reactions, 20-fold excess of fluorophores per cysteine to be labeled was used. The fluorophores were added drop-wise to the β solution and the labeling reaction was incubated at room temperature for 2 hours covered from the light. The reaction was placed at 4°C overnight. The rest of the purification was carried out at 4°C in the dark.

To remove unincorporated fluorophores, the labeling reaction was loaded onto hand-packed BioRad P6 desalting (6,000 MWCO) resin in an 88 mL flex-column (ThermoFisher). The fluorophore-bound sliding clamps eluted in the void volume of the column, while the excess fluorophores eluted much later. Fractions containing fluorophore-labeled protein were then loaded onto a 1 mL HiTrap Q (GE Healthcare) to further purify the labeled proteins. Regeneration of the column was performed as described in the protein purification section. The final wash of the column left the column in 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, and 10% glycerol. Labeled β sliding clamp was loaded onto the column at 0.5mL/min followed by 30 mL of 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, and 100 mM NaCl to wash off excess fluorophore.

A protein purification method was created on the ÄKTA machine that started out at 100 mM NaCl and over 24 minutes would rise to 500 mM NaCl at 0.5 mL/min collecting 0.3 mL fractions. Often proteins are separated based on the degree of labeling (beta is a homodimer with equivalent sites in each monomer). When the program was finished, the fractions that contained only the protein at the very peak of the chromatogram measured by absorbance at 280 nm was pooled for dialysis. The labeled β sliding clamp was dialyzed twice against 2 L of 20mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5mM EDTA, and 10% glycerol.
Quantification of the labeled β sliding clamp was done by performing a Bradford Assay (BioRad) as the manufacturer’s instructions detailed (124). Unlabeled β sliding clamp that was quantified by denatured A280 was used to create the standard curve for the Bradford assay. To determine the percentage of the β clamp that had been labeled, an absorbance scan from 650-250nm in 6M guanidine-HCl was performed using a spectrophotometer. The absorbance at the peak of the scan was used in Beer’s Law to calculate the concentration of fluorophore. The extinction coefficients of the fluorophores reported by the manufacturer were 74,000 M⁻¹cm⁻¹ for AF488 in 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer and 95,000 M⁻¹cm⁻¹ for TMR in methanol (ThermoFisher). To calculate a corrected extinction coefficient of the fluorophores in 6 M guanidine, the fluorophore absorbance was measured in 6 M guanidine-HCl and in 50 mM potassium phosphate or methanol, and the ratio of absorbance in guanidine to potassium phosphate/methanol was multiplied by the extinction coefficient reported by the manufacturer. The corrected extinction coefficient for in 6 M guanidine-HCl was calculated to be 77,000 M⁻¹cm⁻¹ for AF488 and for 98,000 M⁻¹cm⁻¹ TMR. These corrected extinction coefficients were used to calculate the concentration of the fluorophore. The concentration of fluorophore was divided by the concentration cysteine residues to determine the percent labeled. On average, β clamp labeled with AF488 yielded 90-100% labeled and 70% for TMR.

Fluorescence-Based Equilibrium Assays

Fluorescence equilibrium measurements were performed using a QuantaMaster QM-1 Spectrofluorometer (Photon Technology International). Reagents were mixed in a
1 cm quartz cuvette (Hellma) to a final volume of 80 µL for approximately 30s before readings were taken at room temperature. Data was analyzed using KaleidaGraph.

**β Binding and Opening Assay**

To determine the apparent dissociation constant ($K_{d,app}$) for γ-complex and β sliding clamp, fluorescence emission of β-AF488 was measured at different γ-complex concentrations. Measurements were performed as time-based scans to ensure that the system had reached equilibrium. For these scans, β-AF488 was excited at 495 nm and emission measured at 520 nm using a 3 nm bandpass. Data was collected at 1 s intervals for 2 min for assays in 50 mM NaCl and at 1 s intervals for 4 min in assays with 500 mM NaCl, and the last 30 s were averaged to obtain a value for the fluorescence intensity. Final protein concentrations for the reactions were 10 nM of β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ or β-R103S-(AF488)$_2$ and 0.1 to 1000 nM γ-complex. Each reaction occurred by sequentially adding to the cuvette assay buffer (64 µL) to measure background signal, β-(AF488)$_2$ (8 µL) to measure the signal for unbound β, and γ-complex (8 µL) to measure the signal for complex formation.

To calculate the relative AF488 intensity at each γ-complex concentration, the fluorescence for the β/γ-complex was divided by the fluorescence of unbound β-(AF488)$_2$ (before adding γ-complex). The $K_{d,app}$ was calculated by fitting the data to Equation 2-2, where $\gamma_o$ is the total concentration of γ-complex, $\beta_o$ is the total concentration of β, $I_{max}$ is the maximum intensity, and $I_{min}$ is the minimum intensity.

$$I_{obs}(\gamma_{cx}) = \frac{(\gamma_o + \beta_o + K_{d,app}) - \sqrt{(\gamma_o + \beta_o + K_{d,app})^2 - 4\gamma_o\beta_o}}{2\beta_o} (I_{max} - I_{min}) + I_{min}$$

(2-2)

**Anisotropy DNA Binding Assay**
DNA binding by SSB was measured by anisotropy using the DNA-RhX (Rhodamine X isothiocyanate) sequence in Table 2-2. The DNA-RhX (made by former member of the laboratory) samples were excited at 580nm and emission was measured at 605 nm for 30 seconds with an 8 nm bandpass. Glan-Thompson polarizers were used to polarize both the excitation and emission light in the vertical and horizontal planes. Four different emission measurements were made; a vertical and horizontal emission reading with the excitation light polarized vertically (I_{VV} and I_{VH}) and a vertical and horizontal emission reading with the excitation light polarized horizontally (I_{HV} and I_{HH}).

To measure polarized intensities and calculate anisotropy changes from SSB binding to DNA, three different emission scans were done. First, an emission scan in all 4 orientations was performed on the assay buffer and ATP. Second, the DNA-RhX was added to the reaction and scans were performed in all 4 orientations. Finally, the SSB was added to the reaction and emission of light polarized vertically were measured. Final reagent concentrations were 50nM DNA-RhX, 500µM ATP, and varying concentrations of SSB.

To calculate the anisotropy values from the data, a correction factor known as the g factor was first calculated using Equation 2-3.

\[
g = \frac{I_{HV(DNA)} - I_{HV(buffer)}}{I_{HH(DNA)} - I_{HH(buffer)}} \tag{2-3}
\]

This g factor was then used to calculate the anisotropy (r) for the different SSB concentrations (Equation 2-4).
\[ r = \frac{(I_{VV} - I_{VV(buffer)}) - g(I_{VH} - I_{VH(buffer)})}{(I_{VV} - I_{VV(buffer)}) + 2g(I_{VH} - I_{VH(buffer)})} \]

(2-4)

To determine the \(K_d\) value, the anisotropy was plotted as a function of SSB concentration. Equation 2-5 was used, where SSB is the total SSB concentration, DNA is the total DNA concentration, \(I_{\text{max}}\) is the maximum anisotropy, and \(I_{\text{min}}\) is the minimum anisotropy.

\[ I_{\text{obs}(SSB)} = \frac{(SSB + DNA + K_d) - \sqrt{(SSB + DNA + K_d)^2 - 4(DNA)(SSB)}}{2DNA} (I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}}) + I_{\text{min}} \]

(2-5)

**Fluorescence-Based Pre-Steady State Kinetic Assays**

Pre-steady state reactions were measured at 20°C using an Applied Photophysics SX20MV stopped-flow fluorimeter, which quickly mixes reagents together and begins measuring fluorescence intensity on a millisecond timescale. The reactions were performed in either single or sequential mixing mode. In single mixing, reagents in two syringes are mixed together and the fluorescence reading begins immediately. Clamp opening, dissociation, and closing reactions (where noted) were performed as single mix experiments. In sequential mixing, reagents in two syringes are mixed together in a mixing chamber for a 4 s and then that solution is mixed with reagents in a third syringe, where the fluorescence reading begins. Clamp release, clamp closing (where noted), and ATP hydrolysis reactions were performed as sequential mix experiments. Assays were performed in with all room lights turned off to prevent photobleaching of the fluorophores. Data files were converted to ASCII files and KaleidaGraph was used to analyze data and calculate observed rates. Relative intensity was calculated by dividing the observed signal by the starting signal. Data normalized between 0 and 1 was calculated by dividing the maximum intensity minus the minimum
intensity by the observed intensity minus the minimum intensity. For experiments in
which the reaction did not complete within the time measured, the data was normalized
using the signal of β-AF488 as the minimum intensity. For concentration dependent
experiments, the calculated observed rates were plotted versus the concentration of
substrate and the data was fit to a rectangular hyperbola formula (Equation 2-6) to yield
the maximum rate ($k_{max}$) and the concentration of substrate to reach half the $k_{max}$ ($K_{0.5}$).

$$v = \frac{k_{max} [S]}{K_{0.5} + [S]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-6)

For the opening, dissociation, and closing reactions, either β-R103C/I305C or β-
S109C/Q299C (both with C260S/C333S background mutations) labeled with AF488 or
TMR at two sites per monomer was used. These doubly labeled β sliding clamps have
low fluorescence when closed due to quenching of the fluorophores by one another.
When the clamp loader is added and the clamp opens, the two fluorophores separate
and there is an increase in fluorescence. AF488 was excited at 490 nm using a 3.7 nm
bandpass and emission was measured using a 515 nm cut-on filter, and steady-state
AF488 fluorescence was measured on a millisecond timescale. For experiments with a
TMR labeled clamp, TMR was excited at 550 nm using a 3.7 nm bandpass and
emission was measured using a 570 nm cut-on filter.

**β Opening Reactions**

Clamp loader-clamp binding/opening was measured in single mix experiments by
mixing a solution containing clamp loader and ATP with a solution containing β-
R103C/I305C-AF488 and ATP (Figure 2-9). Final concentrations of clamp loader
varied and β was held constant at 20 nM. Fluorescence measurements were made at 1
ms intervals for 10 s. Reaction time courses were initially fit empirically to sums of
exponentials to calculate rates of reactions. Time-dependent changes in intensity for clamp binding/opening reactions were fit to a double exponential increase (Equation 2-7) where \( k_{fast} \) and \( k_{slow} \) are rates and \( a_{fast} \) and \( a_{slow} \) are amplitudes of the two reaction phases, \( t \) is time, and \( c \) is a constant.

\[
I(t) = a_{fast}(1 - e^{-k_{fast}t}) + a_{slow}(1 - e^{-k_{slow}t}) + c \quad (2-7)
\]

**β Binding Assay**

Binding of the sliding clamp by the clamp loader was measured using the singly labeled β-S109C-AF488 (with C260S and C333S background mutations). The binding reaction was performed in the same manner as the opening assay. Time-dependent changes in intensity for clamp loader-clamp binding were fit to a double exponential decay (Equation 2-8) where \( k_{fast} \) and \( k_{slow} \) are rates and \( a_{fast} \) and \( a_{slow} \) are amplitudes of the two reaction phases, \( t \) is time, and \( c \) is a constant.

\[
I(t) = a_{fast}(e^{-k_{fast}t}) + a_{slow}(e^{-k_{slow}t}) + c \quad (2-8)
\]

**β-Clamp Loader Dissociation Assay**

Clamp loader-clamp dissociation was measured by mixing a solution of γ complex, β-R103C/I305C-AF488, and ATP with a solution containing 20-fold excess unlabeled β (Figure 2-10). Final protein concentrations were 40 nM γ-complex, 20 nM β-AF488, and 400 nM unlabeled β. Split time-base measurement was used in which data was collected at 1 ms intervals for the first 10 s and 50 ms intervals for the remaining time (to 500 s). Time-dependent changes in intensity for clamp loader-clamp binding were fit to a double exponential decay formula (Equation 2-8).
β Closing Reactions

Sliding clamp closing around DNA was measured by addition of a solution containing γ complex, β, and ATP to a solution of DNA, SSB, and excess unlabeled clamp to limit the reaction to one turnover (Figure 2-11). Final protein concentrations were 20 nM γ-complex, 20 nM β-AF488, and 200 nM unlabeled β. Final DNA concentration was varied and 3-fold excess SSB per single-stranded overhang of DNA was used. Measurements were made at 1 ms intervals for 10 s. Time-dependent changes in intensity for clamp loader-clamp dissociation were fit to a double exponential decay formula (Equation 2-8), or a single exponential decay formula (Equation 2-9).

\[ I(t) = a(e^{-k_{fast}t}) + c \]  

(2-9)

ATP Hydrolysis Assay

ATP hydrolysis by the clamp loader was measured using 7-diethylamino-3-(((2-maleimidyl)ethyl)amino)carbonyl)coumarin (MDCC, ThermoFisher) labeled phosphate-binding protein (PBP) that had been previously purified and labeled by a former lab member (129). When the clamp loader hydrolyzes ATP into ADP and P_i, the P_i binds to PBP causing an increase in the MDCC fluorescence (Figure 2-12). Due to the presence of free P_i which may affect the measurements, the stopped-flow and all solutions used were incubated at room temperature for 45 minutes with 168μM 7-methyl guanosine (MeG, Santa Cruz) and 0.2 U/mL polynucleotide phosphorylase (PNPase, Sigma) before the experiment. PNPase phosphorylates MeG, removing any access P_i in the solutions. During the experiment, MDCC was excited at 425nm and emission was measured with a 455nm cut-on filter. Final protein concentrations were 200nM γ-complex, 200nM β, and 2μM PBP. Final DNA concentration was 400nM and 3-fold
excess SSB per single-stranded overhang of DNA was used when noted. Control reactions that had no ATP were measured to get a signal for unbound MDCC-PBP. Data was converted to the fraction MDCC-PBP bound to Pi by subtracting free MDCC-PBP signal from the observed signal and dividing that by the difference of the completely saturated MDCC-PBP signal and the free MDCC-PBP signal. The fraction MDCC-PBP/Pi was converted to the concentration of MDCC-PBP/Pi by multiplying the fraction MDCC-PBP/Pi bound by the total MDCC-PBP concentration. This was then divided by the total clamp loader concentration to determine the number of Pi release for each clamp loader complex.

**β Release Reactions**

To measure the release of the sliding clamp by the clamp loader after closing, purified and labeled β-Q299C-Pyrene (with C260S/C333S background mutations) was used, which was purified by a former lab member. Pyrene was excited at 345 nm and emission was measured with a 365 nm cut-on filter. Final protein concentrations were 20 nM γ-complex, 20 nM β-Q299C-Pyrene, and 200 nM unlabeled β. Final DNA concentration was 40 nM and final ATP concentration was 0.5mM. Time-dependent changes in intensity for clamp loader-clamp dissociation were fit to a double exponential decay formula (Equation 2-8).

**Kinetic Modeling Using Kintek Explorer**

Time courses from clamp binding using β-S109C-AF488 and clamp opening using β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)2 were globally fit to kinetic models using KinTek Explorer and rate constants were calculated (Figure 3-10 and 11) (130, 131). For binding reactions, γcx concentrations ranged from 10 to 1280 nM and β-S109C-AF488 was held
constant at 20 nM. For clamp opening reactions, $\gamma_{cx}$ concentrations ranged from 5 to 1800 nM and $\beta$-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ was held constant at 16 nM. For the binding reactions with $\beta$-S109C-AF488, three fluorescent states were assumed, one for free/unbound clamps, one for clamp loader-clamp complexes in a closed conformation, and one for all clamp loader-clamp complexes in an open conformation. Low $\gamma_{cx}$ concentration data could be fit using two fluorescent states one for unbound clamps and one for all clamp loader-clamp complexes, but at higher concentrations this two-state model did not fit the data well because the fluorescence decay of the calculated curves tended to be faster than for the data. Relative fluorescence intensities of intermediate states were fit as adjustable parameters but did not change significantly from our initial relative intensity estimates (based on exponential fits) of 1.0 for free clamps, 0.9 for the closed clamp loader-clamp complex and 0.88 for open clamp loader-clamp complexes.

For the clamp opening reactions with $\beta$-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$, two fluorescent states were assumed, one relative intensity associated with closed clamps and another associated with open clamps. The relative intensities were fit as adjustable parameters but did not vary significantly from our estimates, based on exponential fits of the data, of 1.0 for closed clamps and 2.8 for closed clamps.
Figure 2-1. A representative map of the pCOLADuet-DnaX-HolA expression vector made using SnapGene. The \textit{dnaX} gene was subcloned into the MCS1 site using NcoI and BamHI restriction sites. The \textit{holA} gene was subcloned into the MCS2 site using NdeI and AvrII restriction sites. This map is with the \(\gamma\)-only version of \textit{dnaX}. A \(\tau\)-only version was made as well.
Figure 2-2. Representative map of the pETDuet-HolC-HolD-HolB expression vector made using SnapGene. The holC/holD operon or the holC only gene was subcloned into the MCS1 site using Ncol and BamHI restriction sites. The holB gene was subcloned into the MCS2 site using Ndel and AvrII.
Figure 2-3. Representative map of the pCDF-DnaE-HolE expression vector made using SnapGene. MCS1 contained `dnaE` between NcoI and BamHI. MCS2 contained `holE` between NdeI and AvrII.
Figure 2-4. DnaX2016 subunit purification. A) SDS-PAGE showing the representative purification steps of the γ DnaX2016. The left lane (M) is the BioRad unstained protein standard marker. The next lanes are the soluble DnaX2016 γ subunit in the lysed supernatant (LS) and the insoluble protein in the lysed pellet (LP) after lysis with French Press. The following lanes are of the γ-complex clamp loader after HiTrap Heparin (HH) and HisTrap (HT) columns, and the final dialyzed product (5μl and 10μl). B) The left lane is the marker, then the final dialyzed DNaX2016 τ subunit (T2016).
Figure 2-5. SDS Page showing the purification of different clamp loader variants using the Duet vector system. A) SDS-Page of the representative purification steps of the clamp loader using γ-complex clamp loader. The left lane (M) is the BioRad unstained protein standard marker. The next 10 lanes are fractions of γ-complex clamp loader separated by chromatography on a MonoQ column, and the last lane is the final dialyzed product (Gc). B) The left lane is the marker, then the final dialyzed holoenzyme, (H), τ-complex clamp loader (T), and χ-less γ-complex clamp loader (CL). Each subunit of the clamp loaders are marked in the figure.
Figure 2-6. Size exclusion analysis of the clamp loaders. A) Size exclusion standard curve created by plotting the log of the BioRad protein standards molecular weight as a function of the $K_{av}$ of the protein determined by running them on a Superose 12 10/300 GL size exclusion column. A linear fit in KaleidaGraph was applied, which gave an equation to determine the size of the clamp loader proteins based off of their elution volume ($V_e$). B) An example run of a protein sample on the size exclusion column. This is a chromatogram of the DnaX τ clamp loader complex on size exclusion column.
Figure 2-7. SDS PAGE gel of the SSB mutant purification. A) The representative purification steps of SSBΔC8. The left lane (M) is the BioRad unstained protein standard marker. The next lanes are the lysed pellet (LP), lysed supernatant (LS), ammonium sulfate1 supernatant (AS1S), ammonium sulfate 1 pellet (AS1P), ammonium sulfate 2 supernatant (AS2S), ammonium sulfate 2 pellet (AS2P), and the post-HiHeparin and MonoQ purified protein (SSBΔC8). B) The final SDS PAGE of the SSBΔC1 mutant.
Figure 2-8. SDS-PAGE of final β-S109C/Q299C/R103S. SDS-PAGE gel of the β-S109C/Q299C/R103S sliding clamp before labeling with a fluorophore and passing through 2 additions purification columns.
Figure 2-9. Reaction diagram for pre-steady state opening and binding assays in the stopped-flow fluorimeter. Syringe 1 γ-complex clamp loader and ATP. Syringe 2 contains β-AF4882 or TMR2 and additional ATP. When the stopped-flow apparatus mixes the β-AF4882 or TMR2 with the γ-complex, the clamp loader binds and opens the clamp. This opening of the sliding clamp interface causes and relief of the fluorophores quench, and there is a relatively high fluorescence which was measured in real time.
Figure 2-10. Pre-steady state dissociation assay using a stopped-flow apparatus. Syringe 1 contains γ-complex clamp loader, ATP, and β-AF4882. Syringe 2 contains unlabeled β and additional ATP. When the stopped-flow apparatus mixes the open clamp-clamp loader complex with the excess unlabeled clamp, the clamp eventually dissociates with the clamp loader. The clamp loader is then statistically likely to bind to an unlabeled clamp causing a decrease in fluorescence which was measured in real time.
Figure 2-11. Scheme of pre-steady state clamp closing reactions a stopped-flow fluorimeter. Syringe 1 contains γ-complex clamp loader, ATP, and β-AF4882. Syringe 2 contains unlabeled β, DNA, and SSB when needed. When the stopped-flow apparatus mixes the open clamp-clamp loader complex with DNA, the clamp loader closes the clamp around the DNA causing a decrease in fluorescence which was measured in real time.
Figure 2-12. Sequential mixing diagram for ATP hydrolysis reactions measured by MDCC fluorescence on phosphate binding protein (PBP). Syringe 1 contains γ-complex clamp loader, which is mixed with syringe 2 containing ATP and β-sliding clamp for 4 seconds. Then this is mixed into a cuvette with syringe 3 containing DNA, PBP-MDCC and SSB when needed. When the stopped-flow apparatus mixes the open clamp-clamp loader complex with DNA, the clamp loader hydrolyses ATP to ADP and Pi. Pi then binds to MDCC and causes an increase in fluorescence which was measured in real time.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Forward primer (5’ to 3’)</th>
<th>Reverse primer (5’ to 3’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDM</td>
<td>dnaN</td>
<td>R103S: CGAAAAACGGCTACT</td>
<td>R103S: GCTGGTACGCTCCGGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CCCGGAGCGTACCAGC</td>
<td>GTAGCCCGTTTTTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dnaX2016</td>
<td>G212D: GCGCCGCTGAAGACA</td>
<td>G212D: TCTCGCAGGGCTGTCTTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GCCTGCGAGA</td>
<td>AGCGGCGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A400T: GCGCCGCAGCAGACG</td>
<td>A400T: GTACAGTCGGCGTCTGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CCGACTGTAC</td>
<td>TGC CGCGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>holA</td>
<td>CTCCTCCATATGGATTC</td>
<td>CTCCTCCCTAGGTCAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GTTTGTACCCCGGAAC</td>
<td>CGTCGATAAAATACGTCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AACTCCG</td>
<td>GCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>holB</td>
<td>CTCCTCGATATCCATA</td>
<td>CTCCTCGGATCCCCCTAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TGATGAGATGGTATCC</td>
<td>GTAAAGATGAGGAACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ATGGTTACGAC</td>
<td>GGTAGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dnaXγ-only</td>
<td>CTCCTCGAGCTCTCAGCT</td>
<td>CTCCTCGAGCTCTCAAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CTCCCTGGTTGGTGTTG</td>
<td>TGGGGCGGATACTTTCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GCC</td>
<td>TCATCCAGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dnaXτ-only</td>
<td>for all dnaX: CTCCTCTCATGAGTTA</td>
<td>CTCCTCGAGCTCTCAAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TCAGGTCTTAGCCGG</td>
<td>TGGGGCGGATACTTTCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AAAATGGCGCC</td>
<td>TCATCCAGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dnaX histagged</td>
<td>CTCCTCGAGCTCTTATTAG</td>
<td>CTCCTCGAGCTCTTATTAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GGTTGAGTGATGAGTA</td>
<td>TGATGGGAAGGGTGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GTG</td>
<td>TGGTGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene and Vector</td>
<td>Forward primer (5' to 3')</td>
<td>Reverse primer (5' to 3')</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>dnaN</em> in pET15b+</td>
<td>T7 upstream promoter (Novagen)</td>
<td>T7 terminator primer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>dnaE</em> and <em>holE</em> in pCDF Duet</td>
<td>ACYCDuetUP1 primer</td>
<td>DuetDOWN1 Primer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>dnaQ</em> in pCDF Duet</td>
<td>DuetUP2 primer</td>
<td>T7 terminator primer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>dnaX</em> in pBAD24</td>
<td>pBad Forward Primer (ThermoFisher)</td>
<td>pBad Reverse Primer (ThermoFisher)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>dnaX</em> or <em>dnaQ</em> in pBluescript</td>
<td>pUC/M13 Forward (Promega)</td>
<td>pUC/M13 Reverse (Promega)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>dnaX</em> (all) in pCOLA Duet</td>
<td>ACYCDuetUP1 primer (Novagen)</td>
<td>DuetDOWN1 Primer (Novagen)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>dnaX2016</em> in pET52b+</td>
<td>pET Upstream primer (Novagen)</td>
<td>T7 terminator primer (Novagen)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>holA</em> in pCOLA Duet</td>
<td>DuetUP2 primer (Novagen)</td>
<td>T7 terminator primer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>holB</em> in pET Duet</td>
<td>DuetUP2 primer</td>
<td>T7 terminator primer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>holC/holD</em> in pET Duet</td>
<td>pET Upstream primer</td>
<td>DuetDOWN1 Primer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligo</td>
<td>Sequence (5' to 3')</td>
<td>Use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JH5</td>
<td>GTCACACGACCAGTAATAAAAAGGGACATTCTGGCC</td>
<td>JH5 and JH6 pair to make a 3' overhang with 5nt ssDNA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JH6</td>
<td>CTGTTGGCCAGAATGTCCCTTTTTATTACTGGTGCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JH9P</td>
<td>ATTATTTACATTGGGCAGATTCACCAGTCACACGACCAGTAATAAAAAGGGACATTCTGGCC</td>
<td>JH9 and JH10 pair to make 3'DNA overhang with 30nt ssDNA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JH10P</td>
<td>CTTTCAGGTCAGAAGGGTTCTATCTCTGTGGGCCAGAATGTCCCTTTTTATTACTGGTCGT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JH15P</td>
<td>AACAGAGATAGAACCCTTTCTGACCTGAAAGCGT AAGAATACGTTGGCACAGACAAATAGTCA</td>
<td>JH10 and JH15 pair to make 5'DNA overhang with 30nt ssDNA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD1P</td>
<td>AACAGAGATAGAACCCTTTCTGACCTGAAAG</td>
<td>30nt, anneals to JH10 for 3' overhang 30nt ssDNA with one blunt end, combine with pIIIpI for nicked substrate, also binds to LD5 for 80nt ssDNA substrate. LD1NoP is same sequence without the 5'P anneals to JH10, combine with pIIIpI for 1nt gap substrate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD1NoP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD2</td>
<td>ACAGAGATAGAACCCTTTCTGACCTGAAAG</td>
<td>18nt, anneals to JH10, combine with pIIIpI for 12nt gap substrate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD3</td>
<td>ACCCTTCTGACCTGAAAG</td>
<td>60nt, anneals to JH10 for blunt substrate, reverse complement of JH10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD4P</td>
<td>ACGACCAGTAATAAAAAGGGACATTCTGGCCAACAGAGATAGAACCCTTTCTGACCTGAAAG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2-3. Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oligo</th>
<th>Sequence (5’ to 3’)</th>
<th>Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LD5.1</td>
<td>TAAAGACTAATAGCCATTCAAAAATATTGTC TGTGCCACGTATTCTTACGCTTTCAGGTCA GAA</td>
<td>64nt, 5’ end of LD5, used in ligation reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD5.2</td>
<td>GGGTTCTATCTCTGTTGGCCAGAATGTCCC TTTTATTACTGGTGCT</td>
<td>46 nt, 5’P, 3’ end of LD5, used in ligation reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD5</td>
<td>TAAAGACTAATAGCCATTCAAAAATATTGTC TGTGCCACGTATTCTTACGCTTTCAGGTCA GAAGGGTTCTATCTCTGTTGGCCAGAATGTCCCTTTATTACTGGTGCT</td>
<td>continuation of JH10 with additional sequence from M13, pIIIpI anneals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD6P</td>
<td>ACAATATTTTTGAATGGCTATTAGTCTTTTA</td>
<td>30nt, anneals to LD5 to create 5’ overhang with 30ssDNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pIIIpI</td>
<td>ACGACCAGTAATAAAAGGGACATTCTGGC</td>
<td>pIIIpI pairs with JH10 to make 30nt substrate or along with LD1 for nicked substrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pIIIp2</td>
<td>ACACGACCAGTAATAAAAGGGACATTCTGG</td>
<td>pIIIp2 pairs with pIIIpI-60- RhX to make 3’DNA- RhX structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pIIIpI-60-RhX</td>
<td>tTACAGGTCAAGGGTTCTATCTCTGTGGG CAGAATGTCCCTTTATTACTGGTGCTGT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*t denotes a dT with a C6 amino modifier used to label DNA with RhX.

P denotes 5’ phosphate
CHAPTER 3
CLAMP LOADER-CATALYZED OPENING OF THE β SLIDING CLAMP IS INDEPENDENT OF β DIMER STABILITY

Background

Sliding clamps were first identified as components of the replisome that increase the processivity of DNA synthesis (132-135). Since their initial discovery as DNA polymerase processivity factors, sliding clamps have been found to bind directly to many different enzymes required for genome maintenance, and function both to increase enzyme residence times on DNA and to coordinate enzyme activities (reviewed in (136-138)). The ring-shaped oligomeric structure of sliding clamps is key to function by allowing sliding clamps to encircle and slide along DNA (5, 28). When a DNA polymerase or another enzyme binds a sliding clamp, the enzyme is effectively anchored to the DNA template (recently reviewed in (139, 140)). Most sliding clamps exist predominantly in closed ring conformations in solution and must open to be assembled around DNA by clamp loading enzymes (recently reviewed in (139, 141)). These clamp loaders chaperone open clamps to DNA and release the clamps at primed template junctions where DNA synthesis will begin. Even clamps that exist predominantly as open rings, or in monomeric form, in solution are chaperoned to DNA by clamp loaders (142-144). Clamp loaders contain five core subunits arranged in a ring that are members of the AAA+ family of ATPases (53, 145, 146). ATP binding and hydrolysis modulate the affinity of clamp loaders for clamps and DNA to promote the assembly of clamps on DNA (80, 84, 89, 112, 143, 147, 148). Clamp loaders may also contain additional subunits (e.g. E. coli ψ and χ subunits) or protein domains (e.g. the large subunit of the eukaryotic clamp loader) that mediate protein-protein and/or protein-
DNA interactions at the replication fork. When bound to an open clamp, all five core clamp loader subunits interact with the surface of the clamp (Figure 3-1).

Although many features of the clamp loading reaction have been defined, questions remain about the mechanism of clamp opening by clamp loaders. One question is how opening and closing dynamics of the clamps themselves contribute to the loading process. One possibility is that clamps spontaneously open, even if only transiently, and clamp loaders bind open clamps to stabilize the open conformation. This is the case for the bacteriophage T4 clamp that exists predominantly in an open conformation in solution (142, 143). However, other sliding clamps are inherently more stable than the bacteriophage clamp, and it is not clear whether transient opening events contribute to formation of open clamp loader-clamp complexes for these clamps. For example, the half-lives of the *E. coli* β-clamp and human PCNA-clamp on nicked circular DNA molecules are about 72 and 24 minutes, respectively, at 37°C suggesting that ring-opening (or dissociation into monomers), which would allow the clamp to dissociate from DNA, is a relatively infrequent occurrence (30). In these cases, it is possible that clamp opening dynamics are different when clamps are bound to DNA than when free in solution, or that transient opening occurs, but strong protein-DNA interactions limit dissociation. Both published and unpublished work from the Levitus laboratory at Arizona State University and previous work show that the β-dimer is exceptionally stable when free in solution with a lifetime on the order of 40 h at room temperature (29). Although the *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* sliding clamp is not as stable, the trimer is still long lived with a lifetime of 4.5 h at room temperature. None the less, molecular dynamics simulations suggest that the *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* RFC
clamp loader simply stabilizes the open conformation of the PCNA-clamp rather than destabilizing the closed conformation to actively open the clamp suggesting that the clamp loader depends on spontaneous clamp opening to form an open clamp loader-clamp complex(149). Studies also show that backbone amide protons at the interface between protomers in the Escherichia coli β-clamp exchange with deuterium suggesting that the clamp is dynamic (150). Thus, arguments can be made for and against a role for clamp loaders in actively opening sliding clamps.

The study presented here investigates the mechanism of β-clamp opening by the γ complex (γ3δδ'ψχ subunits) clamp loader by determining how destabilizing the β dimer interface affects the clamp opening reaction and by defining a minimal kinetic mechanism for clamp opening.

**Results**

**Effects of Electrostatic Interactions on Sliding Clamp-Clamp Loader Interactions**

**Mutations to amino acid residues at the β dimer interfaces**

Unpublished work from the Levitus laboratory at Arizona State University shows that mutations to charged residues at the β-dimer interface and high salt concentrations destabilize the β-dimer by increasing the rate of dissociation into monomers. The study presented here investigates the effects of destabilization of the β dimer interface on interactions with the clamp loader and steps in the clamp loading reaction. Doubly-labeled β-clamps were made by mutating Ser-109 and Gln-299 to Cys to incorporate two Alexa Fluor 488 (AF488) fluorophores in each β monomer. This doubly-labeled clamp is referred to as β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ (Table 3-1). A mutation shown to destabilize the β-dimer, Arg-103 to Ser (R103S), was incorporated into a second
doubly-labeled clamp and is referred to as $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$. The fluorophores are positioned at both dimer interfaces such that a pair of fluorophores, one on each monomer, interacts across the interface. When the clamp is closed the fluorophores stack and self-quench. Clamp opening separates a pair of fluorophores and increases fluorescence (29).

Effects of dimer interface destabilization on equilibrium clamp loader-clamp binding/opening

When bound to ATP, the *E. coli* clamp loader binds the $\beta$-clamp with high affinity to form an open clamp loader-clamp complex (79, 80). Equilibrium clamp loader-clamp binding/opening was measured to determine whether the R103S mutation or a high salt (500 mM NaCl) concentration, which destabilize the $\beta$ dimer interface, promote ring-opening by the clamp loader. If clamp opening by the clamp loader were dependent on clamp dynamics, then destabilization of the interface would be expected to promote opening. The *E. coli* clamp loader, $\gamma$ complex ($\gamma_{cx}$), containing $\gamma_{3\delta\delta'\psi\chi}$ subunits, was used in this work. The increase in fluorescence that occurs when $\gamma_{cx}$ binds and opens doubly-labeled clamps was measured for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ and $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ in buffer containing 50 mM NaCl. Relative AF488 fluorescence as a function of $\gamma$ complex concentration is plotted in Figure 3-2A. Because the efficiency of protein labeling differs for different protein preparations, the magnitude of the fluorescence change differs for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ and $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$. Data were fit to the two-state binding model illustrated in the cartoon using a quadratic equation to calculate apparent dissociation constants, $K_{d,app}$, of 7.0 ± 0.4 nM and 4.2 ± 1.5 nM for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ and $\beta$-
S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$, respectively. The average $K_{d,\text{app}}$ value is about 67% larger for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ than for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$, and calculated $K_{d,\text{app}}$ values for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ are consistently greater than for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ in each of the three experiments showing that the R103S mutation modestly increases the affinity of the clamp loader for the clamp.

The titration of doubly-labeled clamps with $\gamma_{\text{cx}}$ was repeated in assay buffer containing 500 mM NaCl (Figure 3-2B). The decrease in dimer stability for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ in 500 mM NaCl was apparent in these experiments. In the absence of $\gamma_{\text{cx}}$ and at low $\gamma_{\text{cx}}$ concentrations where the majority of the $\beta$-clamp is not bound, the fluorescence of $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$, but not $\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$, increased slowly with time, presumably due to dissociation of the dimer into monomers when diluted 10-fold into the cuvette (Figure 3-3). At high concentrations of $\gamma_{\text{cx}}$ where the majority of the $\beta$-clamp is bound by $\gamma_{\text{cx}}$ and stabilized as open dimers, the fluorescence signal remained constant for both clamps. Due to the instability of $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ during the course of the titration, the $K_{d,\text{app}}$ value for the $\gamma_{\text{cx}}$ and the mutant clamp cannot be rigorously determined. But, high salt does not appear to affect the binding/opening equilibrium for the R103S mutant as the calculated $K_{d,\text{app}}$ of 5.0 ± 1.2 nM is about the same as in 50 mM NaCl. The average $K_{d,\text{app}}$ value for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ is modestly lower in 500 mM NaCl ($K_{d,\text{app}} = 5.3 ± 2.4$ nM) than in 50 mM NaCl ($K_{d,\text{app}} = 7.0 ± 0.4$ nM), but the difference is within experimental error. Together, these experiments show that the R103S mutation and high salt concentrations have only a modest effect on clamp loader-clamp binding/opening equilibria. This is in contrast to the $\beta$ monomer-dimer equilibrium where the R103S
mutation and high salt dramatically shift the equilibrium towards the monomer
(unpublished data from Levitus laboratory, ASU).

**Dimer interface destabilization does not increase rates of clamp opening
reactions**

The equilibrium clamp opening reaction consists of at least two steps, clamp
binding and clamp opening (128). It is possible that destabilization of the β-dimer
interface promotes the clamp opening step, but that a compensatory change in another
step reduces the effects of destabilization on the overall binding/opening equilibrium. To
test this possibility, pre-steady-state rates of clamp opening were measured to
determine whether the R103S mutation or 500 mM NaCl promote the clamp opening
step. Clamp opening reactions were initiated by mixing a solution of γ complex and ATP
with a solution of β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ or β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ and
ATP. The concentration of γ$_{cx}$ was varied from 0.005 to 1.6 μM (representative reaction
time courses are shown in Figure 3-4A), and the concentration of β-S109C/Q299C-
(AF488)$_2$ or β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ was held constant. The increase in
AF488 fluorescence that occurs when clamps are opened was measured as a function
of time in assay buffer containing 50 mM NaCl. The magnitude of increase in
fluorescence differs for the two clamps because the labeling efficiency differs, but
surprisingly, the time-dependent changes in fluorescence due to opening β-
S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ and β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ are the same within
experimental error. Even though the R103S mutation increases the rate of β dimer
dissociation into monomers, this destabilization of the dimer interface does not increase
the rate of ring opening by γ$_{cx}$. The clamp opening experiment was repeated in assay
buffer containing 500 mM NaCl. Again, time courses for clamp opening for β-
S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ and for β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ were similar to each
other (Figure 3-4B) in contrast to the marked instability of the β-R103S mutant at high
salt concentrations (unpublished data from Levitus laboratory, ASU). If clamp opening
were dependent on stability of the interface, opening for the R103S mutant would have
been faster. If the higher salt concentration were promoting clamp opening, rates for
both clamps should have been faster in 500 mM NaCl than in 50 mM NaCl, but at the
higher salt concentration, the overall rate of opening was about 2-fold slower. This
reduction in rates may be due to effects of increased salt concentration on interactions
other than at the dimer interface such as clamp loader-clamp binding or ATP binding.
None the less, these kinetic experiments demonstrate clamp opening by the clamp
loader is not dependent on clamp stability.

Dimer interface destabilization modestly increases lifetimes of clamp loader-
clamp complexes

Because the overall association rates of γ$_{cx}$ with β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ and
β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ are the same, but $K_{d,app}$ values differ, albeit modestly,
the difference in $K_{d,app}$ values should be reflected in differences in dissociation rates.
Dissociation of clamps from clamp loader-clamp complexes was measured to test this
and to determine whether the R103S mutation or 500 mM NaCl affect the lifetime of
clamp loader-clamp complexes. In these experiments, a solution of γ complex, β-
(AF488)$_2$ (20 nM final), and ATP (0.5 mM) was added to a solution of unlabeled β (400
nM final) and ATP (0.5 mM). The excess unlabeled β traps clamp loaders that
dissociate from AF488-labeled clamps to permit measurement of the decrease in
fluorescence that occurs when $\gamma$ complex dissociates from $\beta$-(AF488)$_2$ and the ring closes. In reactions with 50 mM NaCl, the overall rate of dissociation of $\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ is about twice that of $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ (Figure 3-5A). In other words, the R103S mutation that destabilizes the $\beta$-dimer interface increases the lifetime of a clamp loader-clamp complex. Time courses for dissociation of both clamps were biphasic (Table 3-2) indicating that dissociation occurs from two different states at different rates. In reactions with 500 mM NaCl, the overall rate of dissociation for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ decreased modestly, and the dissociation rate for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ increased modestly, such that the difference in overall dissociation rates for the two clamps was smaller (Figure 3-5B). Decreases in fluorescence were also biphasic for both clamps in 500 mM NaCl. In general, the differences dissociation rates can account for the differences in equilibrium dissociation constants.

The R103S mutation does not affect rates of clamp closing on DNA

In addition to forming stable open clamp complexes, clamp loaders also chaperone clamps to DNA where the clamps are deposited and closed to encircle DNA (reviewed in (49)). It is possible that destabilization of the $\beta$-dimer interface affects the rate at which clamps reform a closed dimer interface. To test this possibility, clamp closing on DNA was measured for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ and $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$. This experiment used a symmetrical DNA substrate with two ss/ds DNA junctions of the same polarity with 5'-ssDNA overhangs (105). Single-stranded binding protein (SSB) was included in reactions because ssDNA is bound by SSB \textit{in vivo} (100, 101). Clamp loading reactions, in buffer with 50 mM NaCl,
were initiated by adding a solution of clamp loader, \( \beta-(\text{AF488})_2 \), and ATP to a solution of DNA, SSB, excess unlabeled \( \beta \)-clamp, and ATP. Excess unlabeled clamp is added to limit the reaction to a single observable cycle of clamp closing. When the clamp closes around DNA, AF488 fluorescence is quenched. The rates of \( \beta\text{-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)}_2 \) and \( \beta\text{-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)}_2 \) onto DNA are similar (Figure 3-6). Together, these results show that the R103S mutation that destabilizes the \( \beta \)-dimer interface has little if any effect on the clamp loading reaction at either the clamp opening step where a dimer interface is broken or at the clamp closing step where a dimer interface reforms.

**Enzymatic Modeling the Clamp Opening Reaction**

**Effects of \( \gamma \) complex binding on the fluorescence of singly-labeled \( \beta \)-clamps**

To further define the clamp opening step of the clamp loading reaction, kinetic data were modeled to define individual kinetic steps. As a control prior to kinetic modeling, singly-labeled clamps were made to determine whether AF488 fluorescence in \( \beta\text{-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)}_2 \) could be affected by mechanisms other than the unstacking of AF488 dimers that occurs on clamp opening. Clamp binding/opening reactions were measured for singly AF488-labeled clamps that contained either the S109C mutation or Q299C mutation. The fluorescence of AF488 changed when both singly-labeled clamps were bound by \( \gamma_{cx} \), but the changes were different. There was a **rapid decrease** in AF488 fluorescence when \( \beta\text{-S109C-AF488} \) was bound by \( \gamma_{cx} \) (Figure 3-7A) and a **slower increase** in fluorescence when \( \beta\text{-Q299C-AF488} \) was bound by \( \gamma_{cx} \) (Figure 3-7B). Because these fluorophores are located on the “top edge” of \( \beta \) (Figure 3-1) at or near sites where \( \gamma_{cx} \) contacts the clamp, these changes may be due to environmental effects of fluorophore interactions with \( \gamma_{cx} \). The decrease in fluorescence
for β-S109C-AF488 likely reflects the binding of γcx to β because the initial increase in fluorescence is faster than clamp opening, and the time course is a simple exponential function. In contrast, clamp opening time courses (e.g. Figure 3-4A) show a brief lag before a sigmoidal increase in fluorescence that is indicative of a kinetic step (clamp binding) that does not affect fluorescence and occurs before the step (clamp opening) that alters fluorescence. The small increase in AF488 fluorescence that occurs when γcx binds β-Q299C-AF488 is on the same time scale as clamp opening, and most likely results from conformational changes that occur on opening and affect the environment of the fluorophore possibly by increasing interactions with γcx. These environmental changes in AF488 for fluorophores attached at residues 109 and 299 complicate the interpretation of fluorescence changes for clamp opening reactions in that the clamp opening reactions cannot be modeled using a simple two quantum-yield-state system where fluorescence changes are solely due to destacking of fluorophores on clamp opening.

**Kinetic modeling of γ complex binding and opening β**

To simplify the system for kinetic modeling, clamp opening kinetics were measured for a doubly-labeled clamp where the fluorophores are located on the “bottom edge” of β (Figure 3-1) away from the γcx binding surface. Arg-103 and Ile-305 were mutated to Cys and labeled with AF488 (β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)2). Note that this clamp contains a destabilizing Arg-103 mutation. Steady-state AF488 fluorescence in the single mutant versions of this clamp are insensitive to clamp loader binding (128). Fluorescence lifetimes measured for β-R103C/I305C-(TMR)2 show that γcx binding to the doubly-labeled clamp does not affect the fluorescence lifetimes. Instead, clamp
loader binding alters the fractional amplitudes associated with the two fluorescence states due stacked and unstacked fluorophores that are measured for β closed and opened conformations, respectively (Unpublished data from the Levitus laboratory at ASU). These lifetime measurements utilized TMR rather than AF488 because the excitation wavelength of TMR was better matched to the laser system used for the measurements. Both these lifetime measurements with the doubly-labeled β-R103C/I305C-(TMR)2 clamp and previous steady-state fluorescence measurements with the singly-labeled clamps support the assumption that the change in fluorescence for fluorophores located on the bottom edge of the clamp is not affected by environmental changes, but only by changes in stacking of a pair fluorophores at the interface. Therefore, we assume that there are only two fluorescence states for β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)2, one for the open clamp where a pair of fluorophores is unstacked and unquenched, and one for the closed clamp where fluorophores are stacked and quenched. Because the fluorescence of AF488 covalently bound to β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)2 is not affected by interactions with the clamp loader, the time course for binding/opening reactions differ in shape from those for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)2 (Figure 3-8).

Two data sets for reactions containing 50 mM NaCl were used for kinetic modeling: 1) γcx binding to β-S109C-AF488 (e.g. Figure 3-7C) and 2) γcx-catalyzed opening of β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)2 (e.g. Figure 3-9). Clamp binding was measured in reactions containing 10 to 1280 nM γcx and 20 nM β-S109C-AF488, and clamp opening was measured in reaction containing 5 to 1800 nM γcx and 16 nM β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)2. As a starting point, these data were empirically fit to sums of exponentials.
Data for \( \gamma_{cx} \) binding \( \beta\)-S109C-AF488 are best fit by a double exponential. Calculated rate constants for the rapid phase are a linear function of \( \gamma_{cx} \) concentration as expected for a binding reaction (Figure 3-7D). The slope yields an apparent second order rate constant of \( 3.7 \times 10^7 \text{ M}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1} \) which is consistent with our previous measurements \( (2.3 \times 10^7 \text{ M}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}) \) using another assay (151). Rates of slower phase are in the same range as those for the clamp opening reaction and approach a maximum value of \( 8 \text{ s}^{-1} \). When data for \( \gamma_{cx} \) opening \( \beta\)-R103C/I305C-(AF488)\(_2\) are fit by a double exponential, the calculated rate constants are not a linear function of \( \gamma_{cx} \) but curve approaching limiting values of \( 11 \text{ s}^{-1} \) for the rapid phase and \( 1.5 \text{ s}^{-1} \) for the slow phase (Table 3-3). This is comparable to our previous studies where maximal rates were \( 9 \text{ s}^{-1} \) and \( 0.8 \text{ s}^{-1} \) for the fast and slow phases, respectively (128). Note that time courses for opening reactions are not simple exponentials and contain a short lag phase, but exponential fits were used to estimate rates of change in fluorescence. Both the shape of the opening time course and the change in rate constant with \( \gamma_{cx} \) concentration are consistent with a mechanism that contains at least two-steps, binding then opening (128). Dissociation of \( \beta\)-R103C/I305C-(AF488)\(_2\) from a clamp loader-clamp complex is biphasic and occurs at a rate similar to that for \( \beta\)-S109C/Q288C/R103S-(AF488)\(_2\) (Figure 3-9 and Table 3-2).

Empirical analysis of kinetic data indicates that the clamp opening reaction is at least a two-step reaction consisting of an initial clamp loader-clamp binding step followed by a clamp opening step. However, global fitting of the \( \beta\)-S109C-AF488 and \( \beta\)-R103C/I305C-(AF488)\(_2\) binding/opening reactions to this simple kinetic model does not adequately fit the data (Figure 3-10). Recalling that the biphasic dissociation reaction suggests that there are two populations of open clamp loader-clamp complexes that
dissociate at different rates, the complexity of the kinetic model was increased by adding an additional open state. The presence of a second open state is also consistent with the biphasic change in fluorescence in clamp opening reactions. Therefore, clamp binding reactions using β-S109C-AF488 and clamp opening reactions using β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ were globally fit to a kinetic model in which the clamp loader binds the clamp to form a closed clamp loader-clamp complex, the clamp opens relatively rapidly, and there is a slower conformational rearrangement in the open clamp loader-clamp complex (Figure 3-11). This three-step model fits the data better than the two-step model. We note that these kinetic data could also be fit to a model that includes two parallel two-step binding-opening reactions in which a fraction of the total β is bound and open faster than the rest. This parallel model does not make intuitive sense because it requires that two separate populations of β exist and react at different rates. We favor the first model based on structural data as explained in the Conclusions.

Conclusions

Although many mechanistic questions about the clamp loading reaction mechanism have been answered, questions regarding the mechanism of clamp opening by the clamp loader remain. Does the clamp loader depend on intrinsic clamp opening and closing dynamics to form an open clamp loader-clamp complex? Or does the clamp loader destabilize and actively open clamps? What are the steps in the clamp opening reaction? Clamp opening reactions catalyzed by the *E. coli* and *S. cerevisiae* clamp loaders are at least two-step reactions consisting of an initial binding step followed by an opening step (152, 153). But, a two-step binding-opening mechanism does not necessarily mean that the clamp loaders actively open clamps; the clamp loaders could
bind closed clamps, which predominate in solution, and “wait” for the clamps to open spontaneously. To address these outstanding questions, the mechanism of the clamp opening reaction was investigated.

Soon to be published data from the Levitus laboratory at ASU establishes conditions that destabilize the dimer interface of the β-clamp and promote dissociation into monomers. Electrostatic interactions between positively charged residues on one side of the dimer interface (N-terminal protein domain) and negatively charged residues on the other (C-terminal domain) can be disrupted by high NaCl concentrations to promote dissociation into monomers. Additionally, a point mutation converting a positively charged Arg residue to a neutral amino acid residue also destabilizes the dimeric form of the clamp. The experiments presented here uses these conditions that destabilize the β-dimer interface to determine whether the clamp loading reaction, and in particular, the clamp opening step is dependent on the stability and dynamics of the β-dimer interface. Mutation of Arg-103 substantially destabilizes the dimer interface decreasing the lifetime of the dimeric form of the clamp from 34 h to 5.8 h, and similarly, increasing the NaCl concentration from 50 to 500 mM reduces the lifetime to 9 h (unpublished data from the Levitus laboratory at ASU). The combination of the Arg-103 mutation and high salt leads to even greater destabilization such that the majority of clamps dissociate into monomers within the 20 min it takes to measure the populations of monomers and dimers. Although these conditions substantially destabilize the β-dimer interface, mutation of Arg-103 to Ser does not affect the rate of clamp opening either at a low salt concentration (50 mM NaCl, Figure 3-4A), or a high salt concentration (500 mM NaCl, Figure 3-4B) where the R103S mutant clamp is highly
destabilized. If the clamp opening reaction were dependent on the dynamics and the stability of the \(\beta\)-clamp, the R103S mutation would be expected to increase the rate of clamp opening because the mutation destabilizes the interface. Furthermore, unpublished data from the Levitus laboratory at ASU suggest that spontaneous clamp opening events are infrequent. Destabilizing the clamp interface might also be expected to affect the ease with which the clamp closes, but the R103S mutation did not affect rates of clamp closing on DNA either. This comparison of opening and closing reactions measured under standard and destabilizing conditions is consistent with a mechanism in which the clamp loader destabilizes and actively opens the clamp rather than binding and stabilizing clamps that have spontaneously opened.

The clamp opening mechanism was investigated further by measuring kinetics of the clamp loader-clamp binding (\(\beta\)-S109C-AF488) and opening (\(\beta\)-R103C/I305C-AF488) to define a kinetic mechanism for the reaction. Previous work and empirical fitting of the current data show that the clamp opening reaction is at least a two-step binding-opening reaction, however, this simple model did not adequately fit clamp opening kinetic data (Figure 3-10). The biphasic nature of clamp loader-clamp dissociation and clamp opening kinetics indicate that there is an additional open state. Therefore, kinetic data for clamp binding and clamp opening were fit to a three-step “bind-open-lock” model in which the clamp loader binds a closed clamp, the clamp opens, and the initial open clamp loader-clamp complex undergoes a conformational rearrangement that “locks” the complex in an open state (Figure 3-11). This simple bind-open-lock model fits the data reasonably well, but the reaction likely contains additional kinetic steps. For example, in the bind-open-lock model, the clamp only dissociates from
the closed clamp loader-clamp complex, but the clamp likely dissociates from both of
the open complexes also. Clamp loader dissociation kinetics are biphasic, and the rate
of the slow phase is the same for all clamps under all conditions, about 0.01 s\(^{-1}\). It is
interesting to note that this rate is the same as the slow ATP hydrolysis (\(k_{\text{cat}} = 0.012 \text{ s}^{-1}\))
that occurs in the clamp loader-clamp complex in the absence of DNA (89). We
speculate that \(\beta\) may dissociate from the “locked open” complex at a rate that is limited
by this slow rate of ATP hydrolysis. There is not enough information in the kinetic data
to add or rule out these additional kinetic steps. However, any missing steps are not
likely affecting rates or populations of species to a large extent because the minimal
bind-open-lock model recapitulates the key features of the kinetic data.

In the bind-open-lock model, the initial clamp opening step does not strongly
favor an open conformation of the clamp; the open clamp loader-clamp complex is
favored over the closed complex by about 2-to-1. It is the subsequent conformational
change step strongly favors the open state with a forward rate that is about 60-fold
greater than the reverse rate. The bind-open-lock model can be envisioned in terms of
structural data for clamp loader-clamp complexes. When the clamp loader initially binds
the closed clamp, the most extensive interactions are likely to be between the \(\delta\) subunit
and the \(\beta\)-clamp. Interactions between the other clamp loader subunits and the clamp
are likely to be less extensive to nonexistent as in the \(S. \text{cerevisiae}\) closed clamp
loader-clamp complex (Figure 3-1) (83, 107). This complex was trapped in a closed
state by mutations to conserved “Arg finger” residues, which have been shown in
solution studies to inhibit clamp opening (154, 155). Initial opening of the clamp may not
substantially increase contacts between the clamp loader and the clamp, and therefore,
the clamp readily closes. Subsequent conformational rearrangements in the open clamp loader-clamp complex may be required to form a locked open state where all five of the core clamp loader subunits interact extensively with the face of the clamp as in the crystal structure of a bacteriophage clamp loader-clamp complex (Figure 3-1) and the EM structures of an archaeal clamp loader-clamp complex (93, 156, 157). The extensive contacts between the clamp loader and clamp may not only stabilize the open state, but also prevent dimeric or trimeric clamps from dissociating into monomers when the rings are open. Oligomer association is highly cooperative for trimeric clamps suggesting that opening one interface would destabilize clamps and favor dissociation into monomers (29, 142, 158).

The proposal that clamp loaders actively open clamps that exist predominantly as closed rings in solution was initially made based on the high stability of the closed ring forms of these clamps (30). The structure the δ subunit of the E. coli clamp loader bound to a β monomer suggested that that the δ subunit distorts and destabilizes the β-dimer interface which causes the clamp to open supporting an active role for the clamp loader in clamp opening (83). Results from this work also support a mechanism where the E. coli clamp loader actively opens the β-clamp rather than capturing clamps that have spontaneously opened. The bind-open-lock model predicts that clamp opening and closing dynamics (\(k_{\text{open}} = 9 \text{ s}^{-1}\) and \(k_{\text{close}} = 4 \text{ s}^{-1}\)) occur on a time scale and with a frequency that could have been detected by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy if the unbound clamp had similar dynamics (unpublished data from the Levitus laboratory at ASU does not see this). Therefore, we conclude that the clamp loader alters these dynamics. Active β-clamp opening does not contradict results from hydrogen-deuteration
exchange studies showing that the β-dimer interface is dynamic because minor fluctuations in the backbone conformation could allow for hydrogen-deuterium exchange and exchange takes place on a long time scale (≈ 3.5 h) suggesting that opening events are infrequent (150). Nor does an active clamp opening model imply that the clamp loader only destabilizes the clamp to promote opening. The bind-open-lock model suggests that a conformational change occurs the after initial clamp opening event strongly stabilizes an open clamp loader-clamp complex (locked open complex). Together, results showing that clamp opening rates are not affected by destabilization of the β-dimer interface and the bind-open-lock model show that the clamp loader both destabilizes the closed clamp and stabilizes the open clamp. This differs somewhat from molecular dynamics simulations suggesting that the clamp loader does not substantially destabilize the closed clamp, and instead stabilizes the open clamp (149). This difference may simply be due to the differences in the clamp loader-clamps used in the two studies. The molecular dynamics simulations were based on interactions between the eukaryotic clamp loader and trimeric PCNA clamp, and it may be that the eukaryotic clamp loader does not actively open the clamp. The PCNA clamp is less stable than the β-clamp; PCNA dissociates from circular DNA molecules about 3-times faster than β at 37°C and the lifetime of the PCNA trimer is about 10-fold shorter than the lifetime of the β dimer at 20°C (29, 30). This decreased stability of PCNA may lead to more frequent spontaneous opening events and allow the eukaryotic clamp loader to passively capture open PCNA clamps. On the other hand, the molecular dynamics simulations were based on structural data for the Arg finger mutant which is defective in clamp opening, and thus, may not be giving the complete picture (Figure 1) (107,
154, 155). Although PCNA is not as stable as the \( \beta \)-clamp, the lifetime of the trimeric PCNA ring (4.5 h) is about the same as the lifetime of the \( \beta \)-R103S mutant (5.8 h) at room temperature which suggests that the clamp loader may also need to destabilize PCNA to form an open complex.

The results in this chapter support a model in which the \textit{E. coli} clamp loader binds a closed clamp and destabilizes the clamp to form an initial open clamp loader-clamp complex. This initial opening event does not strongly favor an open clamp loader-clamp complex. Subsequent conformational changes in the clamp loader-clamp complex strongly stabilize the clamp in an open conformation. This final locked open state likely represents a complex where all five core clamp loader subunits interact extensively with the face of the clamp to stabilize the open conformation. Because breaking one interface in forming an open clamp would likely destabilize clamps, another important function of this final locked open complex is to prevent dissociation of clamps into monomers.
Figure 3-1. Crystal structures of clamp loaders and clamps from different species depicting complexes that are likely to exist in the clamp opening pathway. (Left panel) Structures of the *E. coli* γδd’ clamp loader bound to an ATP analog and γ peptide along with the β-clamp illustrate conformations that may exist prior to binding. Residues Leu-73 and Phe-74, part of the clamp interacting peptide on the δ subunit, are shown as spheres. Amino acid residues in β that were mutated to Cys for fluorescent labeling are indicated. (Center panel) The clamp loader initially binds β to form a closed complex that may be similar in structure to the closed *S. cerevisiae* RFC-PCNA complex. (Right panel) After binding the clamp loader, the clamp either spontaneously opens, or is actively opened by the clamp loader, to form an open clamp loader-clamp complex that may resemble the bacteriophage T4 gp44/62-gp45 clamp loader-clamp complex.
Figure 3-2. Clamp loader-clamp equilibrium binding and clamp opening. Relative AF488 fluorescence is plotted as a function of g complex concentration for solutions of b-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)_2 (black circles) and b-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)_2 (gray triangles) in assay buffer containing A. 50 mM NaCl or B. 500 mM NaCl. Final concentrations of b clamps were 10 nM. Data were fit to a quadratic equation (solid line through data points) assuming a two-state binding model (indicated in the diagram) to calculate apparent dissociation constants, $K_{d,\text{app}}$. Assay buffer contained 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 8 mM MgCl_2, 5 mM DTT, 40 µg/mL BSA, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 4% glycerol. Note that NaCl quenches the fluorescence of AF488 in unbound b-clamps in a concentration-dependent manner so that the magnitude of the signal change is greater in the assay containing 500 mM NaCl. Increased NaCl likely increases the fraction of AF488 molecules that are stacked and quenched.
Figure 3-3. Equilibrium binding of $\gamma_{\text{cx}}$ and $\beta$-(AF488)$_2$ was measured by measuring the increase in AF488 fluorescence that occurs when the clamp loader binds $\beta$-(AF488)$_2$ to form an open complex. Varying concentrations of the clamp loader ($\gamma_{\text{cx}}$) were added to solutions of $\beta$-(AF488)$_2$ (10 nM final concentration) and fluorescence emission was measured at 520 nm for 240 s when exciting at 495 nm. Time-based scans were done to ensure samples had reached equilibrium. Representative traces for $\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ (black) and $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ (grey) at two different $\gamma_{\text{cx}}$ concentrations in buffer containing 500 mM NaCl are shown. At low $\gamma$ clamp loader concentrations (e.g. 0.2 nM $\gamma_{\text{cx}}$) where the majority of the clamp is not bound, the fluorescence signal for AF488 in $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ slowly drifts up with time (compare the experimental grey trace to solid red line representing a constant signal). At high concentrations of $\gamma_{\text{cx}}$ where the majority of b-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$ was bound (e.g. 200 nM $\gamma_{\text{cx}}$), this drift in fluorescence did not occur presumably because the clamp loader held both monomers of the dimer together in the complex even though the interface was destabilized by the R103S mutation and 500 mM NaCl.
Figure 3-4. Clamp loader-clamp binding/opening reactions at 20°C. The increase in AF488 fluorescence that occurs when γ_{cx} binds β-(AF488)_{2} to form an open complex was measured as a function of time when a solution of γ complex and ATP (0.5 mM) in stopped-flow assay buffer was added to a solution of β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)_{2} (dark colors) or β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)_{2} (light colors) and ATP (0.5 mM) in stopped-flow assay buffer. The concentration of γ_{cx} was varied and the concentration of β was held constant at 20 nM. Representative reactions are shown that contain 10 nM (blue), 20 nM (magenta), 40 nM (green) or 160 nM (black/gray) γ_{cx} and A. 50 mM NaCl or B. 500 mM NaCl
Figure 3-5. Clamp loader-clamp dissociation reactions at 20 °C. The decrease in fluorescence that occurs when β-(AF488)₂ dissociates from γcx was measured in assays containing 40 nM γcx, 10 nM β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)₂ (cyan) or β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)₂ (magenta), 400 nM unlabeled β, and 0.5 mM ATP in buffer with A. 50 mM NaCl or B. 500 mM NaCl. Data were fit to the sum of two exponentials (black lines through traces), and rate constants and fractional amplitudes derived from fits are given in Table 3-2.
Figure 3-6. Clamp loading on DNA bound by SSB at 20°C. The decrease in AF488 fluorescence that occurs when clamps are closed on DNA was measured in stopped-flow reactions in which a solution of $\gamma_{cx}$, $\beta$-(AF488)$_2$, and ATP were mixed with a solution of SSB-bound DNA and excess unlabeled $\beta$. DNA is symmetrical, as illustrated, with two 30-nt single-stranded 5’ DNA overhangs and a 30-nt duplex. Final concentrations were 20 nM $\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ or $\beta$-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)$_2$, 20nM $\gamma_{cx}$, 200 nM unlabeled $\beta$, 160 nM DNA, 960 nM SSB, and 0.5 mM ATP in stopped-flow assay buffer containing 50 mM NaCl.
Figure 3-7. γcx binding to singly AF488-labeled clamps affects AF488 fluorescence. Binding reactions were measured side-by-side in stopped-flow experiments for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)_2, β-S109C-AF488, and β-Q299C-AF488. Fluorescence intensity is plotted relative to the signal for unbound clamp in each case, but note the absolute fluorescence for singly-labeled clamps is greater than for the doubly-labeled clamp because there is no AF488-dimer quenching. A. Clamp binding for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)_2 (black) vs β-S109C-AF488 (grey) is shown. B. Clamp binding for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)_2 (black) vs β-Q299C-AF488 (grey) is shown. C. Rates of γcx binding to β-S109C-AF488 was measured in reactions containing 20 nM β-S109C-AF488, 0.5 mM ATP, and 10 (magenta), 20 (light blue), 40 (black), 80 (green), 160 (gray) and 320 (dark blue) nM γcx in stopped-flow assay buffer containing 50 mM NaCl. D. Time courses from panel C were fit to double exponentials, and observed rate constants for the rapid (black) and slow (gray) phases obtained from the fit are plotted as a function of γcx concentration.
Figure 3-8. Clamp loader-catalyzed opening reactions are shown for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ and β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$. Using a stopped-flow fluorimeter, a solution of the clamp loader (γ$_{cx}$) and ATP (0.5 mM) was mixed with a solution of β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ or β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ (20 nM final concentration) and ATP (0.5 mM) at 20°C. Time-based fluorescence emission was measured at 520 nm for 10 s while exciting at 490 nm. A. Representative traces for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ (light colors) and β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ (dark colors) at γ$_{cx}$ concentrations of 40 (gray) and 160 nM (blue) are shown. Note that the y-axis scales are different for the two different clamps. The difference in time courses for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ and β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ is due to additional environmental effects on AF488 fluorescence in the β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ construct where the fluorophores are located on the face of the clamp to which the clamp loader binds (Figure 1). The AF488 covalently attached to Cys-109 decreases in fluorescence when the clamp is bound by γ$_{cx}$ (Figure 6), and this dampens the rate of increase in fluorescence due to opening the clamp and separating AF488 dimers. B. Time courses β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$ were fit to a double exponential rise and rate constants ($k_{obs}$) for the rapid and slow phases are plotted as a function of γ$_{cx}$ concentration and fit to rectangular hyperbolas to calculate maximal rates.
Figure 3-9. Kinetic model for clamp loader-catalyzed clamp opening reactions based on β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ opening reactions. Clamp opening reactions were performed in stopped-flow experiments by mixing a solution of γ$_{cx}$ and ATP with a solution of β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ and ATP. Representative time courses are shown for final γ$_{cx}$ concentrations of A) 5 (dark blue), 10 (magenta), 20 (dark green), 40 (grey), 80 (light blue), and 160 (pink) nM and B) 125 (blue), 250 (magenta), 500 (green), 1000 (light blue), and 1800 nM (grey) along with 16 nM β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ and 0.5 mM ATP in stopped-flow assay buffer containing 50 mM NaCl. C) Time courses for clamp opening were fit to double exponentials, and observed rate constants for the rapid (black) and slow (gray) phases obtained from the fit are plotted as a function of γ$_{cx}$ concentration. Data were fit to a rectangular hyperbola to calculate maximal rates, $k_{max,fast} = 11$ s$^{-1}$ and $k_{max,slow} = 1.5$ s$^{-1}$, for the fast and slow phases, respectively. D) Clamp loader-clamp dissociation was measured in assays containing 40nM γ$_{cx}$, 20 nM β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$, 400nM unlabeled β, and 0.5 mM ATP and fit to a double exponential decay.
Figure 3-10. Clamp binding reaction time courses and clamp opening time courses were globally fit (using KinTek Explorer) to the two-step binding and opening model shown in the reaction scheme. Representative clamp opening reaction time courses and fits (black lines) are shown for reactions containing A. low concentrations, 40 (cyan), 80 (yellow), and 160 nM (pink) of γcx or B. high concentration 250 (blue), 500 (orange), and 1800 nM of γcx along with 10 nM β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)2 and 0.5 mM ATP. Rate constants calculated from fits are reported in the model scheme. This two-step model does not fit the data well. The fits of the data tend to increase more slowly than the data at early times and faster than the data at longer times. In addition, the second order rate constant calculated for the binding step (6.3 x 10^7 M\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\)) is almost twice as the value estimated from a linear fit (3.7 x 10^7 M\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\)) of a plot of the observed on-rate as a function of γcx concentration in Figure 7D. Based on the relatively poor fit of the data to the two-step model and the observation that dissociation reactions were biphasic an additional open state was added to the model.
\[
\gamma_{cx} + \beta^c \xrightarrow{38 \mu M^{-1}s^{-1}} 2.1 \text{ s}^{-1} \gamma_{cx} \beta^c \quad \xrightarrow{8.9 \text{ s}^{-1}} 3.9 \text{ s}^{-1} \gamma_{cx} \beta^c
\]

Figure 3-11. Clamp loader binding to \(\beta\)-S109C-AF488 and opening \(\beta\)-R103C/Q299C-(AF488)\(_2\) were fit to the model shown in the scheme. Upper panels show \(\beta\) -S109C-AF488 binding reactions and lower panels show \(\beta\)-R103C/Q299C-(AF488)\(_2\) opening reactions at 6 representative concentrations. Black lines through the data are the result of the fit of the model with rate constants shown in the scheme. Clamp binding reactions containing A. 40 (cyan), 80 (gold), and 160 nM \(\gamma_{cx}\) or B. 320 (green), 640 (purple), and 1280 nM \(\gamma_{cx}\) are shown. Clamp opening reactions containing C. 40 (cyan), 80 (gold), and 160 nM \(\gamma_{cx}\) or 250 (blue), 500 (orange), and 1800 nM (red) \(\gamma_{cx}\) are shown.
Table 3-1. β mutants and nomenclature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>β Designation</th>
<th>Mutations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β-S109C-AF488a</td>
<td>C260S + C333S + S109C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-Q299C-AF488</td>
<td>C260S + C333S + Q299C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)₂</td>
<td>C260S + C333S + S109C + Q299C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)₂</td>
<td>C260S + C333S + S109C + Q299C + R103S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-R103S/I305C-(AF488)₂</td>
<td>C260S + C333S + R103C + I305C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aCys residues are labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 maleimide (AF488).

Table 3-2. Clamp loader-clamp dissociation rate constants and amplitudes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>50 mM NaCl</th>
<th>500 mM NaCl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a_f</td>
<td>a_s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)₂</td>
<td>0.66 0.1</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)₂</td>
<td>0.23 0.039</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-R103S/I305C-(AF488)₂</td>
<td>0.28 0.058</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a a_f and a_s are fractional amplitudes for fast and slow phases, respectively.
b k_f and k_s are rate constants for fast and slow phases, respectively.
Table 3-3. Maximal rates for rapid and slow phases of clamp opening reactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doubly-labeled clamp</th>
<th>$k_{max,fast}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_{max,slow}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)$_2$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2^a$</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2^b$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$From Figure 3-9  
$^b$From Paschall et al. (2011)
CHAPTER 4
EXAMINING THE FUNCTIONS OF THE TWO *E. coli* CLAMP LOADERS

Background

Pol III holoenzyme contains DNA polymerase III, the β-sliding clamp, and a DnaX clamp-loader complex (106). This holoenzyme complex is the core of the replication forks and is the epicenter of DNA replication. The role of the DnaX clamp loader is to load the β-sliding clamp on DNA. *E. coli* DnaX clamp-loader complex is composed of seven subunits, one δ, one δ’, one χ, one ψ, and three DnaX subunits (38, 99, 159). In *E. coli*, the gene dnaX encodes both the γ and τ subunits. The τ subunit is the full dnaX gene product (71 kDa) while the γ subunit is a truncated form of the full gene product (47 kDa) (55). This shortened γ subunit is produced through a programmed ribosomal frameshift that occurs during translation and causes the ribosome to shift the reading frame by -1 which results in the ribosome reading a premature stop codon (55, 56). The two dnaX gene products are produced at equal amounts (160). Both products of the dnaX gene have the ability to load the sliding clamp onto DNA through an ATP dependent process and to interact with other DnaX subunits, δ, δ’, χ and ψ (64, 67). The C-terminal region of τ, that is not present in γ, has been shown to interact with the DnaB helicase and the leading and lagging strand Pol III to coordinate actions at the replication fork (161). This coordination is particularly important on the lagging strand of DNA synthesis where clamps are loaded onto the primer at the beginning of an Okazaki fragment and polymerases are recycled from one fragment to the next (4, 162).

There continues to be a debate in the field on which the DnaX subunits comprise the physiological relevant clamp loader in *E. coli*. It is widely accepted that the clamp loader at the heart of the replication fork contains at least two τ subunits each of which
bind to polymerase III (162, 163). The debate lies on whether the third DnaX subunit in
the clamp loader contains either another τ subunit attached to a third polymerase, or if
the third DnaX subunit is a γ subunit. Evidence for a third τ subunit include in vivo
fluorescence spectroscopy experiments that used chromosomally expressed
fluorescently tagged proteins to show there are approximately three α and three τ
subunits at a replication fork (58). In addition, studies have shown that in vitro clamp
loader complex with three γ or τ subunits is preferentially formed and not a mix of γ and
τ (50). To obtain complexes with both γ and τ subunits, a special procedure must be
performed which involves a very long incubation period of γ and τ together before any of
the other complex subunits are added, which does not occur in vivo (59). It has been
suggested, though, that the τ subunit may interact with pol III before association with the
other clamp loader subunits which could be important for the formation of a clamp
loader with two τ and one γ subunit (164). Another study demonstrated through the use
of single-molecule studies that a replication fork with the all τ clamp loader with three
polymerases had greater processivity and increased lagging-strand synthesis efficiency
(22). On the other hand, there has also been evidence for a clamp loader with two τ
subunits with one γ complex subunit. Binding studies showed that γ, not τ, interacted
with the φ subunit, which is important for SSB interactions and clamp loader stability
suggesting that at least one γ subunit must be present at the replication fork (61, 97).
More recently, one study isolated clamp loader complexes that contained two τ and one
γ subunits from cells which expressed τ from the chromosomal gene and γ with a
biotinylated tag from a plasmid suggesting that in vivo this is the preferred form of the
clamp loader (60).
The one common theme for both of these models is that the role for γ is unknown. If the clamp loader contains three τ subunits, then what is the function of the γ subunit? If the clamp loader contains two τ subunits, then what is the function of the one γ subunit and how is this stoichiometry maintained? It was observed that τ, not γ, is required for cell viability (63). While it could be hypothesized that γ is an evolutionary artifact, γ is found in many organisms besides *E. coli*, including *Thermus thermophiles* (165, 166). These studies suggest that there is a real function for γ within the cells. Only one study has found a sensitivity of the τ only *dnaX* strain towards UV light (60), but the construction of the strains used in this study may have interfered with the expression of recR, which plays a role in UV-induced DNA damage repair and has a promoter within the *dnaX* gene (167). Thus, the question of what γ does *in vivo* still remains and is the subject of this chapter.

While examining what happens when the replication fork comes across DNA damage and stalls, Goldfless *et al.* uncovered a possible novel role for γ-complex (78). They were specifically investigating a template-switching pathway that is dependent on DnaK, a heat-shock protein. Template-switching is a mechanism the cell uses to promote error-free replication around a site of DNA damage. During template-switching the nascent daughter DNA strands pair together to allow DNA synthesis past the site of the DNA lesion. After the nascent strand has extended past the site of the DNA damage, the strand is unpaired from the daughter strand and resumes DNA synthesis using the original template strand (78). Post-replication repair may follow to fix the site of DNA damage. One caveat of template-switching is that when there are repeated sequences at the location where the nascent daughter stands pair, the DNA strands
may not align properly and this can cause duplications or deletions of the homologous regions (78). Using this artifact, cells can be screened for enhancement or repression of template-switching by measuring deletion rates in repeated sequences. In the Goldfless et al. study they constructed an assay to screen for template-switching. Using this assay they found that a cell line with a mutation in the dnaX gene, dnaX2016, was deficient in DnaK-dependent template-switching (78). Originally characterized in the 1970’s, the cell line dnaX2016 is temperature sensitive and at non-permissive temperatures (42°C) DNA synthesis is immediately inhibited (168). Inhibition of DNA synthesis in this cell line can be reversed when reducing the temperature to the permissive temperature (30°C), suggesting that the inhibition of DNA synthesis is due to the DnaX protein becoming denatured at the higher temperatures (169). The dnaX2016 cell line encodes three amino acid substitutions present in both the γ and τ subunits: G118D, G212D, and A400T (170). Cells with a mutation in the dnaK gene and the dnaX2016 mutation were epistatic, suggesting DnaK and DnaX work in the same template-switching pathway.

While screening for suppressors of the mutant DnaK phenotype, a suppressor was found that had one copy of wild-type dnaX but also had an additional partial copy of the dnaX gene that only encoded for γ–complex (170). Cells deficient in template-switching, like dnaX2016, are sensitive to exposure of AZT. It was found that exposure to AZT, a nucleotide analog that blocks DNA synthesis, promoted template-switching in E. coli cells (171). To determine if either wild-type γ or τ restores template-switching in dnaX2016, AZT was used to screen for complementation. It was found that when a plasmid expressing wild-type γ subunit is introduced to the dnaX2016 cell line, template-switching repair is restored. When full-length dnaX is expressed in the cell line, the
template-switching repair is not restored (170). This study suggests that γ is required in this template-switching pathway, agreeing with the hypothesis that γ and τ have two different and essential roles in the cell.

The DnaX2016 proteins are particularly interesting because this is an example of a deficient but not dead mutant. The dnaX2016 cells cannot perform template-switching repair, but must be able to perform DNA replication because these cells are viable at the permissive temperature. Understanding why these mutations cause deficiencies in template-switching but allow, to some extent, DNA synthesis could prove helpful in characterizing the different cellular functions of γ and τ complexes.

Before it was known that the dnaX2016 gene actually had a total of three mutations it was thought that dnaX2016 only had one mutation, which corresponded to an amino acid substitution, G118D (63). The DNA sequencing corresponding to the G118D mutation was originally identified through marker rescue, which consisted of taking sections of the wild-type gene and introducing them into the dnaX2016 cells to determine which sections restore the wild-type phenotype (can grow at the nonpermissive temperature). Depending on which section of the gene was introduced into the cell line that rescued the temperature sensitivity, the approximate location of the mutation was determined and sequencing would be feasible at that point. Through sequencing, it was determined that the region with the mutation encoded for an amino acid substitution of G118D. DNA sequencing of the whole gene was not feasible at the time of this study, so it is unknown if the other two mutations were present in this line or if these mutations developed in this strain at a later point. To investigate what effect the G118D mutation had on the DnaX proteins, γ with the G118D mutation was purified
and characterized by various biochemical assays. Previously, our laboratory created the G118D γ-complex by performing site-directed mutagenesis (SDM) to mutate the glycine at position 118 to aspartic acid (172). The same purification protocol used to purify wild-type DnaX subunit was used for the G118D mutant, expect that expression of the mutant was performed at the permissive temperature of 20°C. It was noted that the mutant behaved quite differently from wild-type DnaX. One step of the wild-type γ-complex purification protocol that was attempted with theDnaX2016 mutant was an ATP agarose step. While wild-type γ-complex tightly binds to the ATP agarose, the mutant did not bind to the column at all. This suggested that there was a deficiency in ATP binding. To test ATP binding more directly, a fluorescence-based assay was performed using TNP-ATP (2’,3’-O-(2,4,6-trinitrophenyl) adenosine-5’-triphosphate), which is a fluorescent analog of ATP. Various amounts of γ-complex were titrated into TNP-ATP and the change in fluorescence was measured by a fluorimeter. When γ-complex binds the TNP-ATP, the fluorimeter would read an increase in fluorescence due to the change of the fluorophores’ environment. When this experiment was performed with DnaX2016 γ-complex the mutant complex was deficient in ATP binding when compared to wild-type γ-complex. This result was interesting because ATP binding is necessary for the clamp loader to perform the clamp loading reaction. Without the ability to perform ATP binding, it would be expected that dnaX2016 cells are not viable because τ would not be able to do its required role in the cell for viability. This would suggest that either we are missing something, or the activity of the τ complex differs
from γ complex such that the requirements for ATP differ for the τ complex or the mutation does not have the same effect on the τ complex.

Recently, when sequencing of the whole \textit{dnaX2016} gene was completed, not one, but four mutations were found (170). The \textit{dnaX2016} cell line encodes three amino acid substitutions present in both the γ and τ subunits: G118D, G212D, and A400T (Figure 4-1) (170). Originally, through marker rescue of the temperature sensitivity, only the G118D mutation was found (63). It may be that the G118D mutation is largely responsible for the temperature sensitivity and the other mutations induce other defects of this mutant, like the inability to perform template-switching. This could explain why the marker rescue only identified the G118D mutation. Because the \textit{dnaX2016} cells are viable, just deficient in template-switching repair, it is hypothesized that these clamp loaders should have some clamp loading ability unlike the single G118D mutant which, according to the results of the preliminary studies, cannot perform clamp loading.

\textbf{Results}

\textbf{DnaX2016 Subunits Aggregate and are Unable to Form Clamp Loader Complexes}

The results with the G118D mutation were surprising because the \textit{dnaX2016} cells are temperature sensitive yet viable, but according to our laboratory’s biochemical assays the G118D γ-complex was not efficient in any of the clamp loading reactions. Knowing now that there are two additional mutations (G212D and A400T) (Figure 4-1), these mutations may restore some clamp loading ability to the G118D mutant. To understand what effects the DnaX2016 (G118D, G212D, and A400T) mutations have on the clamp loaders, the DnaX2016 γ and τ proteins were purified to characterize them using \textit{in vitro} assays (Chapter 2). The template that was used to create the DnaX2016 encoding gene was the \textit{dnaX} gene that had been cloned into a pBS-SK(+) vector from
chromosomal DNA. In order to produce only γ, the 3’ end of the dnaX gene was removed and one codon was added. To produce τ only, the poly-A region of the frameshift was interrupted through SDM to AAG AAA, preventing the frameshift that produces γ, but keeping the amino acid sequence of τ intact. To produce either DnaX2016 γ or τ, these genes were mutated through the use of SDM to produce the amino acid substitutions G118D, G212D, and A400T. These γ or τ only genes were cloned into pET52b-(+) vectors (Novagen) between the Ncol and Sacl sites. The pET52b-(+) vectors have a C-terminal His-tag that was utilized for purification purposes, to allow selection of the DnaX2016 subunits and preventing wild-type contamination. This plasmid was then transformed into BL21(DE3) competent E. coli cells, which are ideal for bulk protein expression. The temperature of the incubator during expression was kept at 20°C for the period because functional DnaX2016 proteins could not be made at non-permissive temperatures (169).

For further purification and to determine the molecular weight of DnaX2016-γ or-τ, after purification with a HisTrap Column (GE Helathcare) the proteins were loaded onto a Superose 12 10/300 size exclusion column. In size exclusion columns, large proteins elute before smaller proteins. By running BioRad Gel Filtration standards on the size exclusion column and creating a standard curve of the molecular weight versus elution volume, the molecular weights of the DnaX2016 proteins were calculated. Wild-type γ and τ have been shown to form tetramers in solution (163). Wild-type γ eluted from the superose column in a volume corresponding to the size of a tetramer (about 190 kDa) (Table 4-2). With the DnaX2016 γ and τ proteins though, the subunits eluted from the size exclusion column in a volume corresponding to the equivalent of 16 (about
760 kDa) and 13 subunits (about 930 kDa), respectively. These elution volumes were at the edge of the void volume, meaning the molecular weights could not be determined accurately and are just estimates. Addition of high salt concentrations or nonionic detergents did not affect the oligomeric state of the DnaX2016 proteins. Due to the fact that wild-type DnaX subunits do not form these high-ordered oligomers, it was concluded that one or more of the DnaX2016 mutations are causing this large oligomerization. This observation is quite interesting because a mutation in the heat-shock protein, DnaK, and the mutations in the dnaX2016 gene are epistatic (78).

From the preliminary data with the G118D mutant, it was known that the G118D mutation affected the ability of the clamp loader to bind ATP. For an indirect analysis of ATP binding with the DnaX2016 mutants, during the protein purification, a fraction of the protein was loaded onto an ATP agarose column to determine if this mutant would bind to the column. When DnaX2016 γ was loaded onto the column, the protein washed through the column without binding suggesting a defect in ATP binding. But, when high salt was introduced to the column to elute any remaining protein, some of the DnaX2016 γ also eluted here. These results would suggest that there is a deficiency but there is still some ATP binding, unlike clamp loaders with only G118D. This is expected since the dnaX2016 cells are viable and ATP binding is required for the clamp loading reaction. This data is very much still preliminary since the high-ordered oligomerization of the DnaX2016 subunits could be affecting the ability to bind ATP agarose. Once the DnaX2016 subunits are reconstituted into clamp loader
complex, direct analysis of ATP binding can be performed to determine if the DnaX2016 mutants differ from the G118D mutants.

The purified DnaX2016 subunits were used in a reconstitution reaction to determine if the subunits could form clamp loader complexes. The reconstitution reaction is described in detail in Chapter 2, but briefly, all of the clamp loader subunits (DnaX2016 \( \tau \) or \( \gamma \), \( \delta \), \( \delta' \), \( \chi \), and \( \varphi \)) are sequentially mixed together to form clamp loader complex then purified from unincorporated subunits by anion-exchange chromatography on a MonoQ (GE Healthcare) column. When either of the DnaX2016 clamp loaders were used in the reaction, the proteins precipitated out of solution. Multiple buffer conditions were tested, but every time the DnaX2016 subunits were used in the reconstitution the proteins precipitated before analysis could be performed.

**Expression of Pol III* In Vivo**

Due to the extreme aggregation of the DnaX2016 subunits *in vitro*, an *in vivo* clamp loader expression system was constructed using Duet Vectors from Novagen. The hypothesis was that if all of the clamp loader subunits are expressed at once it may help with the DnaX2016 aggregation. Cells with only the DnaX2016 clamp loaders are viable at permissive temperatures, so there must be some clamp loader function within the cells because cells without the \( \tau \) version of the clamp loader are not viable (63). Three different Duet Vectors were used; pET Duet, pCOLA Duet, and pCDF Duet Vectors. Each of these vectors have a unique origin of replication and an antibiotic resistance marker allowing all three vectors to be selectively expressed within the same cell. In addition, each Duet Vector contains two multiple cloning sites under the control of the *Lac* promoter. Figures 2-1, 2, and 3 show the final vector maps. The pCOLA Duet Vector contained either the \( \gamma \) or the \( \tau \) version of *dnaX* and *holA* (6). The pET Duet
Vector contained *holB* (δ') and either *holD* (φ) alone or in an operon with *holC* (χ).

Transforming these two vectors into BL21(DE3) cells allows expression of γ-complex, τ-complex, and even χ-less versions of the clamp loaders (used in Chapter 5). In addition, the pCDF Duet Vector contained the genes for Polymerase III; *DnaE* (α, the catalytic subunit) and *holE* (θ). Two amino acid substitutions (D12A and E14A) were introduced into the exonuclease subunit to remove the exonuclease activity through SDM (15), but still needs to be subcloned into the pCDF vector. Expression of the pCDF vector along with the other two vectors allows for the expression and purification of the Pol III* complex (3 τ clamp loader plus Polymerase III).

Before expressing DnaX2016 with the Duet Vector expression system, conditions of expression and purification were optimized with the wild-type clamp loaders.

Previously, clamp loaders in our laboratory have been assembled via a reconstitution reaction (as explained in the above section on DnaX2016) after purification of the individual subunits separately. With this new *in vivo* expression system, purification of the entire clamp loader can be performed in a fraction of the time and with a fraction of the materials. In addition, the Duet Vector system makes it easy to create alterations to the genes for study, like the ability to make χ-less clamp loaders or the DnaX2016 clamp loaders. A previous study created a vector with the five clamp loader subunits for *in vivo* expression (173), but it would be very difficult to create different variants of the clamp loader with this system and it does not allow the expression of Polymerase III in the same cell as the Duet Vector system does. Chapter 2 describes in detail the purification procedure and Figure 2-5 shows a SDS-PAGE with the final complexes.
The wild-type clamp loader complexes were biochemically compared to clamp loaders that were reconstituted through the older method to determine if the clamp loaders functioned the same. Figure 4-2 shows the results of a clamp closing assay using γ-complex made through the old reconstitution method and γ-complex made using the Duet Vector system. The clamp loading assay is the same used in Figure 3-6. Clamp loading was tested on 5’DNA with and without SSB. As will be discussed in Chapter 5, clamp loaders load onto either 3’ or 5’DNA, but SSB inhibits loading onto 5’DNA. Due to time and sample limitations, clamp closing on 3’DNA has yet to be performed. The clamp closing on the 5’DNA was measured first to determine if SSB regulates the clamp loading with pol III the same way it regulates the clamp loader alone. Pol III requires a 3’ OH to extend the growing DNA strand, so it is expected that clamp closing on the correct DNA substrate, 3’DNA, will occur at a similar or possibly faster rate than the clamp loader alone. As seen in Figure 4-2, both of the clamp loader complexes load clamps onto the DNA substrate at the same rates both with and without SSB. In addition, in the following section, all of the assays were performed at least once with a clamp loader made through the reconstitution method and once with a clamp loader made through the Duet Vector system method to ensure the clamp loaders function exactly the same.

A sample of pol III* (τ-complex bound to pol III) made through the Duet Vector system was sent to the laboratory of Dr. Myron Goodman, whom graciously performed a primer extension assay to determine the activity of the protein complex (21). Figure 4-3 shows a denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of reactions without polymerase (first two lanes), extension after 3 minutes (middle three lanes), and
extension after 10 minutes (last three lanes). As seen in the figure, pol III* extends the product to the full length already by the 3 min reaction. Polymerase IV, an SOS-induced error-prone DNA polymerase, was used as a control for the assays. Pol IV is not as processive and should lead to shorter extension products, as seen in the figure. The primer extension assay shows that the pol III* complex formed using the Duet Vector system is active.

**Biochemical Behavior of the Different *E. coli* Clamp Loader Variants**

Before examining the DnaX2016 clamp loaders, various fluorescence-based assays were used to compare wild-type γ and τ. While the role of the τ subunit as the replication fork organizer has been well established, the role of γ in the cell is unknown. Yet, in most clamp loader studies clamp loaders containing only γ is used as a model for both clamp loaders. For the research presented here, clamp loaders with the stoichiometry γ_3δδ’χψ will be called γ–complex and clamp loaders with τ_3δδ’χψ will be called τ-complex. Purified clamp loader complexes are shown in Figure 2-5. A direct comparison of the clamp loaders kinetics has never been performed to determine if these two clamp loaders do indeed behave biochemically the same.

**The two *DnaX* clamp loaders have the same affinity for β**

Both γ- and τ-complex bind ATP which creates a high affinity for the sliding clamp (79, 80). Equilibrium clamp loader-clamp binding/opening was measured to determine whether γ- and τ-complex have similar or different affinities for the sliding clamp. For this assay, a doubly-labeled fluorescent clamp, β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)_2, was used. Briefly, β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)_2 has two AF488 fluorophores at the interface of where the clamp opens and closes, and when the clamp is closed there is relatively low fluorescence. When the clamp loader opens the sliding clamp, there is a relief of the
quench and the fluorescence increases (128). Each reaction occurred by sequentially adding to the cuvette assay buffer containing ATP to measure background signal, β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ to measure the signal for unbound β, and then clamp loader to measure the signal for complex formation. Relative AF488 fluorescence was plotted as a function of clamp loader concentration (Figure 4-4). Data were fit to the two-state binding model (Figure 3-2) using a quadratic equation (Equation 2-2) to calculate apparent dissociation constants, $K_{d, app}$, of 9.4 and 8.0 nM γ- and τ-complex, respectively. More replicates with τ-complex will be needed for error analysis, but this preliminary assay shows that γ- and τ-complex have a similar affinity for the sliding clamp, with γ-complex having a slightly higher $K_{d, app}$.

Pre-steady state clamp opening and loading kinetics are the same for γ- and τ-complex

Even though the $K_{d, app}$ suggests that γ- and τ-complex have the same affinity for the sliding clamp, the kinetics of this reaction could be different. Fluorescence-based pre-steady state assays designed to measure the main steps in the clamp loading reaction were used to determine if γ- and τ-complex preform the whole clamp loading reaction kinetically the same. The main steps associated with ATP binding and hydrolysis are shown in Figure 1-4. First, clamp opening, which occurs once the clamp loader binds ATP, was measured in real time for reactions with γ- or τ-complex. For the clamp opening assay, the β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ sliding clamp variant was used. The β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ sliding clamp contains two AlexaFluor488 molecules at the interface of the two β monomers. When the clamp is closed, there is little fluorescence. As γ- or τ-complex is added to the reaction, the clamp loader with ATP bound then binds the sliding clamp and opens the sliding clamp causing an increase in
fluorescence. The change in fluorescence was monitored in real-time by a stopped-flow fluorimeter. A single mix reaction was used where clamp loader and ATP were mixed with a solution of β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)\(2\) and ATP, and the reaction was monitored over 10 seconds while collecting 1 point per millisecond. Final concentrations in the reactions were 20 nM γ-complex, 20 nM β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)\(2\), and 0.5 mM ATP. Figure 4-5 is a plot of the relative fluorescence over time for γ- and τ-complex. As seen in Figure 4-5, the clamp opening reaction kinetics is the same for γ- and τ-complex. This data combined with steady-state data shows that both γ- and τ-complex have the same affinity for the sliding clamp and opens the clamp at the same rate.

Secondly, ATP hydrolysis was measured for both γ- and τ-complex. When the clamp loader complex loads the open clamp onto a primer-template junction, the ATP bound to the DnaX subunits is hydrolyzed and then the clamp closes around the DNA. The site of ATP hydrolysis in the γ and τ DnaX subunits is within the region that is shared between the two DnaX products (174, 175). To determine if ATP hydrolysis occurs at similar rates for the two clamp loaders, an ATP hydrolysis assay was performed as described in Chapter 2. Briefly, when the clamp loader hydrolyzes and releases a P\(_i\) molecule, MDCC-labeled phosphate binding protein (PBP) will bind the P\(_i\) which causes an increase in fluorescence. Figure 4-6 shows representative ATP hydrolysis traces for assays with γ- (blue) or τ-complex (orange). Fluorescence data was converted into ATP hydrolyzed per clamp loader. As seen in the figure, there is a quick burst of ATP hydrolysis for the first 0.1s then the reaction moves into a steady-state cycle, as previously reported (84, 85, 89, 91). The γ- and τ-complex have the same burst and approximately the same steady-state rate, showing that ATP hydrolysis
kinetics are the same in clamp loading reactions with γ- or τ-complex. The τ-complex has a slightly slower steady-state rate, but this may but due to differences in the activity of the protein preparations.

After ATP hydrolysis, the clamp loader closes the siding clamp around the duplex portion of the primer-template junction (92). This clamp closing has been shown to be directed to the correct polarity DNA and inhibited on the incorrect polarity DNA by the single-stranded DNA binding protein, SSB (105). SSB is found on single-stranded DNA, primarily on the lagging strand of DNA replication where the DNA is synthesized in Okazaki fragments (see Chapter 1). DNA polymerase III requires a DNA or RNA primer with a 3' hydroxyl group to extend the DNA strand. SSB directs the clamp loader to primer-template junctions that have a free 3' hydroxyl group and inhibits the loading on primer-template junctions with 5' phosphate groups (105). The C-terminal tail of the τ subunit that is absent in γ has been shown to not only interact with the pol III catalytic subunit α, but also with helicase (75, 176). There could be potentially be additional interactions between SSB and τ-complex that enhance the regulation of clamp loading by SSB, which would be absent in γ-complex. To test this hypothesis, clamp closing of γ- and τ-complex was measured using the same β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)_2 sliding clamp used in the opening assay (Figure 4-5) and was performed as in Figure 4-3. A cartoon representation of the symmetrical DNA substrates used are shown in Figure 4-7. The DNA substrates have a 30nt duplex region with 30nt SSO on each end. The primer-template junction of the DNA substrates either contained a 3' hydroxyl group (3'DNA, correct polarity) or a 5' phosphate (5'DNA, incorrect polarity). As seen in Figure 4-7, the clamp closing reaction for both γ- and τ-complex on the 3’ and 5’ DNA substrates with
SSB are the same. This means that the regulation of clamp loading by SSB is directed through regions in common with both γ- or τ-complex (the focus of Chapter 5), which matches previous data showing that the stimulation of clamp loading on the correct polarity DNA is regulated by the interaction of SSB with the χ subunit (105).

While γ- and τ-complex are regulated in the same manner by SSB, in vivo the τ-complex is bound to at least two molecules on polymerase III (4, 163). It is possible that with polymerase III being in such close proximity to the sliding clamp during loading that it could change the kinetics of the clamp loading reaction. To determine if the presence of polymerase III has any effect on the clamp loading reaction, clamp loading of τ-complex bound to the α subunit of polymerase III produced through the Duet Vector expression system was compared to clamp closing with τ-complex alone. The same 5’DNA substrate as in Figure 4-7B was used with and without SSB. Previously, it has been shown that the clamp loader can load onto 5’DNA at a similar rate a 3’DNA unless SSB is present, in which SSB inhibits clamp loading. Results from the clamp loading assay are present in Figure 4-8. As seen in the figure, the clamp loading of τ-complex with and without polymerase III is the same whether SSB is present or not. Not only does this show that clamp loading is unaffected by the presence of polymerase III, but it also shows that SSB regulation of clamp loading holds true for τ-complex bound to polymerase III, the physiological relevant form of the clamp loader. Clamp loading with τ-complex bound to the α subunit of polymerase III still needs to be measured on 3’DNA (correct polarity) to determine if the presence of the α subunit has an effect on the clamp loading reaction.
Finally, the release of the sliding clamp by γ- and τ-complex was measured. After the clamp loader hydrolyzes the bound ATP and closes the clamp, the clamp loader has a low affinity for the sliding clamp and releases the sliding clamp, leaving it on the DNA (92). Clamp release was measured using a previously designed sliding clamp that is labeled with pyrene (PY) on the surface of β where the clamp loader binds (151). When the clamp loader is bound to β-Q299C-PY, the environment around PY causes it to fluoresce and when the clamp loader releases there is a decrease in fluorescence. Reactions were performed in a stopped-flow fluorimeter and were initiated by adding clamp loader complex, β-Q299C-PY, and ATP to a solution of DNA, ATP, and 10-fold excess unlabeled, which limited the observable reactions to a single-turnover. As seen in Figure 4-9, the rate of clamp release is the same for γ- and τ-complex. The results of the release assay combined with all of the other results presented here show that there is no difference in the kinetics of clamp loading between γ- and τ-complex. It would be interesting to compare rates of release from the clamp by the τ-complex with and without polymerase III. During DNA replication, once a sliding clamp is loaded, polymerase III replaces the bound clamp loader by binding to a hydrophobic pocket on the same side the clamp loader binds. The affinity of polymerase III for the sliding clamp may increase rates of release by the clamp loader, assisting with the efficiency especially on the lagging strand where Okazaki fragments are produce every 1-2s.

**Discussion**

Multiple studies have previously examined whether the in vivo clamp loader contains a mixture of three DnaX subunits (two τ and one γ subunits) or if the clamp loaders contain a homotrimer of the DnaX subunits (three τ or three γ subunits). The debate on the composition of the clamp loader stems from the unknown function of the
γ subunit and whether the two τ one γ clamp loader is an artifact of proteolysis on isolation. *E. coli* strains without the τ subunit are not viable, reflecting the need for the τ subunit during DNA replication, while *E. coli* strains without the γ subunit are viable and have no abnormal phenotype detected (63). Only one study has found a sensitivity of the τ only *dnaX* strain towards UV light (60), but the construction of the strains used in this study may have interfered with the expression of *recR*, which plays a role in UV-induced DNA damage repair and has a promoter within the *dnaX* gene (167). The studies reported here attempt to give insight into the role of the γ subunit by studying the DnaX2016 clamp loader and by comparing the clamp loading reactions of wild-type γ/τ-complexes.

**DnaX2016 Subunits Cannot Form Complex In Vitro**

Temperature sensitive *E. coli* strains *dnaX2016* have been shown to be deficient in the DNA repair template-switching pathway (78). Previously, it was thought that the *dnaX2016* gene contained one mutation which led to the amino acid substitution G118D (63). Previous work from our laboratory demonstrated that γ-complex with G118D results in a nonfunctional γ-complex that cannot bind ATP (172). With improved sequencing technology, it was determined that *dnaX2016* actually contains four mutations resulting in G118D, G212D, A400T amino acid substitutions and one silent mutation (170). Purification of this form of DnaX2016, described in this Chapter, resulted in a DnaX subunit that formed a high-ordered oligomer not seen with the wild-type DnaX. Both the γ and τ forms of DnaX2016 demonstrated this aggregation, independent of NaCl and detergent concentration. Additionally, when introduced to the other clamp loader subunits, both DnaX2016 γ and τ precipitated from solution and would not form clamp loader complex. This high-ordered oligomerization could influence
how γ and τ form complex with the other subunits. The lack of template-switching and the restoration of this repair pathway with the expression of wild-type γ may be related to the aggregation seen in the purification. In the cell, τ is bound to pol III α and has been hypothesized to bind to pol III before the additional clamp loader subunits meaning that the pathway for formation of the pol III holoenzyme may be different than that for forming clamp loaders without pol III (164). This clamp loader-polymerase interaction may sequester τ in a complex with pol III to inhibit aggregation of the τ allowing DnaX2016 clamp loader to form and perform essential roles. The polymerase-clamp loader interaction is absent in γ, so the aggregation may be preventing γ from being incorporated into the clamp loader complex and from performing the unknown role in template-switching repair, which would explain why wild-type γ expression restores template-switching (170).

In addition, the preliminary data suggests that the mutations may affect DnaX2016 clamp loader interaction with ATP. Interestingly, previous studies have shown that ATP hydrolysis by the DnaX clamp loader enhances loading of the sliding clamp, but it is not absolutely required in a mechanistic sense for formation of functional replication initiation complexes (177). The leading and lagging strand DNA replication coordination by τ is critical for complete and efficient replication. Even with the possible ATP binding/hydrolysis defects, clamp loaders with τ may be able to still form functional replication initiation complexes because the domain of τ that interacts with the helicase and pol III to coordinate the actions at the replication fork does not depend on ATP. It may be the case that clamp loaders with γ may involve loading and unloading of sliding clamps outside of the replication fork and these functions would be impaired if the
mutations affect the use of ATP by the clamp loader. This rationale may be able to explain why there is a lack of template-switching repair in cells with the dnaX2016 mutation, but still retain the ability to perform replication at the permissive temperature. It is still unknown what the function of the clamp loader is in the template-switching pathway.

Further experiments will be performed with the DnaX2016 γ and τ subunits to determine if the aggregation state of these subunits affects its ability to form clamp loader complex with the other subunits (δ, δ’, χ, ψ). An in vivo DnaX2016 clamp loader expression system was created using Duet Vectors. This expression system will allow expression of all clamp loader subunits in the same cells. Additionally, polymerase III can be expressed in the same cells expressing clamp loaders with τ. These expression vectors will be used to determine if clamp loaders with DnaX2016 γ and/or τ can be purified. Since τ has been shown to be essential for viability and dnaX2016 cells are viable at the permissive temperature, it would be expected that τ can be incorporated into clamp loader complex when pol III is present. It is hypothesized that DnaX2016 γ, missing the interaction with pol III, will still aggregate in vivo and will not be incorporated into clamp loader complexes, explaining why expression of wild-type γ restores template-switching repair in dnaX2016 cells. If the DnaX2016 subunits can form complex with the other clamp loader subunits, then clamp loaders with DnaX2016 γ and τ will be compared to wild-type DnaX-complex to determine which step of the clamp loading reaction is deficient in these mutants.

**Duet Vector System used to Aid in Clamp Loader Purification**

A Duet Vector system was created to allow expression of all clamp loader and pol III subunits within one cell, aiding with purification of DnaX2016 and wild-type clamp
loader. This new system reduces the workload of purifying the clamp loader and provides ample material for our biochemical assays which use a significant amount of protein. In addition, these Duet Vectors have already been used for structural analysis because these studies require a large amount of protein (178). New and exciting techniques in structural analysis, like SAXS used in the previously mentioned study, allow for in solution analysis of proteins with the potential for determining the structure of flexible regions. The C-terminal end of the τ subunit has not been visualized with the use of a structural method because of the flexibility of this region. The Duet Vector system presented here is able to produce milligram quantities of clamp loaders with τ with or without the pol III enzyme. This gives the potential of screening different conditions for structural analysis of the τ subunit which would provide information on how the τ subunit interacts with other proteins while being a part of the clamp loader complex.

Note that there are other protein bands in the final protein samples (Figure 2-4B). These impurities are much less concentrated than our clamp loader samples, but it is interesting to note that the molecular weight of these products match those found to be produce through proteolysis of τ into γ (179). Previous studies have shown that the cell surface protease OmpT can perform proteolysis on τ creating γ (66, 173). This proteolysis of the C-terminal tail of τ-complex complicates the analysis of the composition of in vivo clamp loaders. More recent studies have performed purification of τ using ompT strains and saw a reduction of the proteolysis products (173). Even though there was a reduction of the proteolysis products in the ompT strains, there was still visible impurities that corresponded to the γ molecular weight. Very similar
impurities are seen with the Duet Vector system, even though BL21(DE3) expression cells are used which are supposed to be ompT. To verify that these impurities are actually proteolysis products and not another protein, mass spectrometry could be performed. If these impurities are γ then conditions where proteolysis does not occur should be determined in order to get a homogeneous solution of clamp loader. These conditions could later be used for determining the composition of in vivo expressed clamp loaders from the wild-type dnaX. For the experiments described in this chapter, only γ or τ was expressed from the Duet Vector. By inserting the wild-type dnaX gene into the Duet Vector system, composition of the clamp loaders expression from the wild-type gene could be determined. While the Duet Vector system over expresses protein, it would be interesting to see what variations of the clamp loader are formed with and without the expression of pol III.

There is still a debate in the field as to the composition of the clamp loader in vivo. Most agree that the in vivo form of the clamp loader at the replication fork has at least two τ subunits that are bound to two pol III complexes, one for leading strand replication and one for lagging strand replication. The debate stems around the unknown role of γ. Some studies have suggested that the clamp loader contains two τ and one γ subunits, while others have suggested that there are two different clamp loaders, one made of all τ subunits and another made of all γ subunits. Currently, all chromosomally expressed and isolated clamp loaders have contained a mixture of τ and γ subunits (60, 180). Another recent study using single-molecule analysis of fluorescently labeled τ and pol III expressed from the chromosome found that there was an average of 3 pol III and 3 τ subunits at the replication fork (58). The problem was that
the error in the study was around 1, meaning that there could possibly be only 2 of each pol III and τ at the replication fork. This year, a study was published which used a biotinylated-tagged γ expressed from a plasmid and τ expressed from the chromosome through a τ-only dnaX gene (60). The biotinylated tag would insure that purified clamp loader was not the result of OmpT digestion. They found that the clamp loader contained two τ and one γ subunits. These studies combined suggest that the clamp loader does in fact contain two τ and one γ subunits, but the function of the γ subunit is still unknown.

γ- and τ-Complex Load Clamps at the Same Rate

It has been assumed that the clamp loading reactions of wild-type γ- and τ-complex are the same because both complexes can load clamps (52, 62, 181), but a direct comparison of the clamp loading reactions in real-time has never been reported to prove that the two clamp loaders load clamps using the same mechanism (182). Using previously optimized fluorescence-based assays, the clamp loading reactions of the γ- and τ-complex were compared. Steady-state equilibrium reactions used to calculate the $K_{d,\text{app}}$ revealed that γ and τ clamp loaders have the same affinity for the sliding clamp. Additionally, pre-steady state reactions were used to measure the rates of different steps in the clamp loader reaction. Clamp opening, ATP hydrolysis, clamp closing, and clamp release calculated rates were all the same for both γ- and τ-complex. The results presented here suggest that there is no difference in the clamp loading reaction of τ- and γ-complex. These results match previous results showing that both τ- and γ-complex can perform clamp loading (177, 181). The fact there is no difference between the clamp loading reactions matches hypothesis that the difference between the
function of γ and τ is ability of τ to give polymerase III preferential access to the sliding clamp (164, 183).
Figure 4-1 Crystal structure of a DnaX γ subunit showing the locations of G118 and G212. The PDB file 1JR3 was used in PyMOL to create the image with the G118 and G212 amino acids shown as spheres. The location of the A400 amino acid is in the C-terminal unstructured region of the clamp loader that was not included in the published crystal structure.
Figure 4-2 Clamp closing of *in vitro* reconstituted γ-complex and γ-complex made using the Duet Vector system to co-express proteins *in vivo*. Clamp closing was performed using an asymmetrical recessed 5' DNA substrate without (light) or with SSB (dark). Clamp closing on DNA by reconstituted γ-complex is shown in blue and γ-complex made from the Duet system is in orange. All traces were fit to a single exponential decay formula and the fit is shown (black line). Final reactant concentrations for the closing reactions were 20nM γ-complex, 20nM β-R103S/I305C-(AF488)$_2$, 200nM unlabeled β, 40nM DNA, and 0.5mM ATP.
Figure 4-3. Pol III* produced through Duet Vector System has processive DNA synthesis activity. This primer extension assay was performed by the Myron Goodman laboratory using the purified Pol III*. Final reactant concentration were 5 nM p/t (30nt primer annealed in the middle of a 100nt template), 5 nM pol III* or pol IV, 167 uM ATP, 133 uM each dNTP, 80 nM β, and 320 nM SSB. Pol IV was used as a control reaction, which was expected to be not as processive as Pol III*. Reactions were stopped at 3 min and 10 min using EDTA and formamide. Reactions were analyzed by denaturing (8 M urea) polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
Relative AF488 intensity is plotted as a function of $\tau$-complex (black) or $\gamma$-complex (gray) concentrations. Final concentrations of $\beta$ clamps were 10 nM. Data were fit to a quadratic equation (solid line) assuming a two-state binding model to calculate apparent dissociation constants, $K_{d,\text{app}}$. Assay buffer contained 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 8 mM MgCl$_2$, 2 mM DTT, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 4% glycerol.
Figure 4-5. Pre-steady state clamp opening by γ-and τ-complex. The increase in AF488 fluorescence that occurs when γ-complex (blue) or τ-complex (orange) binds β-(AF488)$_2$ to form an open complex was measured as a function of time. Reactions began when a solution of clamp loader and ATP (0.5 mM) was added to a solution of β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ and ATP (0.5 mM). The final concentration of clamp loader was 40 nM and the final concentration of β was 20 nM.
Figure 4-6. Pre-steady ATP hydrolysis by γ- and τ-complex. Release of inorganic phosphate following ATP hydrolysis by the either the τ-complex (orange) or the γ-complex (blue). ATP hydrolysis reactions contained 200 nM γ complex, 200 nM β, 400 nM DNA, 0.2 mM ATP and 2 μM ATPγS and 2 μM PBP-MDCC.
Figure 4-7. Pre-steady state clamp closing by γ-and τ-complex. A) Clamp closing traces on symmetrical SSB-coated 3'DNA with 30nt SSO. All traces were fit to a double exponential decay formula and the fit is shown (black line) in the figure. Final reactant concentrations for the closing reactions were 20nM γ-complex (blue) or τ-complex (orange), 20nM β-R103S/I305C-(AF488)₂, 200nM unlabeled β, 40nM DNA, and 0.5mM ATP. B) Clamp closing traces on symmetrical SSB-coated 5’DNA with 30nt SSO. Traces were fit to a single exponential decay formula to determine the rate and the fit is shown (black line).
Figure 4-8. Clamp loading by τ-complex with and without the Pol III catalytic subunit, α. Clamp closing traces on symmetrical naked 5’DNA (light colors) with 30nt SSO or symmetrical SSB-coated 5’DNA with 30nt SSO (dark colors). All traces were fit to a double exponential decay formula and the fit is shown (black line) in the figure. Final reactant concentrations for the closing reactions were 20 nM τ-complex (blue) or τ-complex bound to α (green), 20 nM β-R103S/I305C-(AF488), 200 nM unlabeled β, 40 nM DNA, and 0.5 mM ATP.
Figure 4-9. Pre-steady state clamp release by γ- and τ-complex. Clamp release traces with γ-complex (blue) or τ-complex (orange). All traces were fit to a double exponential decay formula and the fit is shown (black line). Final reactant concentrations for the closing reactions were 20 nM γ-complex (blue) or τ-complex (orange), 20 nM β-Q299C-(PY), 200 nM unlabeled β, 40 nM DNA, and 0.5 mM ATP.
Table 4-1. Four DNA mutations in the dnaX2016 gene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutation within dnaX Gene</th>
<th>Corresponding Amino Acid Mutation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>353 G to A</td>
<td>G118D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635 G to A</td>
<td>G212D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660 G to A</td>
<td>L220L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1198 G to A</td>
<td>A400T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-2. Molecular weights of purified clamp loaders determined by size exclusion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Elution Volume (Ve)</th>
<th>Calculated molecular weight (Da)</th>
<th>Theoretical molecular weight (Da)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DnaX γ subunit</td>
<td>9.1mL</td>
<td>220,000</td>
<td>190000 (tetramer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnaX2016 γ subunit</td>
<td>6.9mL</td>
<td>797,000</td>
<td>190000 (tetramer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnaX γ clamp loader</td>
<td>8.8mL</td>
<td>275,000</td>
<td>249,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnaX2016 τ subunit</td>
<td>6.9mL</td>
<td>929,000</td>
<td>294400 (tetramer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnaX τ clamp loader</td>
<td>8.4mL</td>
<td>384,000</td>
<td>320,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 5
REGULATION OF THE CLAMP LOADING REACTION BY INTERACTIONS WITH SSB

Background

DNA replication and repair are very quick and efficient cellular processes with many different proteins involved. The coordination of these proteins is critically important to the integrity of the genome. Certain DNA replication and repair proteins must be loaded onto the correct substrate without unproductive loading at incorrect substrates. If the DNA replication and repair proteins do not recognize the correct DNA substrates, it could be detrimental to the survival of the cell. While there have many studies examining the functions of the DNA replication and repair proteins, there is a gap in the field of how these proteins detect the correct substrate for their function and how the proteins get to these substrates in time for their needed catalysis. One protein that has been shown to be important in the coordination of enzymes in many organisms is the family of single-stranded DNA binding proteins (SSB) (reviewed in (184)). To investigate a possible mechanism SSB uses to regulate DNA replication and repair proteins, clamp loading regulation by SSB was used as a model.

During DNA replication, the clamp loader must to load the sliding clamp onto DNA with a 3’OH (“correct” polarity DNA) because DNA polymerase requires a 3’OH to catalyze the DNA synthesis reaction. If the clamp loader loads sliding clamps onto the wrong polarity DNA (DNA with a 5’P), the DNA polymerase will not be able to replicate the DNA possibly causing replication fork collapse and genome instability. Crystal structures of the *E. coli* clamp loader bound to DNA suggests that the clamp loader interacts with the duplex portion of a primer-template junction through interaction of positively charged residues in the cap of the clamp loader with the negatively charged
phosphate backbone of the template DNA (88). The single-stranded overhang (SSO) at the primer-template junction where the clamp loader binds was observed in the crystal structure to exit the clamp loader through an opening between the δ and δ’ subunits (Figure 1-3A). While the crystal structure provides information on how the clamp loader binds to DNA, there is no information that suggests how the clamp loader prefers the correct polarity DNA over the incorrect polarity DNA. One study even modeled the opposite polarity DNA of that used in the crystal structure and demonstrated that the same contacts existed between the clamp loader and the DNA (96).

The clamp loader has been shown to have a preference for the correct polarity over the incorrect polarity, but what dictates this preference is unknown (96, 185). The clamp loader preference is not strong enough to prevent significant loading on the incorrect polarity. Studies from our laboratory have demonstrated that SSB tightly regulates the loading of the sliding clamp (105). In addition, the eukaryotic single-stranded binding protein RPA has been shown to direct replication and repair proteins to their specific DNA substrate (113, 186). The E. coli SSB was found to stimulate clamp loading on the correct polarity DNA and inhibit the clamp loading on the incorrect polarity (105). The stimulation of clamp loading on the correct polarity was suggested to be regulated by the interaction between the clamp loader and SSB. On the other hand, the inhibition of clamp loading on the incorrect polarity DNA was observed to be independent of known clamp loader-SSB interactions. The mechanism of the regulation of clamp loading by SSB is still not understood and the studies in this chapter were performed to give insight into the mechanism of SSB regulation. Interestingly, while SSB and RPA have different structures, they both demonstrated this regulation of clamp
loading (92, 113, 186). By understanding the mechanism of this regulation, it can be
better understood how two proteins with very divergent structures can accomplish the
same tasks.

To further investigate the regulation of clamp loading by SSB, multiple variants of
clamp loaders and SSB mutant proteins were used (purified as described in Chapter 2)
in fluorescence-based assays. The goal of this work was to provide insight into the
mechanism by which SSB directs the clamp loader to load sliding clamps onto the
correct polarity DNA. Previously studies examining the role of the SSB-pol III
holoenzyme interactions have focused on the effect of this interaction on DNA
synthesis, which occurs after the sliding clamps have been loaded onto the DNA. Using
the clamp loader as a model, information on the mechanism of how SSB targets DNA
replication and repair proteins to DNA substrates can be obtained.

**Results**

**Stimulation of Clamp Loading by SSB on 3’DNA**

**SSB increases the clamp loader-clamp complex affinity for DNA**

During clamp loading, the presence of DNA stimulates the ATP hydrolysis of the
clamp loader (Chapter 1), which closes the clamp around the DNA and causes the
clamp loader to release the clamp (92). SSB has been shown to stimulate clamp
loading on primer-template structures with a 3’ recessed end, but the mechanism of
defining DNA specificity by SSB is unknown. For the research presented here, the
“correct” polarity DNA substrate that contains a single stranded-double stranded DNA
junction with 3’-recessed ends (Figure 5-1) are called 3’DNA.

Pre-steady state rates of clamp loading on 3’DNA DNA was measured with and
without SSB at various DNA concentrations. The DNA substrate used contained a
symmetrical 3’ recessed primer-template junction with 30nt SSO (JH10/JH9, Table 2-2). To measure closing of the clamp around DNA, a fluorescently labeled clamp, β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$, was utilized. Briefly, β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ has two AF488 fluorophores at the interface of where the clamp opens and closes, and when the clamp is closed these fluorophores quench each other and have relatively low fluorescence. When the clamp loader and the sliding clamp opens, there is a relief of the quench and relatively high fluorescence (128). The change in fluorescence was monitored in real-time by a stopped-flow fluorimeter. A sequential mix reaction was used where clamp loader and ATP were mixed with β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$ and allowed to incubate for 4 seconds to give the clamp loader time to bind and open the sliding clamp. Then, DNA (with or without SSB), ATP, and excess unlabeled β (to limit the reaction to one observable turn-over), were mixed with the open clamp-clamp loader complex and fluorescence was measured over 10 seconds (unless otherwise noted) while collecting 1 point per millisecond. Final concentrations in the reactions were 20 nM clamp loader (γ-complex), 20 nM β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)$_2$, 200 nM unlabeled β, 0.5 mM ATP, 3x SSB per single-stranded overhang of DNA, and varying concentrations of DNA. For clamp loading experiments without SSB, DNA concentrations ranged from 40-280nM and for experiments with SSB the DNA concentrations from 40-160nM were measured. The concentration of SSB used was determined by titrating increasing amounts of SSB into the closing reaction to ensure all SSO were bound. This saturated amount of SSB was used throughout these experiments to make sure DNA was saturated with SSB (3x SSB per SSO). Each trace represents the average of at least three measurements.
Figure 5-1 shows representative traces of sliding clamp closing on naked 3’DNA (A) or SSB covered 3’DNA (B). For naked 3’DNA, traces corresponding to 40, 80, 160, and 280nM DNA (light to dark pink, respectively) are shown. For SSB coated 3’ DNA, traces corresponding to 40, 80, and 160nM DNA (light to dark green, respectively) are shown. All traces were fit to a double exponential decrease formula (Equation 2-7) to estimate clamp closing rates. While data could fit a single exponential decrease, as shown in Figure 5-2, the double exponential decrease formula improved the fit as demonstrated by the change in the residuals pattern. A triple exponential decay did not further improve the fit. While a double exponential decay formula is used to determine approximate rates, the closing curves are actually more sigmoidal in shape due to reaction steps (DNA binding and ATP hydrolysis) that occur before clamp closing and do not change the fluorescence.

Fitting the data to a double exponential decay give two rate constants, one corresponding to a fast phase \( (k_{\text{fast}}) \) and one corresponding to a slow phase \( (k_{\text{slow}}) \). While the \( k_{\text{fast}} \) most likely corresponds to the closing of the clamp interface, the \( k_{\text{slow}} \) could correspond to an intermediate fluorescence state due to conformational changes during the clamp loading reaction or possibly a fraction of clamp-clamp loader complexes that are not as active. There is not enough data currently to determine what the slow phase corresponds to. Closing rates corresponding to the fast and slow phases were plotted against the concentration of DNA and individually fit to a rectangular hyperbola (Equation 2-9) (Figure 5-1 C-D). Both of the clamp loading rates are concentration dependent as the observed closing rates increase as DNA concentrations increase until the maximum velocity \( (k_{\text{max}}) \) is reached. Fitting the data of \( k_{\text{fast}} \) or \( k_{\text{slow}} \)
rates versus the DNA concentration to Equation 2-9 results in two constants, $k_{max}$, or the maximum reaction rate at which DNA binding is longer rate limiting, and $K_{0.5}$, or the concentration of DNA at which the rate is $\frac{1}{2} k_{max}$ (Table 5-1). As seen in Table 5-1, the $k_{max}$ for both the fast and slow phases are approximately the same with and without SSB. On the other hand, $K_{0.5}$ for both the fast and slow phases are significantly reduced in reactions with SSB when compared to reactions on naked DNA. The reduced $K_{0.5}$ means less DNA is required to reach the maximum velocity in the reactions with SSB. In order to get a more accurate estimate of the constants for the SSB-coated DNA, reactions with DNA concentrations lower than 40 nM will need to be performed. These results suggest that with SSB, the reaction becomes less dependent on the DNA concentration and that SSB increases the affinity of the clamp loader for the correct polarity DNA.

**SSB does not affect the ATP hydrolysis step of the clamp loading reaction**

The clamp loading process is a multiple step enzymatic reaction with multiple conformation changes. Before clamp closing around DNA, the clamp loader first hydrolyzes the ATP (reviewed in Chapter 1). To determine if SSB is effecting the ATP hydrolysis step that comes before clamp closing to stimulate closing on 3'DNA, a fluorescence-based ATP hydrolysis assay was performed. The details of how this assay was performed are listed in Chapter 2, but briefly, when the clamp loader hydrolyses and releases a $P_i$ molecule, MDCC-labeled phosphate binding protein (PBP) will bind the $P_i$ which causes an increase in fluorescence. Figure 5-3 shows representative ATP hydrolysis traces for assays without SSB and with SSB. As seen in the figure, there is a quick burst of ATP hydrolysis for the first 0.1s then the reaction moves into a steady-state cycle, as previously reported (84, 85, 89). The steady-state rates (linear portion
after lag) of ATP hydrolysis are approximately the same with and without SSB. In addition, the bursts at the beginning of the reactions give the approximate same number of ATP molecules hydrolyzed per γ-complex, about 1.5-1.7ATPs. The γ-complex contains 3 DnaX subunits, which are all capable of hydrolyzing DNA (84, 85, 91). It is unknown why this ATP hydrolysis assay is not showing all 3 ATPs being hydrolyzed. One possibility for not seeing all 3 ATP hydrolyzed is that the incubation of the sliding clamp with the clamp loader needs to be longer than 4 s. Based on opening assays in Chapter 3, the clamp opening reaction is not completely finished until after 10 s. With an incubation time of only 4 s, not all of the clamps are opened yet which could be the reason why only 2 ATPs are seen hydrolyzed in the assays. These experiments should be repeated with a longer incubation time to ensure all clamps are opened before ATP hydrolysis is measured.

One interesting observation is that the burst at the beginning of reaction is normally followed by a lag, as seen in the trace without SSB, but with SSB this lag almost completely disappears. The lag following the first round of hydrolysis is the time required for the subunits to release ADP, bind new ATP, bind the clamp, and to interact with the DNA substrate before the next round of ATP hydrolysis. It is unknown why the SSB traces have a much less predominate lag, but possibly SSB is stimulating one of these steps, like DNA binding, to reduce the lag time. The main takeaway from these experiments is that the number of ATPs hydrolyzed in the burst and the steady-state rate of the ATP hydrolysis is approximately the same with and without SSB suggesting that SSB does not directly affect the ATP hydrolysis step.
Stimulation by SSB is not due to removal of secondary structures

Based on the values calculated from the fits, SSB has a stimulatory effect on the DNA binding of the clamp loading. While SSB does not change the overall $k_{\text{max}}$ of the reaction, the presence of SSB decreases the concentration of DNA required to reach $\frac{1}{2} k_{\text{max}}$. A decrease in $K_{0.5}$ is an indication that the SSB might be stimulating DNA binding by the clamp loader. SSB is known for its important role in removal of secondary structures from DNA (reviewed in (103). The increased DNA binding of the clamp loader when SSB is present may be due to the fact that SSB removes secondary structure from the DNA substrates. To determine if SSB is simply removing secondary structures or if SSB has some other stimulatory action, sliding clamp loading on SSB coated 3'DNA with 30 nt SSO was compared to loading on DNA with a 5 nt SSO. Previously, clamp closing was measured on DNA with varying SSO lengths. It was found that 5 nt of SSO was enough to have efficient clamp loading and did not differ from closing reactions with 30 nt SSO. In addition, the crystal structure of the clamp loader on DNA showed that 4 nt of SSO were held in a rigid position by the clamp loader, suggesting 4 nt are minimally required for binding (88). It would be expected that if SSB increases the clamp loader affinity for DNA by only removing secondary structures, then clamp loading on a 5 nt SSO should mimic that of DNA with SSB since the 5 nt SSO structure would not have any secondary structures to remove.

Clamp closing assays were performed as explained above with a different DNA substrate, JH5/JH6, which is a symmetrical substrate with 3’ recessed ends and 5 nt SSO overhangs (Table 2-2). DNA concentrations ranged from 25-400 nM DNA and representative traces of are shown in Figure 5-4A. The clamp closing reactions demonstrated biphasic kinetics as reactions on the 30 nt SSO substrates and were fit to
a double exponential decrease formula (Equation 2-7). Closing rates corresponding to the fast and slow phases were plotted against the concentration of DNA and individually fit to a rectangular hyperbola (Equation 2-9) (Figure 5-1 C-D). The $k_{\text{max}}$ of the fast phase was calculated to be 17 s$^{-1}$ and the $K_{0.5}$ was 92 nM DNA. The $k_{\text{max}}$ of the slow phase was calculated to be 3.3 s$^{-1}$ and the $K_{0.5}$ was 115 nM DNA. Comparing the 5 nt SSO and the 30 nt SSO constants with and without SSB, the 5 nt SSO substrate has a relatively higher $K_{0.5}$, similar to that of the naked 30 nt SSO (Table 5-1). This suggests that the stimulation effect SSB has on the clamp closing reaction is not due to removal of the secondary structure by SSB, but by some interaction between the clamp loader and SSB that reduced $K_{0.5}$.

**Stimulation of clamp loading on 3'DNA is dependent on the $\chi$-SSB interaction**

SSB is known to interact with the *E. coli* clamp loader through the $\chi$ subunit (100, 101) (reviewed in Chapter 1). The SSB-$\chi$ interaction has been shown to increase the stability of the DNA polymerase III holoenzyme, to coordinate the transition of pol III onto RNA primers made by primase, and to increase the efficiency of DNA synthesis on the leading strand (100, 102, 187). Preliminary experiments suggested that this interaction is required for the stimulation of clamp loading by SSB on the correct polarity DNA structure (105). To investigate this further, clamp closing reactions with a $\chi$-less form of the clamp loader were performed at different DNA concentrations. Clamp closing without the $\chi$ subunit on naked DNA is similar to that of WT clamp loader (Figure 5-5). Representative traces of clamp loader closing with WT and $\chi$-less clamp loaders are shown in Figure 5-5A. As in wild-type clamp closing experiments, the $\chi$-less clamp loader reactions fit to a double exponential decay formula but only at higher substrate concentrations (>100nM DNA+SSB), at lower concentration the data was fit with a
single exponential decay formula. In addition, the rates of closing for the \( \chi \)-less clamp loader are very dependent on DNA concentration. As the DNA concentration goes up, so does the rate of clamp closing. When the rates are plotted against the DNA concentration and fitted to Equation 2-9, a \( k_{\text{max}} \) of 7.1 s\(^{-1}\) and a \( K_{0.5} \) of 260 nM DNA for the fast rate is obtained (Table 5-1). Clamp closing assays at higher DNA concentrations with the \( \chi \)-less form of the clamp loader will be needed to get a more accurate measurement of these constants. It is possible that with enough DNA, the rate of clamp closing with the \( \chi \)-less clamp loader could match that of WT. The increased \( K_{0.5} \) of the closing reactions with \( \chi \)-less clamp loader and SSB means that a higher DNA concentration is required to reach the \( k_{\text{max}} \). Additionally, \( k_{\text{max}} \) is at least 2-fold slower than reactions with WT clamp loader. This suggests that the interaction of SSB and \( \chi \) is required for stimulation of clamp loading on the correct polarity DNA when SSB is present. Without the \( \chi \)-SSB interaction DNA binding of the clamp loader inhibited, but the clamp loader can still load clamps onto the SSB coated DNA.

If clamp loading on the correct polarity DNA with SSB is dependent on the SSB-\( \chi \) interaction, then a SSB mutant that cannot interact with other proteins should exhibit the same kinetics as the \( \chi \)-less form of the clamp loader. The acidic C-terminal tail of SSB is known to be the main site of interaction with other proteins (101). A previously created SSB mutant, SSB\( \Delta C8 \), has a deletion of the last 8 amino acids and has been shown to be defective in protein-protein interactions (188, 189). Clamp closing was repeated as WT SSB reactions except with SSB\( \Delta C8 \) coated 3′DNA containing symmetrical 30nt SSO. Figure 5-6A shows representative traces of clamp closing on SSB\( \Delta C8 \) coated 3′DNA compared to WT SSB coated 3′DNA. Interestingly, SSB\( \Delta C8 \) seems to inhibit
clamp closing activity more than the χ-less clamp loader. The clamp closing traces on DNA with SSBΔC8 fit were to single exponential decay formula (Equation 2-8). When the rates were plotted against DNA concentration and fit to Equation 2-9, a $k_{max}$ of 1.1 s$^{-1}$ and a $K_m$ of 225 nM DNA for the fast rate is obtained (Table 2-1). This suggests, that as in the χ-less clamp loader reactions, removal of the interaction between SSB and the clamp loader slows the clamp closing reaction, possibly due to inhibition of DNA binding by the clamp loader. This agrees with the hypothesis that the interaction between SSB and the clamp loader is required for stimulation of clamp loading on the correct polarity DNA. The $k_{max}$ for SSBΔC8 is about 7x smaller than for the reactions with the χ-less clamp loader, which suggests that SSBΔC8 has additional inhibitory actions that are not present in the χ-less reactions.

Clamp closing was performed with the χ-less clamp loader and SSBΔC8 coated DNA to see if there was any additive effect. Figure 5-5B shows representative χ-less clamp closing traces (40-160 nM DNA) as well as the 160 nM DNA χ-less clamp loader trace with WT SSB for reference. The rates of closing with the χ-less clamp loader and SSBΔC8 coated DNA are similar to those with WT clamp loader and SSBΔC8 (Table 5-1). Taken together, the experiments with SSBΔC8 match the hypothesis that clamp loader-SSB interactions are required for stimulation on 3’DNA.

Previous studies have shown that removal of the acidic C-terminal tail of SSB (last 10 amino acids) slightly increases the affinity of the SSB for the DNA by approximately 2-fold (188). To determine if this enhanced DNA binding by SSB is present in our reactions with SSBΔC8, a DNA binding assay using fluorescence anisotropy was performed. DNA binding by anisotropy is explained in detail in Chapter
2, but briefly, a 3’DNA substrate is used which is labeled with a Rhodamine X isothiocyanate fluorophore on the template DNA strand (pIIIp2/pIIItl-60-Rhx, Table 2-2). When the DNA is alone in solution, the DNA tumbles very quickly which depolarizes the light and leads to a low anisotropy. When a protein is added that binds the DNA, like SSB, the protein/DNA complex tumbles more slowly leading to less depolarization and a high anisotropy. Final concentrations in the experiment were 50 nM DNA-RhX, 500 μM ATP, and 0-250 nM SSBΔC8 or 0-500 nM WT SSB. Anisotropy values were calculated using Equation 2-3 and the $K_d$ values were calculated using Equation 2-5. This assay was performed two times. Anisotropy titration curves and fits are shown in Figure 5-7. Both the anisotropy values for WT SSB and SSBΔC8 plateau around 0.34. The calculated $K_d$ value for SSBΔC8 was 20 nM and for WT SSB was 70 nM. A lower $K_d$ means a higher affinity of SSB for DNA, so SSBΔC8 mutant binds the DNA substrate more tightly than the WT SSB. While our assay suggests that SSBΔC8 binds 3.5-fold more tightly than WT SSB, addition of another replicate and errors bars may show that the difference is not that extreme.

To investigate the interaction of the clamp loader with SSB and the effect on clamp loading without the artifact of tighter DNA binding by SSB, the mutant SSBΔC1 was used. This SSB variant has the C-terminal phenylalanine removed. The C-terminal phenylalanine is highly conserved among bacteria and is important in the protein-protein interactions, including the clamp loader (103, 190). By not removing the acidic 8 amino acid C-terminal region and just the 1 C-terminal phenylalanine, the DNA binding should not be effected. This still needs to be tested through the anisotropy DNA binding assay as with SSBΔC8 as there is no previous data on the DNA affinity of SSBΔC1. Clamp
closing was performed with the 3’DNA 30 SSO substrate. A DNA concentration series has yet to be performed on this mutant, but clamp closing was measure with 160nM DNA. Figure 5-8A shows clamp closing traces for reactions on DNA coated with SSB∆C1 (purple) and WT SSB (green). Closing with SSB∆C1 was fit to a single exponential decay formula (Equation 2-8) and the rate obtained was $0.7 s^{-1}$ which is the same as reactions with SSB∆C8 and 160nM DNA (Table 5-2). This is very interesting, because without the tighter DNA binding effect as seen in the SSB∆C8 reactions, it would be expected that the SSB∆C1 closing reactions would be similar to that with WT SSB and the $\chi$-less clamp loader. The rate with WT SSB and the $\chi$-less clamp loader is almost 4 times faster than reactions with SSB∆C1 (Table 5-2). These results suggest that SSB may be able to interact with the clamp loader at a different position other than $\chi$ in order to allow the clamp loader to bind to the DNA, albeit at a much slower rate than WT SSB. Only one assay was performed SSB∆C1 and more replicates will be needed to confirm this observation.

**Inhibition of Clamp Loading on the Wrong Polarity DNA by SSB**

**SSB inhibition of clamp loading on 5’DNA is independent of DNA concentration**

Previous work from our laboratory has demonstrated that on the incorrect polarity DNA SSB inhibits clamp loading to the same rates as reactions with no DNA (105). For the research presented here, the “incorrect” polarity DNA substrate that contains a single stranded-double stranded DNA junction with 5’-recessed ends (Figure 5-9A) are called 5’DNA. To determine if this inhibition is dependent on the DNA concentration, clamp closing assays were performed the same as in reactions with 3’DNA except the DNA used was a 5’DNA substrate that contains symmetrical 30 nt SSO (JH15/JH10, Table 2-2). The data was fit to a single exponential decay formula (Equation 2-8) which
yields $k_{obs}$ of 0.05s$^{-1}$ for all DNA concentrations, which is equivalent to the rate of
dissociation as measured by assays with no DNA (105). As seen in the Figure 5-9A, the
rate of clamp closing on the incorrect polarity DNA with SSB is independent of DNA
concentration, unlike the reactions with 3’DNA. The fact that the rates are independent
of DNA concentration suggests that SSB is completely blocking the clamp loader’s
access to the 5’DNA primer-template junction or that the reactions are already at $k_{max}$ at
these DNA concentrations. A previous study using a pull-down assay showed that the
clamp loader does bind 5’DNA when SSB is present, but at a much lower efficiency
than on 3’DNA (96). The results combine suggest that SSB does not completely inhibit
DNA binding by the clamp loader, but that the clamp loader binds in an unproductive
complex that prevents clamp closing. Rates of clamp closing on 5’DNA are similar to
dissociation rate of the clamp-clamp loader complex, suggesting that the only way the
clamp loader can close the clamp is through dissociation in these reactions.

**Clamp loader prefers blunt DNA to 5’DNA with SSB**

Previously, clamp closing on different DNA substrates with varying SSO
overhangs were measured and clamp closing on blunt DNA (no SSO) yielded a $k_{max}$ of
7.9s$^{-1}$ but required much higher DNA concentrations to reach (191). Structural studies
have shown that the SSO makes important contacts with the clamp loader in an
opening between the δ and δ’ subunits (88). Removal of the SSO could have a negative
effect on the ability of the clamp loader to bind to the DNA. Interestingly, clamp loading
on 5’DNA with SSB is even worse than loading on blunt DNA (Figure 5-9B). A DNA
substrate with one blunt end and one 5’DNA end with 30nt of SSO (LD1/JH10; Table 2-2)
or one 3’DNA end with 30nt of SSO (pIIIpI/JH10; Table 2-2) was created and used to
measure clamp closing compared to blunt DNA. Figure 5-9B shows representative
traces. Clamp closing on the blunt/3’DNA structure was fit to a double exponential decay formula while the blunt DNA and blunt/5’DNA structure was fit to a single exponential decay formula. As seen in Figure 5-9B, clamp loading on blunt/5’DNA with SSB in slower than blunt DNA, demonstrating how inhibitory SSB is on clamp loading on 5’DNA. In addition, when the blunt/5’DNA trace is fit to a single exponential decay formula it yields a rate of 0.3 s⁻¹, a difference of almost 10 fold from the symmetrical 5’DNA substrate rate of 0.05 s⁻¹. The rate is more similar to the rate of blunt DNA (at the same concentration the rate is 0.76 s⁻¹). This suggests that the clamp loader loads clamps on blunt DNA faster than on 5’DNA when SSB is present. These results demonstrate how inhibitory SSB is on clamp loading with 5’DNA.

SSB inhibition of clamp loading on 5’DNA is independent of χ-SSB interactions

Previous work from the laboratory has shown that the inhibition on 5’DNA by SSB is independent of the clamp loader χ subunit-SSB interaction (105). Clamp closing assays performed with the χ-less form of the clamp loader on 5’DNA with or without SSB are shown in Figure 5-5B. Clamp closing of χ-less form of the clamp loader on naked 5’DNA was 0.2 s⁻¹ while with SSB was 0.04 s⁻¹. In addition, the closing rate on 5’DNA-SSB was not DNA concentration dependent, like in reactions with wild-type clamp loader. This agrees with previous observations that the χ subunit was not required for the 5’DNA clamp loading inhibition by SSB. Unless SSB is interacting with the clamp loader through another subunit besides the χ subunit, then these results suggest that the inhibition of clamp loading on the 5’DNA is due to a SSB/DNA interaction.

To determine if inhibition of clamp loading by SSB on 5’DNA is independent of all clamp loader interactions, whether through the χ subunit or not, the SSBΔC8 variant
was used in clamp closing assays on 5'DNA. Figure 5-6C shows representative traces of clamp closing on 5'DNA with WT SSB or SSBΔC8. As seen in the figure, even without the SSB protein-protein interacting C-terminal tail, the SSBΔC8 still inhibited clamp loading to rates of dissociation with no DNA (0.04 s⁻¹) (Table 5-3). This matches the hypothesis that the protein-protein interactions are not required for inhibition by SSB.

As mentioned above in the section on 3'DNA, SSBΔC8 has a higher affinity for DNA than WT SSB. In order to confirm that the results with SSBΔC8 are not due to increased DNA binding by SSBΔC8, the variant SSBΔC1 was used in clamp closing assay on 5'DNA with 30 SSO. Figure 5-8B shows representative clamp closing on 160 nM 5'DNA with WT SSB (green) or SSBΔC1 (purple). Both traces were fit to a single exponential decay formula (Equation 2-8). The same results are seen for SSBΔC1 as WT and SSBΔC8, the presence of the SSB completely inhibits the clamp loading reaction (Table 5-3). Clamp closing rates were also independent of the DNA concentration. Taken together, this evidence suggest that SSB inhibits clamp loading on 5'DNA via SSB-DNA interactions which blocks loading clamps onto the DNA.

**The 5’P is not the signal for SSB inhibition**

The previous experiments suggest that the inhibition of clamp loading by SSB on 5'DNA is due to a SSB-DNA interaction. On 3’DNA, there is a 3’ hydroxyl group (-OH) while on 5’DNA there is a 5’ phosphate group. It is possible that the SSB-DNA interaction is mediated by these groups. Previous work from our laboratory showed that DNA substrates with a phosphate on the 5’ end inhibited clamp loading on 5’DNA more than substrates without the phosphate, an observation that is more obvious with the χ-less version of the clamp loader (105). To determine if the 5’ phosphate is the signal for
SSB inhibition, a 3’ DNA 30nt SSO symmetrical substrate with a 3’ phosphate group was used (sequence is the same as JH9/JH10, Table 2-2). If the 5’ phosphate group required for inhibition of clamp loading by SSB, then adding a phosphate group to the 3’ side should reduce clamp closing on this substrate. As seen in Figure 5-10, the 3’P has no effect of clamp closing with WT clamp loader. There is a slight decrease in the rate of clamp closing with the χ-less clamp loader on 3’P, but the effect is not significant. These results show that 5’P is not important for SSB inhibition of clamp loading on 5’DNA.

SSB can be moved away from the 5’ primer-template by the clamp loader

As a preliminary experiment to determine if SSB is physically “stuck” to the 5’DNA or if the SSB could be moved, a DNA substrate containing an internal 14nt oligonucleotide “primer” was created that had one 5’DNA primer-template junction (with 48nt of SSO) and one 3’DNA primer-template junction (with 43nt of SSO) (Table 2-2). The footprint of the clamp loader-sliding clamp on ds DNA is at least 30nt, so in order for clamps to load on this DNA substrate the SSB on the 5’ end would have to move even if the clamp was loaded on the 3’ side (95, 192). If clamp loading occurs, then the SSB on the 5’ end is not physically stuck to the 5’ end. In Figure 5-11, the clamp closing reactions with and without SSB are plotted. Clamp closing reactions were performed as described above with 160 nM DNA. The trace with no SSB can be fit to a double exponential decrease formula with a $k_{fast}$ of 4 s$^{-1}$ and $k_{slow}$ of 0.7 s$^{-1}$ which is about the same as the 3’DNA symmetrical substrate with no SSB, so the DNA substrate itself has no effect on the clamp closing activity (Table 5-4). With SSB, the internal 14-mer substrate yields slower clamp closing which was fit to a single exponential curve yielding a rate of 0.72 s$^{-1}$. This is a rate similar to that of χ less clamp loader clamp
closing on 3’DNA with SSB. There was clamp closing detected in these reactions which means that the SSB on the 5’DNA side had to of moved in order to make room for the clamp-clamp loader complex which has a footprint of at least 30 nt on the double-stranded DNA (192). This result suggests that SSB is not physically bound to the 5’ recessed end and can move away from the primer-template junction.

Effect of SSO Length On Clamp Loading Regulation by SSB

SSB has multiple binding modes seen in vitro, reviewed in Chapter 1 (reviewed in (103). To see the effects of different binding modes of SSB on the regulation of clamp loading, DNA substrates of varying length were created. DNA substrates with 30 nt, 50 nt, and 80 nt SSO were compared using the clamp closing assay. While 30 nt is enough to bind 1 tetramer of SSB, 50 nt would possibly allow movement of the SSB, and 80 nt would allow a lot of movement by SSB, allow it to bind in the 65nt binding mode, or possibly would have 2 SSB tetramers bind. Clamp closing assays were performed as above on these 3 different substrates. Figure 5-12A shows representative traces of the clamp closing assays for the three different DNA substrates. All reaction traces fit to a double exponential decrease formula and the fits are shown in the figure. The rates of clamp closing on the 30 nt and 80 nt SSO substrates with SSB are the same, but the 50 nt SSO trace gives a different result (Table 5-5). For the 50 nt SSO substrate, the double exponential decrease fit leads to a slightly faster $k_{fast}$ than the 30 nt and 80 nt SSO substrate and a $k_{slow}$ that is the same as the 80 nt substrate, but about half of the 30 nt SSO substrate. In addition, fractional amplitudes of these rates is different. In the 30 nt and 80 nt SSO reactions, the fast phase comprises about 80% of the reaction and the slow phase comprises of about 20% of the reaction. In the 50 nt SSO reactions, the fast phase comprises about 60% of the reaction and the slow phase comprises of about
40% of the reaction. The cause of this difference is unknown; the difference could be due to the ability of SSB to move along this DNA substrate or maybe SSB binds in a different binding mode, or it could be sequence differences. More experiments will need to be performed to determine what the difference of the 50 nt SSO is, but overall, the rates for all 3 DNA substrates are similar.

Additionally, clamp closing experiments were performed on 5’DNA with 80 nt SSO to determine if the DNA length had any effect in the inhibition. Figure 5-12B shows a representative traces of clamp closing on 5’DNA with 80 nt SSO and WT SSB. The data was fit to a single exponential decay formula and the rate calculated was 0.4 s⁻¹. The 80 nt SSO substrate is an asymmetrical one in which one end is blunt and the other end is the recessed 5’ primer-template junction with the 80 nt SSO. As shown in Figure 5-9B, the minimum rate on the asymmetrical substrates with SSB is around 0.3 s⁻¹ because the clamp loader prefers to loads faster on the blunt end compared to the 5’ end with SSB. This results suggests that the length of the SSO does not affect the SSB regulation of clamp loading on the incorrect polarity DNA (5’DNA).

**Discussion**

Sliding clamps are used as platforms for multiple different DNA replication and repair proteins including the main replication polymerase, DNA polymerase III. During DNA replication, a sliding clamp needs to be loaded onto every Okazaki fragment before the polymerase binds for processive replication. This means a sliding clamp must be loaded every 2-3 seconds. In order for the clamp loader to deliver a sliding clamp when it is needed, the clamp loader must have specificity for the correct substrate. There are many different DNA substrates that contain both 5’ and 3’ ends, including primed templates, ssDNA gaps, and other DNA replication and repair...
intermediates. During DNA replication, the single-stranded DNA on the lagging strand is covered in SSB to prevent secondary structures and to interact with replication and repair proteins. The clamp loader is one of the proteins that interact with SSB. While there have been numerous studies demonstrating the interaction and the ability of SSB to stimulate the activity of different proteins, the mechanism of how SSB gives the clamp loader specificity for the correct polarity DNA is unknown. SSB has been shown to stimulate the clamp loading reaction on the correct polarity DNA (3’DNA) and inhibits on the incorrect polarity (5’DNA) (105). The experiments presented here were done to expand on the study of the SSB-clamp loader interaction and to determine the mechanism of the regulation of clamp loading by SSB.

**Clamp Loading on Correct Polarity DNA**

DNA polymerase requires a primer with a 3’OH to extend the growing DNA chain. SSB has been shown to stimulate clamp loading on the correct polarity DNA. By titrating in DNA to the clamp closing assays, the $K_{0.5}$ and $k_{\text{max}}$ were determined for reactions with and without SSB. While the $k_{\text{max}}$ is the same for both, the $K_{0.5}$ is lowered in reactions with SSB suggesting that the stimulation of clamp loading by SSB is due to SSB increasing clamp loader contacts with the DNA. One reason SSB could be increasing the clamp loader’s affinity for DNA could be due to removal of secondary structures, but clamp loading onto DNA without secondary structures has similar $K_{0.5}$ and $k_{\text{max}}$ to naked DNA. This result combined with the fact that in reactions with SSB the clamp closing rates become less dependent on DNA concentration suggests that SSB is increasing DNA binding to 3’DNA by the clamp loader. In addition, ATP hydrolysis was not affected by the addition of SSB. ATP hydrolysis occurs when the clamp loader comes in contact with DNA which causes the clamp loader to close the clamp around
the DNA and release it. SSB did not affect the rate of ATP hydrolysis or the number of ATP’s hydrolyzed per clamp loader complex. This suggests that the stimulation of clamp loading by SSB is not at the ATP hydrolysis step. Again, this result matches the hypothesis that SSB is stimulating clamp loading onto DNA by increasing the clamp loader’s affinity for the correct polarity DNA.

SSB and the clamp loaders interact through the χ subunit of the clamp loader. The χ-less version of the clamp loader is capable of loading clamps in a similar manner to WT clamp loader when there is no SSB on DNA. When SSB is on DNA though, the clamp loading by χ-less clamp loader is reduced significantly. The clamp loading by the χ-less clamp loader is dependent on DNA concentration and has a much higher $K_{0.5}$ than WT clamp loader suggesting that without χ the DNA binding by the clamp loader on SSB coated DNA is significantly reduced. With χ, the clamp loader-SSB interaction allows the clamp loader to gain access to the primer-template junction. Without χ, SSB and the clamp loaders both compete for access to the DNA. Even though SSB binds DNA very tightly, SSB is a very dynamic protein and diffuses along the DNA (104, 193). Based on the data presented here, it is hypothesized that the χ-less clamp loader can load clamps onto the primer-template junction once the SSB moves away from the 3’ end. The lowered clamp closing rate with the x-less clamp loader is a reflection of the clamp loader having to wait for SSB to move away from the primer-template junction before loading the sliding clamp.

In addition, the SSB mutants, SSBΔC8 and SSBΔC1, both significantly reduced the rate of clamp loading by the WT clamp loader onto the correct polarity DNA. While the SSBΔC8 mutant has been shown to have increased DNA binding, the SSBΔC1
mutant (which is expected to not have a DNA binding effect) reduced clamp loading to the same levels as SSBΔC8. This is very interesting because the C-terminal tail is the only known way that the clamp loader interacts with SSB (101, 187). If the stimulation of clamp loading by SSB on correct polarity DNA is regulated only by the SSB-χ interaction, then it would be expected that the clamp loading reactions with the χ-less clamp loader and the SSB mutants would be similar. The reactions with the SSB mutants are about 4-fold slower than reactions with χ-less clamp loader and WT SSB (Table 5-3). This suggests that there may be an additional interaction between the clamp loader and SSB besides through the χ subunit. Interestingly, a previous study looking at initiation complex formation found that assembly onto SSB coated DNA required the C-terminal tail of SSB, but not the χ subunit, suggesting another interaction between SSB and the clamp loader (183).

When the clamp loader loads the sliding clamp, the clamp loader binds the dsDNA region of the primer-template junction as well as at least 4 nt of ssDNA (88, 192). The data presented here leads to the hypothesis that SSB and the clamp loader compete for DNA binding at the primer-template junction and that the χ-SSB interaction allows the clamp loader to remodel the SSB-DNA structure in order to gain access to the primer-template junction. This mechanism may be similar to that of PriA-SSB interactions during replication restart. PriA has been shown to interact with SSB on the lagging strand of replication (194). This interaction causes a remodeling of SSB-DNA, revealing ssDNA to which PriA can bind to (195). PriA then keeps this ssDNA open to allow the DnaB helicase to bind for reformation of the replication fork.
Clamp Loading on Incorrect Polarity DNA

Clamp loading reactions were also performed with the incorrect polarity (5′DNA) to give insight into the mechanism of clamp closing inhibition on 5′DNA. SSB has been shown to inhibit the clamp loading reaction on the incorrect polarity DNA (105). When DNA was titrated into the clamp loading reaction, it was observed that the inhibition by SSB was not dependent on the DNA concentration. The lack of DNA dependence suggests that either SSB completely inhibits all DNA binding or that the reaction had already reached the $k_{\text{max}}$ at these DNA concentrations. A study using a pull-down assay demonstrated that the clamp loader does bind to 5′DNA-SSB, just with less efficiency than on 3′DNA-SSB, suggesting DNA binding is not completely inhibited on 5′DNA (96). The clamp loader-clamp complex most likely forms a type of unproductive complex that cannot perform ATP hydrolysis and clamp closing. ATPase activity has shown to be reduced on 5′DNA-SSB substrates (96). The rate of clamp closing for all reactions with 5′DNA-SSB was calculated to be about 0.05 s$^{-1}$ which is equivalent to reactions with no DNA representing dissociation of the clamp from the clamp loader. Based on these results, it is hypothesized that the clamp loader binds 5′DNA-SSB that results in an unproductive complex and the only way the clamp can be released is through passive dissociation.

To determine if this inhibition is due to a SSB-clamp loader interaction or a SSB-DNA interaction, clamp loading was measured using χ-less clamp loader and SSB C-terminal deletion mutants, SSBΔC8 and SSBΔC1. Interestingly, all of the mutants behaved exactly like their wild-type counterparts. The inhibition of clamp loading by SSB was independent of all known protein-protein interactions. This results suggests that the SSB-DNA dynamics are important in the inhibition of clamp loading on 5′DNA. There
may also be a novel clamp loader-clamp complex interaction with SSB that is assisting in this regulation. A novel SSB-clamp loader interaction has previously been hypothesized (183). Additionally, both the sliding clamp and the subunits of the clamp loader complex have been shown to have roles in binding to DNA and defining primer-template junctions (96, 196).

Previous studies have shown that SSB can move freely along both 5’ and 3’DNA suggesting that SSB is not tightly bound to the primer-template junction (193, 197). To determine if SSB is physically bound to the 5’DNA end, clamp closing was measured on an DNA structure with an internal primer of 14 nucleotides with SSB. The footprint of the clamp loader-clamp complex is at least 20 nucleotides long (192) and the clamp loader is known to load the sliding clamp onto the duplex part of the primer-template junction. In order for clamp loading to occur on a DNA substrate with an internal 14 nt primer, SSB on the 5’DNA end would have to be relocated in order for the sliding clamp to load. Clamp closing on the internal 14 nt primer occurred at a rate almost 10x faster than on 5’DNA with SSB. Since clamp loading is occurring, SSB on the 5’ side of the internal oligonucleotide substrate must move when clamp loader loads the clamp on the 3’DNA side. Clamp loading on this substrate requires the clamp loader-clamp complex must either wait for SSB on the 5’ end to remodel, or the clamp loader-clamp complex must push SSB away from the 5’ end.

Based on the results presented here, inhibition of clamp loading by SSB on 5’DNA seems to be dependent on a difference in the SSB-DNA dynamics on 5’ versus 3’DNA. SSB is a dynamic protein meaning that it is unlikely SSB is “stuck” to the 5’end, as confirmed with clamp loading on a 14 nt primer. The \( \chi \) subunit can remodel SSB on
3’DNA to allow clamp loading, but χ cannot remodel the 5’DNA-SSB complex. Inhibition of clamp loading on 5’DNA-SSB could be due to a difference in the direction the clamp loader approaches the DNA-SSB complex. While SSB has been shown to freely move along ssDNA in either direction, when there is a primer-template junction, this movement may be polarity specific. The DNA binding core of SSB may translate this polarity dependence to the clamp loader-clamp complex. SSB binding to ssDNA has been thoroughly investigated, but there is a lack of knowledge of the movement of SSB on ss/dsDNA structures. On a ss/dsDNA structure, the clamp loader may be able to remodel the DNA-SSB complex when coming from the 3’DNA side, but may not be able to remodel the DNA-SSB interaction when approaching from the 5’DNA side. A SSB rearrangement by the clamp loader to load clamps and allow polymerase to bind has been previously proposed (183) and match the hypothesis that the rearrangement of SSB by the clamp loader is polarity dependent. This model is similar to the model of DNA replication termination in *E. coli*. When the DnaB helicase approaches Tus-Ter sites the helicase will either pass through the sites or will stop depending on which direction the helicase approaches the sites (198, 199). The SSB-DNA interactions could function in a similar manner as the Tus-Ter sites by only allowing the clamp loader-clamp complex to gain access to a primer-template junction only when it approaches the 3’DNA.
Figure 5-1. Representative reaction traces of clamp closing on correct polarity DNA with and without SSB. A) Closing assays on symmetrical naked 3’DNA with 30nt SSO. Assays were performed with 40-280nM DNA and representative reactions are shown at 40nM (lightest pink), 80nM, 160nM, and 280nM (darkest pink). All traces were fit to a double exponential decay formula to calculate $k_{fast}$ and $k_{slow}$, closing rates and the fit is shown (black line). Final concentrations for reactions were 20nM $\gamma$-complex, 20nM $\beta$-R103S/I305C-(AF488)$_2$, 200nM unlabeled $\beta$, and 0.5mM ATP. B) Clamp closing assay on symmetrical SSB-coated 3’DNA with 30nt SSO. Assays were performed with 40-160nM DNA and representative reactions are shown at the DNA concentrations are 40nM (lightest green), 80nM, and 160nM (darkest green). Traces were fit as above and concentrations were the same except with 3x SSB per SSO. C) To obtain $k_{max}$ and $K_{0.5}$ values, the $k_{fast}$ (red) and $k_{slow}$ (blue) values are plotted against DNA concentration and fit to Equation 2-6. The example shown is of the naked 3’DNA reactions.
Figure 5-2. Residuals from fitting data with a single or double exponential decay formula. Data from Figure 5-1 was fit with either A) a single exponential decay formula or B) a double exponential decay formula using KaleidaGraph. The residuals represent the difference between the observed value and the predicted value from the fit. A random pattern of points around 0 represents a good fit of the data.
Figure 5-3. Effect of SSB on ATP hydrolysis by γ-complex. Representative traces for release of inorganic phosphate following ATP hydrolysis by the clamp loader in reactions without SSB (pink) or with SSB (green). ATP hydrolysis reactions contained 200nM γ complex, 200nM β, 400nM DNA, 0.2 M ATP and 2μM ATPγS and 2μM PBP-MDCC. The insert contains the same graph but zoomed into the burst phase.
Figure 5-4. DNA titration of clamp closing on 5 nt SSO symmetrical substrate. All traces were fit to a double exponential decay formula and the fit is shown (black lines) in the figure. Final protein and ATP concentrations for the closing reactions were 20 nM γ-complex, 20 nM β-R103S/I305C-(AF488)$_2$, 200 nM unlabeled β, and 0.5 mM ATP. DNA concentrations shown are 50 nM (lightest pink), 100 nM, and 200 nM (darkest pink).
Figure 5. Representative reaction traces of clamp closing DNA by χ-less clamp loader. A) Representative clamp closing traces on symmetrical 3’DNA with 30nt SSO either without (gray) or with SSB (orange). The DNA concentrations are 40nM (lightest orange and gray), 80nM, 160nM (darkest orange). All traces were fit to a double exponential decay formula and the fit is shown in the figure. Final protein and ATP concentrations for the closing reactions were 20nM γ-complex, 20nM β-R103S/I305C-(AF488)$_2$, 200nM unlabeled β, and 0.5mM ATP. B) Representative clamp closing traces on symmetrical 5’DNA with 30nt SSO either without (gray) or with SSB (orange). The DNA concentrations are 40nM (lightest orange and gray), 80nM, 160nM (darkest orange). Traces were fit to a single exponential decay and concentrations were the same as in A.
Figure 5-6. Representative reaction traces of clamp closing on DNA with and without SSB\textDelta C8. A) Representative clamp closing traces on symmetrical naked 3’DNA with 30nt SSO. Reactions contained WT SSB (green) or SSB\textDelta C8 (blue) The DNA concentrations are 40nM (lightest blue), 80nM, 160nM (darkest blue). All SSB\textDelta C8 traces were fit to a single exponential decay formula and the fit is shown in the figure. Final protein and ATP concentrations for the closing reactions were 20nM γ-complex, 20nM β-R103S/I305C-(AF488)$_2$, 200nM unlabeled β, and 0.5mM ATP. B) Representative clamp closing as in A but with χ-less γ-complex. WT SSB is shown (orange) for comparison to closing with SSB\textDelta C8. C) Representative clamp closing as in A but with symmetrical naked 5’DNA with 30nt SSO.
Figure 5-7. DNA-Rhx binding by WT SSB and SSBΔC8. Anisotropy of free DNA for WT SSB (light green diamonds) and SSBΔC8 (light blue circles) are plotted. Anisotropy of WT SSB bound to DNA-Rhx (dark green diamonds) and SSBΔC8 bound to DNA-Rhx (dark blue circles) are plotted along with the $K_d$ fit for each SSB determined by Equation 2-5. Final reagent concentrations were 50nM DNA-RhX, 500μM ATP, and varying concentrations of SSB.
Figure 5-8. Representative reaction traces of clamp closing on DNA with and without SSB\(\Delta C1\). A) Representative clamp closing traces on symmetrical naked 3’DNA with 30nt SSO. Reactions contained WT SSB (green) or SSB\(\Delta C1\) (purple) and 160nM DNA. All SSB\(\Delta C1\) traces were fit to a single exponential decay formula and the fit is shown in the figure. Final protein and ATP concentrations for the closing reactions were 20nM \(\gamma\)-complex, 20nM \(\beta\)-R103S/I305C-(AF488)\(_2\), 200nM unlabeled \(\beta\), and 0.5mM ATP. B) Representative clamp closing as in A but with symmetrical 5’DNA with 30nt SSO.
Figure 5-9. Effect of SSB on clamp loading with various DNA substrates. A) Representative clamp closing traces on symmetrical 5’DNA with 30nt SSO either with (green) or without SSB (gray). The DNA concentrations are 40nM (lightest green), 80nM, and 160nM (darkest green). The no SSB trace has a DNA concentration of 40nM. All traces were fit to a single exponential decay formula and the fit is shown in the figure. Final protein and ATP concentrations for the closing reactions were 20nM γ-complex, 20nM β-R103S/I305C-(AF488)2, 200nM unlabeled β, and 0.5mM ATP. B) Representative clamp closing reactions performed as above but with an asymmetrical DNA substrate that has one blunt end and the other end is 3’DNA (blue), 5’DNA (green), or blunt (red).
Figure 5-10. Clamp closing on 3’DNA with a 3’ phosphate group. A) Representative WT clamp closing traces on symmetrical naked 3’DNA with 30nt SSO and either a 3’ OH group (red) or a 3’P group (blue). The traces were fit to a double exponential decay formula and the fit is shown in the figure. Final protein and ATP concentrations for the closing reactions were 20nM γ-complex, 20nM β-R103S/I305C-(AF488)2, 200nM unlabeled β, 480nM SSB, and 0.5mM ATP. B) Clamp closing performed as in A but χ-less clamp loader complex.
Figure 5-11. Clamp closing on an internal 14nt primer. A structure of the DNA substrate used in this assay is shown. These reactions were performed with no SSB (blue) or with WT SSB (orange). All traces were fit to a single exponential decay formula and the fit is shown in the figure. Final reactant concentrations for the closing reactions were 20nM γ-complex, 20nM β-R103S/I305C-(AF488)$_2$, 200nM unlabeled β, 0.5mM ATP, and 160nM DNA.
Figure 5-12. Clamp closing on 30nt, 50nt, and 80nt SSO symmetrical substrates. A) Reactions performed with DNA substrates that had 3'DNA with a 30nt SSO (orange), a 50nt SSO (blue), a 80nt SSO (gray) are shown. All traces were fit to a double exponential decay formula and the fit is shown in the figure. Final reactant concentrations for the closing reactions were 20nM γ-complex, 20nM β-R103S/I305C-(AF488)$_2$, 200nM unlabeled β, 0.5mM ATP, and 200nM DNA. B) Representative reaction performed with 5'DNA substrate with 80nt SSO (gray) is shown. This trace was fit to a single exponential formula.
Table 5-1. DNA concentration dependence of clamp loading on 3’DNA substrates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA Substrate</th>
<th>SSB present</th>
<th>Clamp Loader</th>
<th>$k_{max}$, fast (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$K_{0.5}$, fast (nM)</th>
<th>$k_{max}$, slow (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$K_{0.5}$, slow (nM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical 30nt SSO</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical 30nt SSO</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical 5nt SSO</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical 30nt SSO</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>x-less</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical 30nt SSO</td>
<td>SSB∆C8</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A means no slow rate was calculated for these reactions.

$K_{0.5}$ and $k_{max}$ were calculated using Equation 2-6.

Table 5-2. Effects of SSB mutations on closing rates with 160 nM symmetrical 30 nt SSO DNA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA Structure</th>
<th>SSB present</th>
<th>Clamp Loader</th>
<th>$k_{obs}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3'DNA</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>x-less</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSB∆C8</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSB∆C1</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5'DNA</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>x-less</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSB∆C8</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSB∆C1</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$k_{obs}$ was calculated using Equation 2-8 or 2-9.
Table 5-3. Rates of clamp loading on 160nM 5’DNA substrate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA Structure</th>
<th>SSB present</th>
<th>Clamp Loader</th>
<th>$k_{obs}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical 30nt SSO</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical 30nt SSO</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetrical 30nt SSO with one blunt end</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical blunt ends</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical 30nt SSO</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>χ-less</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical 30nt SSO</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>χ-less</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical 30nt SSO</td>
<td>SSBΔC8</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical 30nt SSO</td>
<td>SSBΔC1</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$k_{obs}$ was calculated using Equation 2-8 or 2-9

Table 5-4. Rates of clamp loading on internal 14 nt oligonucleotide substrate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA Structure</th>
<th>SSB present</th>
<th>Clamp Loader</th>
<th>$k_{obs}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal 14 nt primer with one 3’ SSO and one 5’ SSO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal 14 nt primer with one 3’ SSO and one 5’ SSO</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$k_{obs}$ was calculated using Equation 2-8 or 2-9
Table 5-5. Rates of clamp loading on 30, 50, and 80 nt SSO substrates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA Structure</th>
<th>SSB present</th>
<th>Clamp Loader</th>
<th>$k_{fast}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>amp fast</th>
<th>$k_{slow}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>amp slow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3'DNA, 30nt SSO</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3'DNA, 50nt SSO</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3'DNA, 80nt SSO</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5'DNA, 30nt SSO</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5'DNA, 80nt SSO</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$k_{obs}$ and amp (fractional amplitude) were calculated using Equation 2-8 or 2-9.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The experiments presented here examined different aspects of the *E. coli* clamp loader reaction and how the reaction is regulated. To be efficient and precise, sliding clamps must be loaded onto the correct DNA substrate at the right time. The lagging strand of replication requires a sliding clamp to be loaded at the beginning of each Okazaki fragment meaning a sliding clamp is loaded every 2-3s. Failure to load clamps at sites where they are needed could jeopardize the genome integrity. While many studies have examined the different parts of the clamp loading reaction, there are still many unanswered questions as to how the clamp loading reaction is regulated. Experiments presented here were implemented to study how the clamp loaders load the sliding clamps and how this reaction is regulated to ensure clamps are loaded where they are required. The roles of the sliding clamp, clamp loader, and clamp loader-SSB interactions in the clamp loading reaction were examined. In Chapter 3, destabilizing electrostatic mutations of the sliding clamp were used to determine if the clamp loader actively opens the clamp or if the clamp transiently opens. Experiments in Chapter 4 examined the biochemical difference between the two *E. coli* clamp loaders, γ- and τ-complex. Finally, in Chapter 5, the mechanism of clamp loading regulation by single-stranded DNA binding protein (SSB) was studied.

**Destabilizing the Sliding Clamp Does Not Affect the Clamp Loading Reaction**

In Chapter 3, the effect of destabilizing the interface of the β sliding clamp on the clamp loading reaction was examined to determine if the clamp loader actively opens the clamp. While the clamp loading mechanism has been studied, there is a still a debate in the field as to whether the clamp loaders actively open the clamp or if they
stabilize the clamp once the clamp transiently opens. Electrostatic interactions were disrupted in the sliding clamp through amino acid substitutions or addition of 500 mM NaCl as this has been shown to destabilize the clamp (29). If the sliding clamp transiently opened and the clamp loader stabilized the open form, then it would be expected that destabilizing the clamps interface would increase the rate of clamp opening. Using clamp opening assays, it was determined that the electrostatic mutations did not have any effect on the clamp opening or closing reactions, even though these mutations significantly destabilized the clamp. Additionally, destabilizing the clamp interface did not change the kinetics of the clamp closing reactions. These results suggest that the clamp loader actively opens the sliding clamp.

Previous work has shown that the clamp opening reaction is at least a 2-step reaction in which the clamp loader binds and then opens the sliding clamp. Kinetic modeling of the clamp opening reaction using clamp binding and opening data revealed a minimum 3-step opening model in which the clamp loader binds the sliding clamp then opens the sliding clamp followed by a conformational change of the open clamp-clamp loader complex. It is hypothesized that this confirmation change is stabilization of the open clamp by the clamp loader. Previous studies suggested that the δ subunit is the clamp loader subunit that initially interacts with the sliding clamp after ATP binding and “cracks” open the sliding clamp. This opening by the δ subunit could be the initial open step in our model and the second open confirmation could be when the rest of the clamp loader subunits interact with the sliding clamp, stabilizing the open confirmation. There was not enough data to rule out additional conformational changes in the reaction, but based on the opening and binding data there are at least three steps in the
clamp opening reaction. The model presented here suggests that the clamp loader destabilizes the close clamp to open it and then stabilizes the open confirmation to prevent monomerization of the subunits. The PCNA sliding clamp is quite stable in solution (29), like the bacterial sliding clamp. In addition, it has been hypothesized that the open sliding clamp is stabilized by the clamp loader (149), as proposed for the bacterial clamp loader, suggesting that the mechanisms of sliding clamp opening may be preserved throughout the domains of life.

**DnaX2016 γ and τ Clamp Loader Subunits Aggregate *in Vitro***

In Chapter 4, the effects of the DnaX2016 mutations on the γ and τ clamp loaders were determined to give insight into the different clamp loaders roles within the cell. Cells with the *dnaX2016* gene are defective in template-switching repair and this pathway is restored when WT γ, not τ, is expressed in these cells (170). Studying the effects of these mutations can help determine a role for γ, which is still currently unknown. While the DnaX2016 subunits were able to be purified, the subunits aggregated into large complexes with each other. WT DnaX is known to form tetramers in solution (200), but the molecular weight of the DnaX2016 aggregates were at least 4-fold larger equivalent to sixteen subunits. *In vitro* reconstitution of the clamp loader complex with the DnaX2016 subunits resulted in precipitation of the subunits and no clamp loader complex could be obtained.

To assist with the purification of DnaX2016 clamp loaders and to increase the efficiency of our laboratory’s purification protocol, a Duet Vector system was constructed to allow expression of the *E. coli* clamp loaders and Pol III all at once *in vivo*. Chapter 4 gives details on the creation of these vectors. Previously, the clamp loader complexes were isolated by purification of the individual subunits then followed
by an *in vitro* reconstitution. The total time of this method of clamp loader purification would take months to complete. The Duet Vector system allows purification of the entire pol III* complex in a week. This system also allows for easy swapping of genes in the multiple cloning sites to create mutations and variations of the clamp loader for studies. The Duet Vector system of expression and purification results in mg quantities of proteins, giving enough product for biochemical assays.

An *in vivo* expression vector was constructed previously by another laboratory, but this vector only contained the subunits of the clamp loader and could not be expressed with the pol III subunits to create holoenzyme (173). To purify holoenzyme using this system, after purification of the clamp loader complex there would be an *in vitro* reconstitution method performed. It has been suggested that the *in vitro* reconstitution of the holoenzyme differs from *in vivo* reconstitution in that it is hypothesized the pol III subunits interact with the τ subunits before τ interacts with the other clamp loader subunits (164). The Duet Vector system of expression and purification presented here allows for *in vivo* reconstitution which may be required for formation of active clamp loader complex with the DnaX2016 mutations. It will be interesting to perform the expression and purification of the DnaX2016 clamp loaders to determine if clamp loader complex or pol III* can be purified. Cells with the *dnaX2016* mutation are viable at permissive temperatures and since τ-complex is required for cell viability (63), it is hypothesized that at least the pol III* complex will be able to form somewhat active complex *in vivo*. It is possible that the DnaX2016 τ subunit must interact with pol III first, as hypothesized *in vivo* (164), in order to prevent the high oligomerization seen with the DnaX2016 subunits *in vitro* when expressed alone. If
DnaX2016 clamp loader with τ can be formed but clamp loader with γ cannot be formed since it does not interact with the pol III subunits, this could explain the phenomenon seen that expression of WT γ, but not τ, restores the template-switching repair pathway if clamp loader with γ is required for this pathway. Another possibility is that the in vivo form of the clamp loader contains two τ subunits and one γ as previously described (60), and that this ratio is important for the template-switching mechanism. Without functional γ in the clamp loader this could disturb the template-switching process. It is currently unknown exactly how the clamp loader plays a role in template-switching.

**γ and τ Clamp Loaders Are Kinetically the Same**

In Chapter 4, the kinetics of γ and τ clamp loaders during multiple steps of the clamp loading reaction were measured to determine if there is any kinetic difference between the two clamp loaders. While both clamp loaders have been shown to load clamps equally, it is unknown if the mechanism in which they load the clamps is the same or not. Various fluorescence-based assays were used to probe multiple steps in the clamp loading reaction. The affinity of the different clamp loaders for the sliding clamp was the same, showing that one clamp loader did not have a better interaction with the sliding clamp than the other. Kinetics of clamp opening, ATP hydrolysis, clamp closing, and clamp release were the same for the two clamp loaders showing that indeed the two clamp loaders are kinetically equivalent and the clamp loading reaction does not differ between the two clamp loaders.

If the clamp loading reactions are independent of which clamp loader is used, the reason τ is required for viability, but γ is not, must be due to the ability of τ to assist with DNA replication. The τ subunit assists with DNA replication by giving pol III preferential access to the sliding clamp, interacting with the helicase, and recycle clamps on the
lagging strand, none of which \( \gamma \) can perform (4, 64, 67). Giving pol III direct access to the sliding clamp is important to prevent other enzymes, like error-prone polymerases, from accessing the clamp at the replication fork when these enzymes are not needed in order to help keep the integrity of the genome. Recent studies suggest that one \( \gamma \) subunit is present at the replication fork (60, 201). While the role for \( \gamma \) is unknown, it has been suggested that the presence of \( \gamma \) at the replication fork allows occasional pol IV-dependent mutagenesis important for the production of spontaneous mutations (60). Studies have shown that these types of mutations are important for natural selection and evolutionary fitness (202). It is interesting to note that the \( \gamma \) and \( \tau \) subunits are produced at equal quantities. If only one \( \gamma \) subunit is at the replication fork, it raises the question of what the other \( \gamma \) subunits are doing if they have a cellular function. Elg1-RFC clamp loader has been shown to be a clamp unloader (203). Possibly \( \gamma \) functions to unload the sliding clamps, which have been shown to have a long half-life on DNA (30). Mutations found to inhibit \( \gamma \) function in vivo, like with the DnaX2016 clamp loaders, could provide evidence of the role of \( \gamma \) through biochemical investigation. The Duet Vectors provide a simple and efficient method of producing large enough quantities of the clamp loaders to make these studies possible.

**SSB Regulation of Clamp Loading**

**SSB stimulates clamp loading on the correct polarity DNA through multiple interactions with the clamp loader**

In Chapter 5, the mechanism of how SSB stimulates clamp loading on the correct polarity DNA (3’DNA) was investigated. It was shown previously that the presence of SSB stimulated clamp loading on correct polarity DNA (105). This stimulation is important during DNA replication because pol III can only extend off of a 3’OH so the
clamps must be loaded at these sites (3’ recessed ends, 3’DNA). While the phenomenon of SSB stimulation has been well documented, it is still unknown what mechanism SSB uses to cause this stimulation. Fluorescence-based assays were utilized as well as variants of the clamp loader and SSB to give insight into what the mechanism of regulation is.

Clamp closing assays were used as a screen to determine how the presence of SSB stimulated clamp closing on the correct polarity DNA (3’DNA). Rate constants were determined in order to compare reactions without SSB to reactions with SSB. When SSB was present in the reactions, the $K_{0.5}$, was reduced over 3.5-fold compared to reactions without SSB. This result suggests that SSB stimulates clamp loading by increasing the clamp loader’s affinity for the correct DNA substrate. Previous studies have shown that the clamp loader binds more efficiently to 3’DNA substrates that contained SSB when compared to the 5’DNA (96). SSB could be increasing the contacts between the clamp loader-clamp complex and the primer-template junction. Also, SSB could be reducing the number of nonspecific contacts the clamp loader makes with SSB to lower the $K_{0.5}$.

The SSB C-terminal tail has been shown to interact with the clamp loader through the χ subunit (100, 101). Clamp loaders without the χ do not have a known clamp loading deficiency, but when SSB is present, the rate of clamp loading on the correct polarity DNA decreases by 5-fold indicating that this interaction is required for the stimulation on the correct polarity DNA. The role of the χ-SSB interaction could be to move SSB away from the primer-template to give the clamp loader-clamp complex access. The DNA concentration dependence of the reactions without χ could be due to
the inability to move SSB and the clamp loader waiting for SSB to transiently move before it can gain access to the primer-template junction. It should be noted that there is an excess of the χ subunit at the replication fork (31, 58). The mechanism of remodeling SSB by the interaction with χ could have implications on how other proteins gain access to the replication fork in the presence of SSB.

Interestingly, when a C-terminal truncated form of SSB was used, the rate of clamp loading was even slower than the χ-less clamp loader reactions. This indicates that SSB may be able to interact with a different region of the clamp loader reaction other than χ, which would be a novel interaction. A previous study has suggested there was an additional interaction between the clamp loader and SSB (183). Another study also found that when the hydrophobic pocket of the sliding clamp was mutated, it reduced the specificity of clamp loading of 3’DNA-SSB compared to 5’DNA-SSB (96). It is possible that SSB not only interacts with the clamp loader, but also the sliding clamp. Additionally, in Chapter 4, it was shown that the stimulation of clamp loading on correct polarity DNA by SSB was also present in reactions with τ-complex and the holoenzyme complex, the forms of the clamp loader present at the replication fork.

Based on the results presented, the direct protein-protein interaction between SSB and the clamp loader on the correct polarity DNA increases the contacts between the clamp loader-clamp complex and the primer-template junction. There seems to be a minimum of two interactions between the clamp loader-clamp and SSB that is responsible for this stimulation of DNA binding. The clamp loader-clamp complex could use this interaction to physically move SSB out of the way, gaining access to the primer-template junction. This could also involve a SSB-DNA remodeling step where the
interaction of the clamp loader-clamp complex with SSB could induce a change of the SSB-DNA binding mode. SSB could also direct the clamp loader-clamp complex to the primer-template junction by reducing the number of non-productive DNA binding events. Additionally, clamp loading on naked DNA was strongly dependent on the DNA concentration, whereas loading on SSB-coated DNA was not very dependent on the DNA concentration. Possibly, DNA binding is the rate-determining step of the reaction without SSB, but with SSB DNA binding is no longer rate limiting. Another step, like SSB remodeling, could be the rate determining step of clamp closing when SSB is present.

To determine if the clamp loader remolds SSB at the primer-template junction, a FRET-based assay is currently being developed in our laboratory. The primers of 3’DNA and 5’DNA will be labeled with a fluorescence donor and the N-terminal end of SSB will be labeled with a non-fluorescent donor. When SSB is directly next to the primer-template junction, there will be little fluorescence. If SSB is displaced there will be an increase in fluorescence. The changes in fluorescence can be measured using a stopped-flow machine to measure the rates of movement in real-time. Combining this experiment with DNA binding, ATP hydrolysis, and clamp closing assays can help determine the timing of events of clamp loading on 3’DNA. This would help determine whether or not the clamp loader changes the position of SSB by moving it away from the 3’DNA primer-template junction to allow the clamp loader-clamp complex to bind.

**SSB inhibits clamp loading on the incorrect polarity DNA through SSB-DNA interactions**

In Chapter 5, the mechanism by which SSB inhibits clamp loading on the incorrect polarity DNA (5’DNA) was investigated. Previously, our laboratory
demonstrated that the presence of SSB inhibits clamp loading onto the incorrect polarity DNA to levels of reactions without DNA. To determine the mechanism of inhibition, fluorescence-based assays were used to measure the rate of clamp loading in the presence and absence of WT SSB or truncated SSB. Unlike reactions with the correct polarity DNA (3’DNA), inhibition of clamp loading reactions on the incorrect polarity (5’DNA) was not dependent on clamp loader-SSB interactions. Clamp loading with WT and χ-less clamp loader both occurred at 0.05 s⁻¹, which is equivalent to reactions with no DNA. In addition, clamp loading reactions with C-terminal truncated SSB variants occurred at the same rate.

The results of the presented experiments suggest that the inhibition of clamp loading is not dependent on known clamp loader-SSB interactions, but possibly due to SSB-DNA interactions preventing the clamp loader from loading clamps on 5’DNA. Additionally, in Chapter 4, it was shown that the inhibition of clamp loading on the incorrect polarity DNA by SSB was also present in reactions with τ-complex and the holoenzyme complex, the forms of the clamp loader present at the replication fork. Interestingly, the rate of clamp loading on the incorrect polarity DNA is similar to the rate of dissociation of the clamp from the clamp loader (Table 3-2). Measuring clamp loading reactions for a longer time period (500s) as in the dissociation assays would give a better estimate of the reaction rates and to determine if there are biphasic kinetics as seen with the dissociation reactions. This result is in agreement with a previous study which demonstrated that ATP hydrolysis was very low when using a 5’DNA substrate (96). This study also used pull-down assays that showed DNA binding of the clamp loader was reduced, but did occur at 5’DNA-SSB structures. If the clamp loader does
bind DNA, but does not perform ATP hydrolysis, then this would suggest that the SSB-DNA interaction traps the open clamp-clamp loader in a complex in which the clamp cannot close and the only way the clamp loader can release itself is to dissociate from the clamp. Alternatively, SSB could be blocking DNA binding all together and the clamp loaders seen on 5’DNA in the 2009 study could be an artifact of nonspecific binding. If this was the case, it would be expected to little-to-none ATP hydrolysis would occur and that the closing rates would match dissociation rates, which was seen in the clamp closing assays using 5’DNA.

To determine if the clamp loader is binding 5’DNA or not, a FRET-based assay could be used to measure the rate of DNA binding. By labeling the primer-template junction of a DNA substrate with a fluorescent donor and the sliding clamp with a non-fluorescent quencher, rates of DNA binding could be measured. As the clamp loader-clamp complex binds the DNA, the fluorescence will decrease which can be measured by a stopped-flow apparatus in order to determine DNA binding rates. These experiments would confirm whether or not the clamp loader can gain access to the primer-template junction when SSB is present.

**Model for SSB regulation of clamp loading**

Combining the results of SSB regulation of clamp loading on the incorrect and correct polarity DNA suggests that the C-terminal tail of SSB can recruit enzymes to DNA, but does not define DNA specificity. The DNA specificity of the clamp loading reaction conferred by SSB seems to stem from a SSB-DNA interaction. SSB may sterically block the primer-template junction and must repositioned in order to gain access. Another possibility, and more likely, is that there is a difference of the dynamics of the 3’DNA-SSB and 5’DNA-SSB when the clamp loader-clamp complex binds. It may
be that on the 3' DNA the clamp loader can move SSB away from the primer-template junction, but on 5' DNA the clamp loader can only move SSB towards the primer-template junction. This matches clamp closing results on a 14 nt internal primer in which SSB on the 5' DNA had to move in order for the clamp loader to load the sliding clamp. It has previously been hypothesized that the clamp loader must reposition SSB not only to load the clamp, but to also to give DNA polymerase access to the primer (183). SSB and the clamp loader could be in competition for the primer-template junction and that remodeling of SSB must occur before the clamp loader can gain access. This dynamic remodeling of 3' DNA-SSB requires $\chi$-SSB interactions and possibly another clamp loader-clamp interaction with SSB. Based on the results presented here, on the correct polarity DNA, $\chi$ interacts with SSB to remodel the SSB-DNA complex, either by moving the SSB molecule away from the primer-template junction, changing the SSB DNA-binding mode, or possibly by reducing the amount of nonproductive binding events, which allows the clamp loader to load the sliding clamp. This interaction seems to increase the binding of the clamp loader-clamp to 3' DNA.

One possibility for inhibition of the clamp loading on 5' DNA-SSB is that on the incorrect polarity DNA, the SSB-DNA complex cannot be remodeled by the clamp loader, preventing clamp loading. The structure of SSB-DNA could be different on a 3’ recessed primer-template junction compared to a 5’ primer-template junction. If this was the case then it would be expected that DNA binding is inhibited, which seems unlikely because SSB moves dynamically along DNA and previous studies have shown the clamp loader binds to 5’ DNA-SSB (96). Another case could be that interaction of the clamp loader-clamp with 5’ DNA-SSB could cause remodeling or an interaction that
traps the clamp loader-clamp in an unproductive complex that cannot undergo ATP hydrolysis. There could also be an effect of the direction that the clamp loader-clamp complex approaches the DNA-SSB complex. Possibly on 3’DNA-SSB the clamp loader can push SSB away from the primer-template junction, but on 5’DNA-SSB the clamp loader pushes the SSB towards the primer-template junction inhibiting clamp loading. Since the inhibition of clamp loading on the incorrect polarity DNA was independent of protein-protein interactions, this suggests that the DNA binding domain of SSB is important in the regulation. Novel interactions between the DNA-SSB and clamp loader-clamp complex may exist that play a role in this inhibition.

To further investigate this mechanism of clamp loading regulation by SSB, the exact step that is being regulated by SSB should be determined. The clamp closing assays used in Chapter 5 was completed to study the effect of SSB on clamp loading, but before clamp closing, DNA binding and ATP hydrolysis occur, either of which could be effected by SSB. Our laboratory already has an ATP hydrolysis assay that could be used and a FRET-based DNA binding assay is currently being developed. Determining the exact step in which SSB is inhibiting the clamp loading reaction would help to determine the mechanism of regulation. Another interesting experiment would be to determine if SSB binds the incorrect polarity DNA with the same affinity as the correct polarity DNA. DNA binding can be measured through anisotropy assays as performed in Chapter 5. If SSB has a higher affinity for the incorrect polarity DNA, this may explain the inhibition of clamp loading. These experiments should also be performed with the eukaryotic clamp and clamp loader to determine if the eukaryotic SSB, RPA, regulates clamp loading through the same mechanism.
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